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1: ADMIRAL ALFRED VON TIRPITZ USD 160 - 300

ADMIRAL ALFRED VON TIRPITZ(1849 - 1930) German Grand Admiral, Secretary of State of the German Imperial Naval Office.
Tirpitz took the modest imperial navy and turned it into a force that could threaten Britain's Royal Navy. Typed document on his State
Secretary of the Reichs-Marine-Department letterhead, 2 pp., 8.25 x 13 inches, Berlin, 21. March 1908, to the Chief of Staff of the
Admiralty of the Navy, ordering the re-design of German nautical charts to prevent the use of foreign charts, mainly the British charts.
The main issue being the different compass rose requirements by the navy, the merchant marine, and the inland marine. Signed by
Tirpitz in black ink at the conclusion, mailing folds. Very good.

2: WWI PRUSSIAN GENERALS (3) USD 120 - 240

WWI PRUSSIAN GENERALS (3)Good lot of three WWI Prussian generals signed portrait prints, 3.5 x 5.5 inches, each mounted to
cardboard.Georg von der Marwitz (1856 - 1929) Prussian Cavalry GeneralKurt Von Dem Borne (1857 - 1933) Prussian Infantry
General.Horst Edler von der Planitz (1859 - 1941) Saxon Infantry General.

3: BENITO MUSSOLINI VITTORIO EMANUELLE USD 300 - 400

A military document signed by both Benito Mussolini (1883-1945) and King Victor Emanuel (1869-1946). Partly-printed D.S. in
Italian, one page, 9.5 x 14.5 inches, 16 January 1935. An untranslated official document, boldly signed at the conclusion in ink,
'Mussolini' and 'Vittorio Emanuele.' Small water stain lower right corner, not affecting any content.

4: PAUL VON HINDENBURG USD 200 - 400

(1847 - 1934) German general and statesman who led the Imperial German Army during World War I and later became President of
Germany from 1925 until his death in 1934. Letter to his Cousin Frau von Fritsch, Berlin, 25.10.1925, handwritten in his usual bold
black ink thanking for the birthday wishes and thanking for the memorable time in Dresden and signing off 'Your devoted cousin
Hindenburg', 1 page, 9 x 11 inches, mailing folds, two small splits at folds, with transmittal envelope.

5: BALDUR VON SCHIRACH USD 100 - 150

(1907 - 1974) Head of the Hitler Youth 1933 - 1940 and Gauleiter and Governor of Vienna, convicted of crimes against humanity in
the Nuremberg trials and sentenced to 20 years in prison. A handwritten postcard signed 'Baldur', in English to an American friend in
Virginia, dated 6/20/71: 'Dear pal, thanks for the razor blades. As I wrote before this most perfect shaving kit can not be bought over
here. You have been sending me cigars, very interesting reports, and heaps of postcards. You and Nita seem to be driving around a
lot. I thank you both and send you my love 'Baldur.'

6: WALTHER VON BRAUCHITSCH SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH USD 1,000 - 1,400

(1881 - 1948) German field marshal and the Commander-in-Chief of the German Army during World War II. Large formal portrait
photograph, chest-up in uniform, a beautiful Heinrich Hoffmann photograph in black-and-white, 9.5 x 11.75 inches, boldly signed in
black ink in the lower-left corner. The upper and lower right corners are creased, a small 1/4-inch tear at the bottom edge near the
button. Heinrich Hoffmann copyright stamp on the reverse. Very good.

7: ADOLF HITLER TELEGRAM TO GENERALADMIRAL BOEHM USD 140 - 240

Telegram from ADOLF HITLER to General Admiral HERMANN BOEHM in Kiel, congratulating him for his 40 years of faithful service.
The telegram is dated 1. April 1943, Berlin and reads 'For your 40th service anniversary I'm sending you my best congratulations -
Adolf Hitler.' 1 page, 5.75 x 8.25 inches, paper loss at top. Hermann Boehm (1884 - 1972) After the invasion of Norway in April 1940,
Boem was made commander of German naval forces there on 10 April 1940, promoted to General Admiral on 1 April 1941. In March
1943 he was recalled from Norway.
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8: GENERAL DIETL TELEGRAM TO ADMIRAL BOEHM USD 140 - 240

Telegram from Generaloberst EDUARD DIETL (1890 - 1944) to Generaladmiral HERMANN BOEHM in Oslo, thanking Boehm for his
service as commander of the occupying forces in Norway. The Marinenachrichtendienst telegram is dated as incoming on 02 III 43 at
3:34. In part: 'Dear Herr Generaladmiral, thank you for your farewell letter. As you will be leaving Norway...I would like to...thank
you...for your loyal service and for the comradeship. I'm aware of the tremendous difficulties the armed forces of the navy faced
especially in the far north while under your command. I will therefore always be particularly grateful to you for the help given to me
and my army. I wish you all the best for your personal well-being and remain in loyal comradeship with warm regards and Heil Hitler,
your Dietl.' 2 pages, 5.75 x 8.25 inches, folds. Hermann Boehm (1884 - 1972) After the invasion of Norway in April 1940, Boehm was
made commander of German naval forces there on 10 April 1940, promoted to General Admiral on 1 April 1941. In March 1943 he
was recalled from Norway.

9: ERICH RAEDER SIGNED APPOINTMENT (2) USD 200 - 400

(1876 - 1960) German Admiral and Supreme Commander of the Kriegsmarine from 1935 - 1943. Appointment of OSKAR
ODENWAELDER to Marineverwaltungsinspektor im Reichsdienst (Naval Administration Inspector) issued Berlin, 11. May 1937
signed by ERICH RAEDER in black ink in his position as Reichs War Minister, 4 pages, 8.5 x 11.75 inches, blind embossed German
Reichsadler in the lower-left corner. With: a typed letter, Berlin 11. Mai 1937, appointing Oskar Odenwaelder to the position at the
offices in Wilhelmshaven effective 11. May 1937. Signed once more by Admiral ERICH RAEDER in black ink at the conclusion. Two
pieces.

10: ERICH RAEDER SIGNED FREGATTENKAPITAN PROMOTION USD 300 - 400

(1876 - 1960) German Admiral and Supreme Commander of the Kriegsmarine from 1935 - 1943. A war date promotion document for
Korvettenkapitan KURT GAEDE to Fregattenkapitan effective 1. February 1942, issued Fuhrer Headquarters, 2. January 1942, with
a lithographed signature of Adolf Hitler and signed by ERICH RAEDER in black ink at lower right. The promotion document is
embossed with the Reichsadler in lower-left corner, 4 pages, 10 x 14 inches, horizontal fold. Accompanied by its period original folio,
the cover bearing a gilt eagle and swastika, with white threaded cord, detached at the bottom. Some soiling to the outside of the
covers. Very good.

11: KARL DONITZ USD 100 - 160

(1891 - 1980) Grand Admiral and Commander-in-Chief of the German Navy, creator of Germany's World War II U-boat fleet, for a
few days he succeeded Adolf Hitler as German head of state. Very late and light signature on a 3.75 x 5.5 inch modern color
photograph showing Karl Donitz in 1943 at the Marinehauptquartier Koralle, Berlin, with Kapitanleutnant Adalbert Schnee to his right.
Double matted in a black frame, 9.75 x 11.75 inches overall, fairly light signature.

12: KARL DONITZ LAST WEHRMACHT REPORT 9 MAY 1945 USD 200 - 300

(1891-1980) German Grand Admiral and Supreme Commander of the German Navy, he briefly succeeded Hitler as Reichspresident
and Supreme Commander of the Wehrmacht until Mai 23, when he was arrested. Here is a printed copy, 1 page, 8.25 x 11.75
inches, of the last Wehrmacht report of World War II, from the headquarters of the Grand Admiral 9. May 1945. Karl Donitz signs at
the conclusion 'Donitz 74'. Even at this late stage, the last Wehrmacht report tries to uphold the myth of German war strength. The
report reads in part: 'In East Prussia, German divisions bravely defended the mouth of the Vistula...General of the Panzer Troops
von Saucken, was awarded the diamonds for oak leaves with swords for the Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross in recognition of the
exemplary attitude of his soldiers...Our armies in Courland...refused any premature handover...At midnight on the German side, in
accordance with the signed conditions, the fight and all movements ceased...The defenders of Breslau...succumbed to the enemy
superiority at the last hour after a heroic struggle...our troops in Norway and the garrisons of the Aegean Islands have preserved the
German soldier's honor in obedience and discipline...The guns have been silent on all fronts since midnight...the Wehrmacht stopped
the fight, which had become hopeless...six years of heroic wrestling. It brought us great victories, but also heavy defeats...the
German Wehrmacht is honorable inferior to a vast superior force...The German soldier...has always done something unforgettable in
the highest commitment for his people...Even the enemy will not withhold respect for the achievements and sacrifices...Every soldier
can proudly lay down his arms...The Wehrmacht commemorates...their comrades who remained before the enemy. The dead
commit to unconditional loyalty, obedience and discipline towards the fatherland, which is bleeding from countless wounds.'
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13: ADOLF GALLAND & ADOLF 'ADDI' GLUNZ USD 120 - 240

Signed book 'JG 26 Photographic History of the Luftwaffe's Top Guns' autographs on a bookplate applied to the front flyleaf of a
'special autographed copy' signed by Adolf Galland, Adolf 'Addi' Glunz, and Donald L. Caldwell (author), Eagle Editions Ltd. 1994,
Motorbooks International 1994, in English, 168 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches. Very good.

14: GUNTHER RALL MY LOGBOOK SIGNED USD 140 - 300

(1918 - 2009) German WWII General and fighter ace, third most successful fighter pilot in aviation history with 274 aerial victories
and Knight's Cross recipient. Rall's book 'My logbook - Reminiscences 1938-2006' Neunundzwanzigsechs Verlag, 2006,374 pp.,
7.25 10..25 inches. Boldly signed by Gunther Rall on the title page in black ink. Very good condition.

15: HANS-JOACHIM HAJO HERRMANN (2) USD 140 - 200

(1913 - 2010) Luftwaffe bomber pilot, recipient of the Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross with Oak Leaves and Swords. Photo signed in
black ink, b/w photo 4 x 6 inches. WITH: an autographed letter to an autograph collector in English, signed 'Hajo Herrmann', dated
12.10.99. Two pieces.

16: HANS-ULRICH RUDEL USD 200 - 300

(1916-1982) German ground-attack pilot during World War II, most decorated German serviceman as the sole recipient of the
Knight's Cross with Golden Oak Leaves, Swords, and Diamonds. Photograph of Hans-Ulrich Rudel signed in blue ink, dated
20.11.79., 4 x 6 inches.

17: OTTO BAUM USD 60 - 120

(1911-1998) Waffen-SS-Oberfuhrer, commanding the 16th SS Panzergrenadier Division Reichsfuhrer-SS; recipient of the Knight's
Cross of the Iron Cross with Oak Leaves and Swords. Signed black-and-white photograph, 3.5 x 5.75 inches, bust portrait in uniform.
Boldly signed in black ink at bottom margin.

18: SYLVESTER STADLER USD 80 - 160

(1910 - 1995) Waffen-SS commander of the Regiment Der Fuhrer and the SS-Panzer Division 'Hohenstaufen' from July 1944.
Severely wounded several times, he was awarded the Gold Close Combat Clasp and the Knight's Cross with Oak Leaves and
Swords. Signed black-and-white photograph, 6.75 x 9 inches, signed in black ink 'Silvester Stadler Rgt. Kdr. DF Fuhrerhauptquartier,
17 Sept. 43' showing Adolf Hitler presenting Stadler with the Oak Leaves.

19: SIEGFRIED UIBERREITHER AUSTRIAN GAULEITER USD 140 - 200

(1908 - 1984) Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter (Governor) of Styria, Austria. Escaped from the trials at Nuremberg, it is rumored that
he fled to Argentina and eventually lived in Germany under a false identity. Typed letter on his official letterhead, 7.5 x 9.5 in., to
party comrade Barth, Graz 15. December 1938, requesting a missing copy of a letter to Reich Minister for Economic Affairs Walther
Funk. Signed at conclusion in black ink. File and staple holes, mailing fold.
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20: LENI RIEFENSTAHL USD 100 - 200

(1902 - 2003) German film director, photographer, and actress, known for her seminal role in producing Nazi propaganda and close
friend of Adolf Hitler. Best known for the WWII propaganda film 'Triumph of the Will'. A signed self-portrait of Leni Riefenstahl taken
in the 1940s from the movie 'Tiefland', a black-and-white silver print photograph on postcard stock 3.5 x 5.5 inches, signed on the
bottom margin in black ink. A very light ink smudging of the last two letters and a small crease on the lower right.

21: MARIKA ROKK SUSPECTED KGB SPY USD 100 - 160

(1913 - 2004) German film star, Marika Rokk became famous when propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels decided Germany
needed a film icon to rival Hollywood stars such as Ginger Rogers and Rita Hayworth. She was first identified as a possible KGB
agent in 1951 by west Germany's Gehlen Organisation, which was reportedly concerned by her 'connections with Soviet authorities'.
Bold signature in blue ink on a period black-and-white photo postcard, a chest-up portrait, 3.5 x 5.5 inches.

22: OLGA TSCHECHOWA USD 200 - 300

(1897 - 1980) German actress of Russian-German ancestry, a leading actress in the Third Reich who starred in over 140 films. She
was accused of being a Russian spy, and of being pressured by Stalin and Beria to flirt with Adolf Hitler in order to gain information
so that Soviet agents could kill Hitler. Joseph Goebbels referred to her in his diaries as 'eine charmante Frau' ('a charming lady').
Tschechowa's signature in blue ink on a black-and-white vintage photo postcard, a chest-up portrait, 3.5 x 5.5 inches.

23: CHARLES W. LINDBERG USD 140 - 300

(1920 - 2007) United States Marine Corps who was a member of the patrol that captured the top of Mount Suribachi and raised the
first U.S. flag on the island on February 23, 1945. Iconic signed black-and-white photograph, 8 x 10 inches, depicting the US Marines
raising the US flag. Signed in black marker 'Charles W. Lindberg 1st Flag Raiser, Iwo Jima Feb. 23, 1945, 10:30 A.M.' Very good.

24: CHARLES W. LINDBERG IWO JIMA FLAG RAISER FDC USD 60 - 100

(1920 - 2007) U.S. Marine Corps corporal, member of the patrol that captured the top of Mount Suribachi where he helped raise the
first U.S. flag on the island on February 23, 1945. FDC with a 50th anniversary of the U.S. Marine Corps cachet and stamp, dated
Aug. 29, 1966. Lindberg signed the cover in black ink, 'Charles W. Lindberg, 1st Flag Raiser, Iwo Jima, Feb. 23, 1945, 10:30, A.M.'

25: EUGENE B. FLUCKEY USD 80 - 100

(1917 - 2007) United States Navy rear admiral who received the Medal of Honor and four Navy Crosses during his service as a
submarine commander in World War II. Signed check 'E B Fluckey' in blue ink, check for $9,000 to Horizon by the Sea, December
18, 1992, check no. 3242 drawn on the account of E. B. Fluckey and E. M. Fluckey at Signet Bank in Baltimore, Maryland.

26: GEORGE H. GAY SOLE SURVIVOR TORPEDO SQN EIGHT USD 120 - 200

George Henry Gay Jr. (1917 - 1994) A Douglas TBD Devastator pilot in United States Navy Torpedo Squadron 8 operating from the
aircraft carrier USS Hornet in the Pacific Theater of Operations during World War II. Of the 30 VT-8 aircrew from Hornet that
participated in the pivotal Battle of Midway, Ensign Gay was the sole survivor. Typed letter signed on his Midway 8 letterhead,
Naples, Florida, September 10, 1979, 1 page, 11 x 8.5 in., in part: 'I am more sorry for your delay here than in the others and I am
truly upset about them...the label came off of your package before it could get to you....Your request for my comment when I
autoscratched your bookis kinda special to me. It seema [sic] peculiar to me to even believe such a thing can be going on. I feel so
unworthy...I especilly [sic] appreciate your confidence in early ordering...Seems doing my best in this case came up somewhat short
of desirable. I hope you at least enjoy 'Sole Survivor'. Signed at conclusion in blue ink. Mailing fold. Very good.
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27: JIMMY DOOLITTLE FDC USD 80 - 140

(1896 - 1993) American military general and aviation pioneer. He was awarded the Medal of Honor for personal valor and leadership
as commander of the Doolittle Raid, a retaliatory air raid on some of the Japanese main islands on April 18, 1942. Signed FDC 'J.H.
Doolittle' in blue ink, FDC Twentieth Anniversary of First St. Louis Air Mail Flight Oct. 4, 1911 - Oct. 4, 1931, St. Louis Chamber of
Commerce Air Board. With: a second unsigned FDC. Two pieces.

28: ENOLA GAY CREW MEMBERS (4) USD 100 - 160

Lot of four (4) signed items from the crew members of the Enola Gay. Includes: A white card with images related to WWII signed in
blue ink 'Dutch Van Kirk Navigator' by Theodore 'Dutch' Van Kirk (1921 - 2014), the navigator on the Enola Gay during the Hiroshima
bombing mission. A check by Richard Nelson (1925 - 2003),19-year-old radio operator of the Enola Gay, signed 'Richard Nelson' in
black ink, for $218.00 to Department of Motor Vehicles, August 17, 1976, check no. 109 drawn on the account of R. H. Nelson and
N. K. Nelson at Security Pacific National Bank in Riverside, California. A check by Thomas Ferebee (1918 - 2000), the bombardier
aboard the Enola Gay, signed 'Thomas Ferebee' in black ink, for $500.00 to Kelby Ferebee, May 17, 1998, check no. 3372 drawn on
the account of Col. (Ret.) Thomas W. Ferebee at NationsBank of Texas, in San Antonio, Texas. A white card signed in blue ink
'George Caron' by George R. Caron (1919 - 1995), the tail gunner aboard the B-29 Enola Gay. Four pieces.

29: DUTCH VAN KIRK ENOLA GAY USD 120 - 160

(1921 - 2014) Navigator of the Enola Gay when it dropped the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima. Color photograph of the Enola Gay
Superfortress bomber, signed in blue ink, 'Dutch Van Kirk Navigator Enola Gay 6 Aug 1946', 8 x 10 in. Very good.

30: JACOB BESER ENOLA GAY USD 100 - 200

(1921-1992) Beser was the radar specialist aboard the Enola Gay on August 6, 1945, when it dropped the Little Boy atomic bomb on
Hiroshima. Signed in black ink 'Jacob Beser', a glossy black-and-white photograph of Beser in front of the Enola Gay, 8 x 10 inches.

31: MORRIS JEPPSON ENOLA GAY USD 100 - 200

(1922 - 2010) Assistant weaponeer on the Enola Gay, which dropped the first atomic bomb on the city of Hiroshima, Japan, on
August 6, 1945. Signature in blue ink on a black-and-white photo of the Little Boy unit on a trailer cradle in the pit on Tinian, before
being loaded into Enola Gay's bomb bay. 8.5 x 11 Inches.

32: PAUL TIBBETS & ENOLA GAY CREW SIGNED BOOK USD 200 - 400

Paul Tibbets' self-published book 'Return of the Enola Gay'. Signed limited edition #606 of 1500, 1998, hardcover with dust jacket,
9.5 x 6.5 inches, 339 pages. Boldly signed in blue ink by Pilot PAUL TIBBETS, Bombardier TOM FEREBEE, Navigator DUTCH VAN
KIRK, and Radio Operator RICHARD NELSON. With owner's name and a few highlighted, underlined sections throughout, otherwise
in very good condition.

33: PAUL TIBBETS ENOLA GAY FDC USD 80 - 160

(1915-2007) American Bomber Pilot who flew the B-29 Superfortress known as the Enola Gay when it dropped Little Boy, the first of
two atomic bombs used in warfare, on the Japanese city of Hiroshima. Signed FDC Alamogordo, New Mexico, August 6, 1995, on
the 50th anniversary of the Hiroshima bombing. The envelope is original from 1945, franked with two commemorative stamps, and
the 1945 3 cent Iwo Jima stamp. Signed by Tibbets in blue ink 'Paul Tibbets, Pilot', very good.
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34: PAUL TIBBETS ENOLA GAY SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH USD 140 - 200

(1915-2007) American Bomber Pilot who flew the B-29 Superfortress known as the Enola Gay when it dropped Little Boy, the first of
two atomic bombs used in warfare, on the Japanese city of Hiroshima. Boldly signed in blue felt tip marker 'Paul Tibbets Pilot', a
superb photograph of Tibbets in front of the Enola Gay, original black-and-white photograph, 8 x 10 inches. Very good.

35: THOMAS FEREBEE ENOLA GAY USD 60 - 90

(1918 - 2000) Bombardier aboard the B-29 Superfortress, known as the Enola Gay, which dropped Little Boy, the first of two atomic
bombs used in warfare, on the Japanese city of Hiroshima in 1945. Boldly signed black-and-white photograph in black ink 'Thomas
Ferebee, USAF Ret., Bombardier of Enola Gay, Bombed Hiroshima Japan, Aug. 6, 1945', 8 x 10 inches.

36: TOKYO WAR CRIMES TRIAL TRANSCRIPTS USD 500 - 800

TOKYO WAR CRIMES TRIAL TRANSCRIPTSOffered here are 346 pages of original mimeographed transcripts from the Tokyo War
Crimes Tribunal, covering three days of the trial in December of 1946: volume marked '#1' for Wednesday, December 11, 1946,
pages 12,479 through 12,626 (147 pp.); volume marked '#2', Thursday, December 12, 1946, pages 12,627 through 12,716 (89 pp.);
volume marked '#3', Friday, December 13, 1946, pages 12,717 through 12,827 (110 pp.)The transcripts include witness testimony,
affidavits, summaries of evidence, including an affidavit from Major General EDWARD P. KING, commanding general of the
Philippine-American forces on the Bataan Peninsula. Testimonies detailing the atrocities and crimes committed, the shocking
treatment of American POW's; murder, rape, and torture of Filipinos; the Bataan Death March, Lasang, Davao Penal colony, Camp
O'Donnell, mass punishments, the bombing of the Oryoku Maru off of Subic Bay, the Enoura Maru, Japanese soldiers raping
Filipinos, Gapan, the bombing of Manila, extracts from captured diaries, and more. Each volume is bound by string and shows loss
at edges as expected due to age and paper quality. A fantastic group of original documents.The International Military Tribunal for the
Far East (IMTFE) was created in Tokyo, Japan, pursuant to a 1946 proclamation by U.S. Army General Douglas MacArthur,
Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers in occupied Japan. The IMTFE presided over a series of trials of senior Japanese
political and military leaders pursuant to its authority 'to try and punish Far Eastern war criminals.' Between May 1946 and November
1948 the tribunal tried twenty-eight Japanese leaders. The tribunal included judges and prosecution teams from each of the ten
countries that signed Japan’s surrender and handed out sentences ranging from seven years’ imprisonment to death. The records
were printed by mimeograph onto whatever paper could be found in the chaos of postwar Tokyo, where the trials took place. Over
48,000 pages were recorded and are archived by the United Nations War Crimes Commission.

37: TOKYO FALL OF 1945 USD 100 - 160

Book titled 'Tokyo - Fall of 1945', Bunka-Sha, Inc., Tokyo, Japan, 1946, first edition. This is a photo essay on the immediate
post-surrender situation in Tokyo and the initial recovery signs featuring black and white photographs by Ihei Kimura and Shunkichi
Kikuchi (uncredited). During the war, Kimura worked as photographic editor of magazine 'Front' which quickly renamed itself
'Company of Culture (Bunka-sha) ' after the surrender. The present book was its first publication. Most of the text is in Japanese, but
there are some English language photo captions. The poetic foreword states that the city is wounded after the war's end, but
survives, with heart. Photos picture scenes of bombing destruction, but also of baseball games and people in the streets. The
patched-together shops and homeless people are juxtaposed with cabarets along the Ginza, vegetable markets, playing children,
and GIs interacting with the locals. Wrappers show some wear and have a few creases. Text is clean and free of marks. Softcover,
approx. 64 pages, 7 x 10 inches.

38: BOYINGTON'S BLACKSHEEP SQUADRON VMF 214 USD 80 - 160

WWII Black Sheep Squadron VMF 214 (Marine Attack Squadron 214.) The squadron is best known as the Black Sheep of World
War II fame and for one of its commanding officers, Colonel Gregory 'Pappy' Boyington. Black-and-white signed photograph by
squadron members Bruce Matheson, Jim Hill, and Ed Harper, 8 x 10 inches.
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39: GLENN BOWERS PILOT BLACK SHEEP SQUADRON VMF 214 (2) USD 80 - 160

(1921 - 2010) WWII Black Sheep Squadron Fighter Pilot VMF 214 (Marine Attack Squadron 214). The squadron is best known as
the Black Sheep of World War II fame and for one of its commanding officers, Colonel Gregory 'Pappy' Boyington. Two
black-and-white signed photographs, a portrait, and a group shot, each signed by Glenn Bowers in blue ink. 8 x 10 inches.

40: WWII US FIGHTER PILOTS (5) USD 140 - 200

WWII US FIGHTER PILOTS (5)1) Chuck Older (1917-2006) and R.T. Smith (1918-1995) WWII fighter aces signed color photograph,
10 x 8 inches.2) C.E. 'Bud' Anderson (1922-2005) Anderson flew two tours of combat against the Luftwaffe in Europe while with the
363d Fighter Squadron of the 357th Fighter Group, based at RAF Leiston, England, and was the group's third-leading ace with
16.2.5 aerial victories. Signed black-and-white photograph by Bud Anderson, 8.25 x 11 inches.3) Robert Cardenas (1950 - 2019 )
Signed Letter, July 18, 1947, I believe he made a mistake he meant 1997. The letter talks about his identity being stolen and also
about the 'gathering of eagles.'4) Homer A. Boushey (1929-1991) In 1943 General Boushey became the Air Corps' first commander
of a jet organization when the 412th Fighter Group was organized on a confidential status at Muroc, California. In 1947 General
Boushey led the first over-water flight of jet fighter aircraft when one squadron of P-80 aircraft was transferred from the Philippines to
Okinawa. Signed black-and-white photograph 8 x 10 inches.

41: BOB HOOVER & CHALMERS USD 60 - 80

BOB HOOVER & CHALMERS 'SLICK' GOODLIN (2)1) Bob Hoover (1922 - 2016) American fighter pilot and record-setting air show
aviator. After the war, he served as a USAF and civilian test pilot, flying chase for the Bell X-1 supersonic flight, and as a flight
instructor for North American Aviation during the Korean War. He was Chuck Yeager's backup pilot for the X-1 Program. Photo of a
Bell X-1 aircraft boldly signed by Bob Hoover in blue ink 'Bob Hoover USAF BELL X-1 BACK UP & CHASE PILOT OCT. 14, 1947', 4
x 6 inches.2) Chalmers 'Slick' Goodlin (1923 - 2005) Second test pilot of the Bell X-1 supersonic rocket plane, and the first to operate
the craft in powered flight. He was the pilot of the project's second plane, and nearly broke the sound barrier. Black-and-white
photograph signed in black ink, 8 x 10 inches.

42: AUTOGRAPH GROUP US PILOTS & GENERALS, ETC (12) USD 100 - 180

Large lot of twelves items: Richard J. Harer, USAF Test Pilot; Stanley 'Sweede' Vejtasa, FDC; Lt. Col. James Ince, 432d Fighter
Sqn; Brig. Gen. Robert E. Galer, MOH, VMF-224; James Elms Sweet, pilot VMF-221; Don Malarkey and Buck Compton, Easy
Company, 506th PIR; Bruce Carlson, US AIR Force, Four-Star General; Robert Stack (1941 Gen. Stilwell); one unsigned photo of
Alan Deere in his Spitfire; a card signed by Italian WWII Ace Luigi Gorrini; and one 8x10 photograph signed by two unidentified
aviators. Twelve pieces.

43: ROBERT MORGAN B-17 MEMPHIS BELLE PILOT USD 80 - 120

(1918 - 2004) WWII bomber pilot of the B-17 Flying Fortress 'Memphis Belle.' Signed b/w photograph of the crew in front of the
Memphis Belle, Capt. Bob Morgan is pictured fifth from the left. 8 x 10 inches signed in black ink 'Capt Robert Morgan 324th Bomb
Sqd 25 Missions.'

44: TUSKEGEE AIRMEN OF WWII SIGNED PHOTO USD 60 - 100

The Tuskegee Airmen were a group of primarily African-American military pilots fighter and bomber and airmen who fought in World
War II. Print of the Tuskegee Airmen Medal hand-signed by Fred Johnson, Utha Knox, Oliver Goodall, and Charles Lane, 8 x 10
inches.
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45: DAMBUSTERS RAID VETERAN GEORGE JOHNNY JOHNSON (3) USD 100 - 200

Good lot of three photographs signed by George 'Johnny' Johnson (b. 1921), DFM, retired Royal Air Force officer who is the last
surviving original member of No. 617 Squadron RAF and of Operation Chastise, the 'Dambusters' raid of 1943. Three
black-and-white photographs, signed in black in, 8 x 10 inches.

46: ROBERT L SCOTT FIGHTER ACE USD 100 - 200

(1908 - 2006) Brigadier general, flying ace of World War II, credited with shooting down 13 Japanese aircraft; he is widely
remembered for his WWII memoir God is My Co-Pilot, about his time with the Flying Tigers. Signed black-and-white photo collage in
black ink, 8 x 10 inches.

47: WWII PILOTS BATTLE OF BRITAIN (11) USD 120 - 200

Good lot of eleven (11) signed black-and-white photographs of WWII pilots from the Battle of Britain, Ken Wilkinson (3x), Eric Brown
(2x), Syd Cleaver (2x), Jack London (4x). Signed in person for JG Autographs.

48: HARRY TRUMAN SIGNED AWARD TO RUSSIAN SOLDIER USD 500 - 700

A citation for the Legion of Merit issued to Red Army Lieutenant Colonel Semen Popov signed by President Harry S. Truman on April
9, 1946, on White House letterhead, the document being a typed citation for the Legion of Merit, degree of Legionnaire. Signed in
bold black ink by Truman at the base of the letter. Together with The United States of America Legion of Merit Award, Washington,
9th April 1946, to Lieutenant Colonel Semen I. Popov, Red Army, Red Army, degree of Legionnaire. Signed at the base by Secretary
of War Robert P. Patterson and by US Army Adjutant General Edward F. Witsell. With pencil note in Cyrillic at the head of both
documents.

49: ALEKSANDER KOMAROVSKY USD 80 - 120

(1906-1973) Soviet economic and military leader, general of the army (1972), Hero of Socialist Labor (1949), Lenin and Stalin Prize
Laureate. As the Soviet Army's chief of engineers for three decades, General Komarovsky was responsible for the construction of
some of the country's most secret projects, including the vast nuclear-weapons establishment developed after World War II. A red
and gold greeting card with a typed note inside addressed to Field Marshal of Engineering Troops VIKTOR KHARCHENKO
congratulating him with International Workers' Day (May 1st) and the upcoming 24th anniversary of victory over Nazi Germany.
Original signature in black ink. 6.75 x 3.75 inches.

50: ALEKSEY SEMENOVICH ZHADOV USD 80 - 120

(1901 - 1977) Soviet General, Hero of the Soviet Union, commanded the 66th Army, later renamed the 5th Guards Army for its
bravery displayed at Stalingrad. Zhadov took part in the Battle of Moscow, Battle of Stalingrad, and the Battle of Kursk. A typed note
addressed to Field Marshal VICTOR KHARCHENKO congratulating him with International Workers' Day (May 1st) and the upcoming
Victory Day (May 9). Original signature in blue ink, 3.25 x 5.25 inches, removed from an album, minor creases on the left edge.

51: ANASTAS MIKOYAN USD 180 - 300

(1895 - 1978) Armenian Communist revolutionary, Old Bolshevik, and Soviet statesman during the mandates of Lenin, Stalin,
Khrushchev, and Brezhnev. He was the only Soviet politician who managed to remain at the highest levels of power within the
Communist Party as the leaders changed. A request sent by Comrade Sulimenko to Mikoyan asking if he would approve recognizing
the workers who distinguished themselves during the construction of warehouses for fuel. Once the warehouses were successfully
completed and given over to the Chinese company 'Tunsin' by the Soviet foreign trade association 'Exportchleb' ['Export Bread'], the
chairperson of the corresponding Chinese ministry sent Comrade Sulimenko a letter requesting permission to send seven award
badges to the workers inscribed with 'For the completed work for the Chinese people 1947.' The document is signed in blue pencil by
Mikoyan and inscribed '(To) C(comrade) Sladkovsky. Prohibit', dated June 25, 1947. It was originally received as a telephone
message, number 241. Staple holes on the left side, 1 page, 6 x 8 inches, very good.
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52: ANDREY GRECHKO MARSHAL OF THE SOVIET UNION USD 120 - 180

(1903 - 1976) Marshal of the Soviet Union and Minister of Defense, Commander-in-Chief of the Warsaw Pact Forces. Grechko
played a major role in the defense of the Caucasus, liberation of Kiev, and offensives in the Carpathians and Czechoslovakia.
Promotion for the Commander of the 773rd Artillery Regiment of the 317th Infantry Division, Lieutenant-Colonel Sergey Trushkovsky
to the next rank of Colonel, with his b/w photo attached. Document signed by Grechko on the second page, third line from top on left,
in red pencil, 2 pages, 7.75 x 11.75 inches.

53: HAMAZASP BABADZHANIAN SOVIET MARSHAL USD 120 - 200

(1906-1977) Soviet Armenian Chief Marshal of the Armored Troops. He served in the Winter War between the USSR and Finland
(1939-1940) and played a pivotal role in numerous battles during WWII. For his efforts in recapturing Stanyslawiw, he received the
title of Hero of the Soviet Union. He provided support in Poland and fought in Berlin, contributing to the capture of the Reichstag.
After WWII, Babadzhanian was instrumental in suppressing the Hungarian Revolution in 1956. Babadzhanian became Chief Marshal
of the Tank and Armored Troops on April 29, 1975 (one of only two men to attain this rank). A typed congratulatory note, written in
1972 and addressed to Field Marshal VIKTOR KHARCHENKO: 'Please accept my heartfelt congratulations and best wishes on the
occasion of the 54th anniversary of the Soviet Army and Navy. Sincerely, Marshal of the Armored Troops Babadzhanian.' Original
signature in blue ink. Mailing folds, some minor stains in the middle left, 8.25 x 11.5 inches, very good.

54: IVAN KOZHEDUB MARSHAL OF THE SOVIET AIR FORCE USD 80 - 120

(1920-1991) Soviet World War II fighter ace considered to be the highest-scoring Soviet and Allied fighter pilot of World War II. He
was recognized as a Hero of the Soviet Union on three occasions. After WWII, he remained in the military and commanded the
324th Fighter Air Division during Soviet operations in the Korean War. An unissued graduation certificate for a graduate of the
Suvorov Cadet Military Academy in Leningrad, signed by Kozhedub in black ink, June 26, 1981, 4 pp., 6 x 8.25 in.

55: KIRILL MOSKALENKO USD 120 - 200

(1902-1985) Marshal of the Soviet Union. A member of the Soviet Army who fought in both the Russian Civil War and World War II,
he later served as Commander in Chief of Strategic Missile Forces and Inspector General for the Ministry of Defense. Signature in
blue ink on a congratulatory greeting card addressed to Colonel-General Kharchenko: â€˜My heartfelt congratulations on the 57th
anniversary of the Great October. I sincerely wish you health, prosperity in life, and success in your work to strengthen our glorious
armed forces. Marshal of the Soviet Union, K. Moskalenko.â€™ 3.5 x 5.5 inches, very good.

56: KONSTANTIN ROKOSSOVSKY AND PAVEL BATOV USD 160 - 200

(1896 - 1968) Marshal of the Soviet Union, Rokossovsky played key roles in the defense of Moscow and the counter-offensives at
Stalingrad and Kursk. He was instrumental in planning and executing part of Operation Bagrationâ€”one of the most decisive Red
Army successes of the warâ€”for which he was made Marshal of the Soviet Union. He was among the most prominent Red Army
commanders of World War II With: Pavel Batov (1897-1985), considered to be one of the most brilliant generals in the history of the
Soviet army. During World War II, Batov commanded the 51st Army in the Crimea. Promotional document for Major Konstantin
Evstratov of the 354th Infantry Division to the next rank of the Lieutenant-Colonel. Document signed by Rokossovsky, on the second
page in black pencil, and by Batov, on the second page in red pencil, 1944, rough edges, 2 pp., 8.25 x 11.75 inches.

57: MITROFAN NEDELIN USD 140 - 300

(1902-1960) A Soviet military commander who served as Chief Marshal of the Artillery in the Soviet Armed Forces. He was honored
as a Hero of the Soviet Union for his service during WWII. In 1959, Nedelin was promoted to Chief Marshal of the Artillery and
became an important figure in the development of ICBMs and the Space Race. On 24 October 1960, Nedelin was killed in a test
rocket explosion at Baikonur Cosmodrome during the Nedelin disaster and became the highest-positioned casualty in the Soviet
Space program. The cause of his death was the top Soviet secret until the fall of the USSR in the 90s. A positive military evaluation
given to the Division Commander of the 268th Artillery Regiment Konstantin Krasovsky, 2 pages. Nedelin signed the document in his
capacity as the Head of the Artillery of the 37th Army, General-Major of Artillery, signed and dated 'August 28, 1942' in red pencil on
the bottom of the second page, 8.525 x 11.5 inches. Extremely rare signature.
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58: NIKOLAI OGARKOV MARSHAL OF THE SOVIET UNION USD 100 - 200

(1917-1994) Marshal of the Soviet Union, Chief of the General Staff of the USSR between 1977 and 1984. Ogarkov became widely
known in the West when he became the Soviet military's spokesman following the shootdown of Korean Air Lines Flight 007 near
Moneron Island in September 1983. He was fired by the Politburo on 6 September 1984 in both his capacity of Chief of the General
Staff and First Deputy Minister of Defense. A typed congratulatory note addressed by Ogarkov to Colonel-General Kharchenko,
signed and dated in black ink: â€˜Dear Victor Kondratâ€™evich, best New Yearâ€™s wishes for 1968. I sincerely wish you good
health, happiness both in private life and success in your career. Colonel-General N. Ogarkov, December 28, 1968.â€™ 3.5 x 7
inches, very good.

59: NIKOLAI SERGEYEV USD 80 - 120

(1909 - 1999) Admiral of the Fleet and Chief of Staff of the Soviet Navy. During WWII, he first served on the Main Navy Staff
planning amphibious operations and then commanded monitors with the Volga Flotilla. After the war, he took part in the Soviet
nuclear testing program near Novaya Zemlya. He became the Chief of Naval Staff in 1964, serving for 13 years (longer than anyone
else) in that post. Among other recognitions, Sergeyev was awarded two Orders of Lenin, the USSR State Prize, and the Order of
Zhukov (in 1995). A typed congratulatory note addressed to Field Marshal VIKTOR KHARCHENKO wishing him 'good health and
further great success in strengthening the defense capability of our motherland' on the occasion of Victory Day (May 9) and Labor
Day (May 1). Original signature in blue ink, dated April 29, 1969. 6 x 8.5 inches. Very good.

60: NIKOLAI VATUTIN USD 200 - 300

(1901 - 1944) Red Army General responsible for many operations in Ukraine as commander of the Southwestern Front, and the
Voronezh Front during the Battle of Kursk. During the Soviet liberation of right-bank Ukraine, Vatutin led the 1st Ukrainian Front,
responsible for the Red Army's offensives to the west and south-west of Kiev and the eventual liberation of the city. One of the
highest-ranking casualties of the Red Army, he was ambushed and mortally wounded in February 1944 by the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army. A military attestation of Lieutenant Grigory Yatsenko, signed by Vatutin on the third page in light blue pen (second from the
top), 1939, 4 pages, 8.5 x 11.5 inches. minor tear at the top center. Very good.

61: PAVEL BATOV USD 140 - 200

(1897 - 1985) Batov is considered to be one of the most brilliant generals in the history of the Soviet army, and some of his methods
are still taught today in military academies. He fought in the Russian Civil War and became an adviser with the XII International
Brigade during the Spanish Civil War. During WWII, he held major commands during the battle for Crimea and for the Kerch
Peninsula. Batov's forces were instrumental at Stalingrad, Kursk, and advances through Belorussia, Poland (Brest-Lublin), and into
East Prussia. Typed document addressed to Comrade Michail Shkuratovski announcing that he was recognized as a recipient of a
silver medal for his brave actions on the battlefield 'freeing the brotherly Polish people from the German fascist enslavers.' Batov's
original signature in black ink, dated May 27, 1946. With two associated documents stapled to the letter. Mailing folds, slight tearing
on the edges.

62: PAVEL KULESHOV USD 80 - 120

(1908-2000) Marshal of Artillery of the USSR. During WWII, he held several high positions in the artillery, including Deputy
Chief-of-staff of Soviet Artillery. After the war, Kuleshov served as the Deputy Head of the Dzerzhinskii Artillery Academy and Deputy
Commander of Antiaircraft Forces. Typed New Year's note addressed to Field Marshal VIKTOR KHARCHENKO: 'Dear Viktor
Kondrat'evich, accept my heartfelt congratulations and best wishes in the New Year 1972!' Signed in black ink 'Kuleshov.'

63: PYOTR KOSHEVOY MARSHAL OF THE SOVIET UNION USD 80 - 160

(1904-1976) Soviet military commander and a Marshal of the Soviet Union. He was awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union
twice, in 1944 for the taking of Mount Sapun during the Crimean Offensive and in 1945 for his part in the capture of Konigsberg. A
New Yearâ€™s card addressed to Colonel-General Kharchenko: â€˜Please accept my warmest congratulations on the upcoming
new year. I sincerely wish you good health, great happiness, and new successes in your fruitful work for the benefit of our beloved
homeland. Respectfully, Marshal of the Soviet Union, P. Koshevoy. December 30, 1968â€™. Signed and dated in black pen, 3
pages, 6.75 x 3.75 inches. Very good.
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64: SEMYON KURKOTKIN MARSHAL OF THE SOVIET UNION USD 100 - 160

(1917 - 1990) Marshal of the Soviet Union, commander of the 13th Guards Tank Brigade of the corps leading it in the Berlin and
Prague Offensives in the final months of the war in 1945. Signed congratulatory note addressed to Colonel-General Kharchenko:
â€˜Please accept my heartfelt congratulations on the holiday of the Great October Socialist Revolution. Army General, S. Kurkotkin',
signature in black pen, 1 page, 3.75 x 7.25 inches.

65: SERGEY SOKOLOV MARSHAL OF THE SOVIET UNION USD 160 - 320

(1911 - 2012) Marshal of the Soviet Union, Hero of the Soviet Union, Minister of Defense of the Soviet Union until 30 May 1987.
Signature in blue ink on a congratulatory note inside a greeting card that is addressed to Colonel-General Kharchenko: â€˜I
congratulate you, Victor Kondratâ€™evich, with the national holiday â€“ the 55th anniversary of the Great October Socialist
Revolution. Wishing you good health, success at work, and happiness in your personal life, Army General, S. Sokolovâ€™, 3.75 x
6.25 inches. Very good.

66: VASILY CHUIKOV MARSHAL OF THE SOVIET UNION USD 200 - 300

(1896 - 1968) Marshal of the Soviet Union, commanded the defense at the Battle of Stalingrad, joined in turning Adolf Hitlerâ€™s
armies back, and led the Soviet drive to Berlin. Chuikov personally accepted the German surrender of Berlin on May 1, 1945. A
military attestation of the Guard's Major Ivan Kirp, the Head of the Department of Propaganda of the Political Department of the 8th
Guard's Army. Document signed by Chuikov in his capacity as the Commander of Troops of the 8th Guard's Army, General-Colonel,
in blue ink on the third page, on the left, and dated June 11, 1945, 4 pp., 8.25 x 11.75 inches.

67: VASILY SOKOLOVSKY MARSHAL OF THE SOVIET UNION USD 160 - 300

(1897-1968) Soviet general and Marshal of the Soviet Union who led Red Army forces on the Eastern Front during World War II. As
Georgy Zhukov's chief of staff, Sokolovsky helped plan and execute the capture of Berlin. He was awarded the title of Hero of the
Soviet Union. A military attestation of the Deputy Commander of the 107th automobile repair shop Captain Nikolai Lukashov. Signed
document by Sokolovsky in his capacity as the Head Commander of the Group of Soviet Occupational Troops in Germany, Marshal
of the USSR, in blue pencil, May 29, 1948, 2 pages, 8 x 11.75 inches.

68: RED ARMY DEATH NOTIFICATIONS (10) USD 100 - 200

Lot of ten notifications sent to the wives and other relatives of missing in action and deceased Red Army soldiers who either fell in
combat or succumbed to a disease. The notifications are dated from 1942 through 1944. Most of them bear signatures of the officials
from the Military Letter Bureau. One notification contains the official seal of Leningradâ€™s military enlistment office. Ten pieces.

69: SOVIETS WARN OF ANNIHILATION OF GERMAN TROOPS USD 200 - 300

Soviet propaganda leaflet issued by the Soviet command to all German troops on the last day of WWII demanding an immediate halt
to all military action and warning that all the noncomplying troops and individuals will be eliminated, dated May 8, 1945, 6.25 x 9.25
inches, in German. In part: '...on 7. May 1945 the Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht [OKW] signed the unconditional surrender
at Reims of all German troops...effective 8. May 1945 at 23 o'clock...I demand: stop all acts of war and surrender the weapons...I
warn: if the German soldiers, officers and generals do not follow my orders...I will order the total annihilation of the German troops...'
The leaflet is signed by the Supreme Commander of the 4. Ukrainian Front, Army General Andrey Jeremenko (Yeryomenko). Very
good.
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70: WWII SOVIET 'UDARNIK' EARLY FIVE-YEAR PLAN AWARD USD 80 - 120

Rare WWII Soviet 'Udarnik' award card given to Comrade Galkin, a worker who distinguished himself at his workplace, dated
November 5, 1931, official stamp and original signatures. The award recognizes him as 'Udarnik' of the third year of a five-year plan.
'Udarnik', or 'Shock Worker' as Stalin translated it, is a Soviet word for an overproductive worker. The udarnik movement was
launched and supported by the government to intensify the industrial development of the country. Mailing folds, 2-inch tear bottom
center.

71: SOVIET NOTICE OF DEMOBILIZATION USD 80 - 160

Unusual large document, a notice of demobilization after the victory over Nazi Germany in WWII, dated 1946. It was meant for a
Soviet soldier but remained unissued. In part: 'By the decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the USSR, you will be
demobilized from the ranks of the Soviet Army...now the homeland expects honest and noble work from you...Great are the tasks of
the new five-year plan...the only way to secure the victory won on the battlefields is to work tirelessly on the restoration and further
development of our national economy...' The notice features a portrait of Comrade Stalin at the top of the page. Mailing folds, minor
staining on the edges. 11.5 x 15.5 inches, very good.

72: FIRST WEEK OF WWII - 17 PHOTOGRAPHS USD 100 - 160

Battle of Brest-Litovsk collection of seventeen German photographs of the Battle of Brest and a rare photograph taken on 22.
September 39, as the citadel of Brest, taken by the German 76th Infantry Regiment, was handed over to the Russians. The
photograph shows the Russian officers at the handover negotiations with the German officers. The Brest Fortress was handed over
to the Soviets in accordance with the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. It was besieged and captured again by the Wehrmacht at the
beginning of Operation Barbarossa conducted against the Soviet Union in 1941. Other images show the attack on the citadel,
bombed-out citadel, prisoners, crossing of the Bug River, dead Poles, liberation of ethnic Germans, Polish flak, etc. Photographs are
3.5 x 5.5inches and come in a wrapper titled 'Hanseaten im Polen-Feldzug.'

73: SOVIET PROPAGANDA CALL FOR SURRENDER OF GERMAN TROOPS USD 120 - 200

Rare grouping of three Soviet propaganda leaflets which were dropped over German lines calling for the surrender of German troops
in 1942. The flyers are titled 'Auslands Nachrichten' (foreign news) and dated March and June 1942, in German, each 2 pages,
approximately 6 x 9 inches, and contain demoralizing news from Germany and updates about the development of the war, with
headlines such as 'The Red Army destroyed the legend of the invincibility of the Hitler army', '44 Bombardements of the Krupp
Factories', 'Reconnaissance of the Coast of France by English Troops'. The bottom of each flyer serves as a safe conduct pass to
surrender to the Russians, guaranteeing life, good treatment, and the return home after the war. Very good.

74: GERMAN MAP SMOLENSK - BATTLE OF MOSCOW USD 200 - 300

German map of Smolensk, Russia, from 1940 used by the Wehrmacht for official use. Based on the markings on the map, we
assume it originates from the period of 1941-1942, the Battles of Rzhev or Operation Typhoon, the Battle of Moscow. Germany didn't
capture Smolensk until mid-July 1941 and the Katyn Massacre near Smolensk took place in April 1940. The map is marked at the
top 'International world map SMOLENSK Sonderausgabe [special edition] V.1940 Nur Fur Den Dienstgebrauch! [Only for official use]
N-36', at the bottom the map indicates 'Edition 1929 Addendum 1940.' The map bears a pencil marking line east of Wjasma
(Vyazma).19 x 26.5 inches, folds and a little toning on the bottom.

75: GERMAN MAPS OF THE EASTERN FRONT - BATTLES OF RZHEV (3) USD 200 - 300

Fantastic group of three German WWII field printed maps of the German Eastern Front - Red Army Western Front. Based on the
printing dates and locations we can determine that these three maps originate from the period of the Soviet counter-offensive of
1942, the Battles of Rzhev, after the German advance on Moscow and would have been used by members of the Army Group
Center. The first map was issued by the German Army 'Troop Edition 2. Edition Sept. 1942 Russia 1; 50,000 Suitable as Shooting
Map O-36-141 Based on Captured Russian Maps.' This map shows RZHEV (Rshew) a town in Tver Oblast, Russia, located 49
kilometers southwest of Staritsa and 126 kilometers from Tver, on the highway and railway connecting Moscow and Riga. The map
is 27.5 x 35 inches and very detailed and printed on the back of an earlier German map of Russia from 1939. The second map is
smaller, 1.75 x 17.5 inches, for the area of OLENINO marked 'O-36-139 1927, 1938-39' printed by 'Reproduction and Print KK. St.
406 I .42.' and printed on the back of an older map of Russia from 1939 and marked in blue grease pencil 'Motjug Olenino'. There
are a number of place names underlined in red and blue and two are marked with a flag, possibly a headquarter or strategic
position? The third map continues west with the next town called NELIDOWO, also underlined. The map is marked 'Russia 1:100
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000 Jetkino O-36-138 Printed after captured Russian maps 'Armeekartenstelle Jan. 42.' and also printed on the back of an older map
of Russia dated 1939, 14 x 17.25 inches. Excellent maps with usual folds.

76: ERICH VON DEM BACH-ZELEWSKI SIGNED AWARD USD 800 - 1,000

(1899 - 1972) SS-Obergruppenfuhrer, General der Waffen-SS and chief of anti-partisan warfare. In 1944 he led the brutal
suppression of the Warsaw Uprising. Signed award document granting the anti-partisan badge 'Bandenkampfabzeichen' in silver to
SS-Oberscharfuhrer Raimund Augsberg of the SS-Jadgverband Mitte for 50 battle days, no place, 9. March 1945 signed in black ink
as SS-Obergruppenfuhrer and General der Waffen-SS, printing is light, 6 x 8 inches, very good. The SS-Jagdverband Mitte was
formed 10. November 1944 when SS-Jager-Bataillon 502 was redesignated. It took part in the Ardennes offensive as a part of
Panzer-Brigade 150 wearing American uniforms and using American equipment. In February the unit was involved in heavy
defensive fighting 60 miles northeast of Berlin. In April 1945 it was sent to Austria to fight in the Alpine Redoubt and it ended the war
in Linz.

77: GERMAN SAFE CONDUCT PASS FOR SOVIET SOLDIERS USD 60 - 90

German safe conduct pass and surrender leaflet dropped on the Russian soldiers during WWII. Possession of this document
promised the Soviet military members to cross the front line without any complications. It also promised a guarantee of good
treatment as a captive and a quick return to the homeland after the war. In part: â€˜The German army is fighting for the new order to
replace the old order, Communist devastation and outrage; for bread instead of hunger and poverty. The return of landlord capitalists
will not be allowed â€¦ The peasant yards and private lots that were in the possession of the collective farmers (kolchozniki) will be
returned as private property to peasants and will not be taxedâ€¦In case of good harvestâ€¦peasant lots will be doubled in size.
These peasants will be given the opportunity to increase their number of livestock accordinglyâ€¦Besides this, the Germans' freedom
of religionâ€¦â€™, double-sided, 6 x 8.25 inches. According to recent figures, 3.5 million Soviet POWs died in German camps.
POWs who survived German captivity and returned were sent to special camps to determine which were potential traitors.

78: HITLER CONGRATULATES STURMGESCHUTZ 191 'BUFFELBRIGADE' USD 2,000 - 2,500

Rare special recognition given by Adolf Hitler to I./ Sturmgeschuetz Brigade 191, also known as the 'Bueffelbrigade' for shooting
down an enemy airplane at Bulganak, Crimea, issued at Headquarters, August 1, 1944. The citation reads 'I express my special
esteem to the 1./Sturmgeschutzbrigade 191 for the shooting down of an enemy airplane at Bulganak on 28.2.1944.' Lithographed
signature of Adolf Hitler at the conclusion. File holes at left. On February 28, 1944, the name was changed from
Sturmgeschuetzabteilung 191 to Sturmgeschuetz-Brigade 191, the unit was engaged in heavy defensive battles near Kerch, which
was followed by participation in battles in the Crimea. The commander of the unit, Alfred Mueller, received the oak leaves for the
Knight's Cross. The route of retreat led them to Austria, where the brigade fought their last battles near the Mur. From there the
remains were taken into British captivity.

79: ERWIN ROMMEL KNIGHT'S CROSS AWARD REPLICA USD 200 - 400

Museum replica of Erwin Rommel's Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross award document from May 27, 1940. Thick paper, complete with
Rommel's name in gold lettering and Adolf Hitler's facsimile signature, four pages, 12.5 x 17 inches. Some creases, stains, and
rubbing.

80: FRANZ RITTER VON EPP SIGNED GUESTBOOK INFANTRY RGT 61 USD 360 - 550

FRANZ RITTER VON EPP (1868-1947) Reichsstatthalter for Bavaria and Reichsleiter of the NSDAP. Hand-illustrated guest book to
commemorate the inauguration of the officers club for the III./Infantry Regiment 61 signed by FRANZ RITTER VON EPP on the first
page adding the date of the inauguration day, January 11, 1939. The guestbook is bound in vellum and imprinted in black 'Gaeste
Buch IR 61 III..' It features two watercolor and pencil drawings, one color pencil drawing, and one drawing in black ink. The first page
bears a fine rendering of a Prussian infantry soldier in color pencil showing him full-length, standing beside two wreaths, one with a
crown inside, and the other with the regiment's designation, two red banners with swastikas at the bottom and von Epps signature.
The next page bears a calligraphic announcement of the inauguration of the regiment's officers. The next few pages feature bold
signatures of over 50 officers and military staff, including General MAXIMILIAN SCHWANDNER (1818 - 1972), Oberst KURT
HUBNER (1891 - 1954), Oberstlt. HUBERT LANZ (1896 - 1982). There follows another drawing, one titled: 'Beer Evening' and
showing sausages and party-goers, followed by a 14-line poem mentioning those who attended their party, including police officials,
city administrators, RAD officials, artists, hunters, etc. and signed by about sixty guests. A well-executed pencil and watercolor
drawing of a soldier hoisting a stein with mountains in the background with the legend: 'The Regiment was wearing a crown and the
crown on the beer stein everyone knows, that's why every musketeer likes to drink beer, even today' is followed by about fifty
signatures. Finally, there is a watercolor drawing of mess officers in uniform and a red swastika banner, titled: 'A comfortable evening
in the casino' with about twenty 'City Government' signatures following. Some blank pages were removed.
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81: RUDOLF HESS BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT USD 100 - 200

Rudolf (1894-1987) and Ilse Hess (1900-1995), printed card announcing the birth of their son Wolf-Rudiger, Munich 183 November
1937 (1937 - 2001). 5 x 8 inches on cream-colored card stock, some foxing, with glue remnants on reverse, removed from an album.
Wolf-Rudiger Hess was a German architect and only son of Rudolf Hess, he was the founder of the organization 'Freedom for Rudolf
Hess' which was renamed the 'Rudolf-Hess-Gesellschaft e. V.' after the death of his father.

82: RUDOLF HESS BIRTHDAY TELEGRAM USD 80 - 120

Birthday telegram to Adolf Hitler's deputy, Rudolf Hess, from his nephew Gerhard, stamped 24 April 1940 and addressed to
Reichsminister Rudolf Hess Berlin Wilhelmstr 64. File holes at left, upper left corner clipped, 5.75 x 8.25 inches.

83: HONOR DRESS OF THE SA AWARD USD 200 - 300

SA-Troop leader Karl Herzig Sturm 13 Standarte J12 is being awarded the 'Ehrenkleid der SA' (Honor uniform). Signed by the
Sturmbannfuhrer of SA-Standarte J12 Gablonz-Neisse, 30. January 1943. 1 page, 8.25 x 11.5, soiled and stained at the center and
top and bottom right, one fold and paper loss in the center. Sold as-is.

84: NSDAP ADOLF HITLER 1933 ELECTION BALLOT USD 160 - 320

German 1933 Reichstag election ballot for the constituency 'Wahlkreis' of Koeln-Aachen (Cologne-Aachen) for the NSDAP listing
candidates Adolf Hitler, Rudolf Hess, Wilhelm Frick, Hermann Goering, Joseph Goebbels, Josef Grohe, and Dr. Robert Ley. Ballot is
unmarked, 6 x 8 inches. Very good.

85: NSDAP ADOLF HITLER ELECTION BALLOT USD 160 - 320

Rare election ballot for the March 5, 1933, German federal election 'Reichstagswahl' for the district of Baden after the Nazi seizure of
power on 30 January and just six days after the Reichstag fire. It was the last election of the Weimar Republic and the last
multi-party election until 1946. The ballot offers 15 parties up for election, with the NSDAP (Hitler-Bewegung) [Hitler Movement] now
at the number one spot, listing Hitler, Frick, Goering and Wagner as representatives. Other parties up for 'election' are the
Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands [SPD] now in second place, the Kommunstische Partei in third place, etc. One page, 5.5 x
7.75 inches, one fold in the center, tallied votes written in pencil on front and back. Very good.

86: REINHARD HEYDRICH ASSASSIN WANTED POSTER USD 600 - 1,200

Rare German WWII 'Wanted' poster offering a reward of 100,000 Korunas for information about Miroslav Valcik. Valcik took part in
Operation Anthropoid, i.e. in the assassination of Reinhard Heydrich, Nazi Deputy Protector of Bohemia and Moravia, and the main
architect of the Holocaust. Valcik was placed on look-out duty during the assassination, stationed 100 meters north of the main two
assassins when Heydrich had been killed. In a later six-hour firefight with 750 SS soldiers, Valcik and four co-conspirators committed
suicide in the crypt of a Prague church. German officials, filled with rage, sent fourteen members of his family to Mauthausen
Concentration Camp, where they all perished. The poster itself refers to a 'Miroslav' Valcik'; this is likely an error by German officials.
The poster is written in two languages, German and Czech, and features a black and white portrait of Valcik. Signed in print by the
chief of the Gestapo in Prague, Dr. [Hans-Ulrich] Geschke, SS-Standartenfuhrer. Fold in the middle,18.5 x 12.5 inches.
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87: REINHARD HEYDRICH ASSASSIN WANTED POSTER USD 600 - 1,200

Rare 'Wanted' poster offering a reward of 10 Million Czech Korunas for information about suspects in the assassination attempt on
Reinhard Heydrich (1904 - 1942) Nazi Deputy Protector of Bohemia and Moravia and the main architect of the Holocaust. In part:
'The Deputy Reich Protector came from his car...a man stood up, trying to fire shots at the occupants with a submachine gun...a
second man threw an explosive device at the car...Anyone who could give information but does not provide it to the police will be
shot with his family...' Heydrich was critically wounded and later died of his injuries on June 4, 1942. The poster is printed on red
paper in two languages, German and Czech, approx. 24 x 18 inches. Signed in print by SS-Obergruppenfuhrer and General of the
Police KARL HERMANN FRANK (1898 - 1946) After the war, Frank was tried, convicted, and executed by hanging for his role in
organizing the massacres of the people of the Czech villages of Lidice and Lezaky. Folds, some wear on the edges.

88: SILVER WOUND BADGE TO LSSAH SS-SCHARFUHRER LESCOW USD 100 - 200

Award document for the Wound Badge in Silver issued to SS-Scharfuhrer Karl-Heinz Lescow of the 1st SS Panzer Division
'Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler.' The award was given to Lescow for wounds sustained on 12. February 1943, while the LSSAH was
engaged in fighting in and around Kharkov as a part of Hausser's SS Panzer Corps. Signed in blue ink by a SS-Stabsarzt and Chief
of the SS-Ersatz Lazarett XXI, issued at Klagenfurt, 4. March 1943. Folds, 1/2-inch split at top center, else very good.

89: BLACK WOUND BADGE AWARD FOR SS-SCHUTZE USD 60 - 120

Award certificate for the black wound badge issued to SS-Schutze Richard Kroth, a member of the 3./SS-Pz.Gren. Pol. Rgt.7, for a
one-time injury on 17.1.45. Issued at Vienna 19.2.1945 and signed by the chief physician of the SS-Lazarett Vienna. On the reverse
is a pencil notation '17.I.45 - 20.III.45 Treutschein, Baden.' Trentschin is a city in western Slovakia. Multiple folds, approx. 5.5 x 8
inches.

90: 1942 GERMAN MINISTERIAL PASSPORT GROUP (4) USD 800 - 1,200

1942 GERMAN MINISTERIAL PASSPORT GROUP (4)1) 1942 German 'Ministerialpass' ministerial passport or diplomatic passport,
for Claus Peterson, Ministerialrat at the Reichsministerium fur Wissenschaft, Erziehung und Volksbildung (Official for the Reich
Ministry of Science, Education and Culture). The cover of the passport bears a gilt Reichsadler with a swastika, it is number 2710
and was issued 13. October 1942 for foreign travel. Petersen was born 11. February 1893 in Husum, northern Germany, near the
Danish border. The passport has 33 pages, three extensions, and multiple Danish visas and permits from the German Foreign Office
for 1942 through 1945. Page three has Petersen's passport portrait and his clipped signature from another document affixed to the
page. The last extension did not expire until 1. February 1946. The passport bears many stamps from the border crossing
Kupfermuhle - Krussa near the German town of Flensburg, the most important border crossing to Denmark. On 9 April 1940,
German troops crossed the border here beginning the invasion of Denmark.In addition to the Ministerial passport the Petersen
grouping includes:2) A second 'Ausweis' identification document (A158 7.39 Reichsdruckerei, Berlin), 3 x 4 inches, 4 pages,
'Ausweis Nr 265' issued to Claus Petersen Minsiterialrat, Berlin 7.8.1942 stamped by the Reich Ministry, page three has his passport
photographs and signature.3) Award certificate for the Social Welfare Decoration Third Class 'Ehrenzeichen Fur Deutsche
Volkspflege Dritte Stufe', issued Berlin, 26. Juli 1944, to Ministerialrat Claus Petersen in Berlin-Wilmersdorf, with a stamped
signature of Adolf Hitler and countersigned by Otto Meissner.4) Award certificate for the 25-year Civil Service Faithful Service Medal
in silver 'Silbernes Treudienst-Ehrenzeichen', issued Berlin, 20. August 1938, to Regierungsdirektor Claus Petersen in Schleswig,
with a stamped signature of Otto Meissner.Four pieces.

91: WWII GERMAN SOLDBUCH JOSEF HERMANN USD 100 - 200

German Soldbuch for Obergefreiter Josef Hermann, Schuetze, born 15. August 1902 in Goellsdorf/ Rottweil. His book was issued
23. January 1942 4./Pz. Pi. Ers. Btl. 5 at Ulm/Donau. Herman was awarded the War Merit Cross 2nd Class with swords 30. January
1945 and received the Fronturlauberpaket 'Gift from the Fuhrer' (Fuhrergeschenk.) His last field unit seems to have been the Heer
Kraftfahr Park 608.
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92: SOLDBOOK JOHANNES ADLER DOCUMENT GROUPING (10) USD 360 - 500

SOLDBOOK JOHANNES ADLER DOCUMENT GROUPING (10)Good group of eight documents and two photos for professional
soldier Oberbeschlagmeister (Farrier) and Oberwachtmeister (Oberfeldwebel) Johannes Adler, includes his Soldbuch number 6,
issued 13 March 1939. Adler was a member of 1. Batterie Artillerie Regiment 24. He served on the Eastern Front where he was
injured by shrapnel from a mine in November 1942, held at Kriegslazarett 917 Abt. II near Pleskau (Pskov, Russia) until he was
ready for transport to Schieratz (Sieradz, Poland) where his right upper thigh amputated. The Soldbook binding has split and pages
are disbound.The following awards are listed in his Soldbuch:Long Service award IV Class, no dateSudetenland medal with Spange,
12.12.39Shooting Badge Class 1 for carabiner, 8.11.38War Merit Cross Second Class with Swords, 2.2.1942Ostmedaille 41/42,
5.8.42Wound badge in Silver, 43 (exact date illegible)Iron Cross Second Class, 7.8.43Additional documents included:2) Johannes
Adler's 12-year military commitment document when he joined the Reichswehr, issued 28 March 1933. Folds with splits and tape
repairs, file holes.3) Award certificate for the Four Year Long Service Award, Chemnitz, 30. March 1937, signed in black ink by
WERNER KIENITZ (1885 - 1959) as Generalmajor der Infantrie of the 24th Division. Folds and file holes at the left.4) Award
certificate for the Sudentenland medal with the Prague castle bar (Die Medaille zur Erinnerung an den 1. Oktober 1938 mit Spange
Prager Burg), 12. December 1939. Printed signature of the General der Infanterie Viktor von Schwedler (1885 - 1954). Folds and file
holes to the left.5) Award certificate for the Eastern medal (Ostmedaille) Aug. 5, 1942. Folds and file holes to the left edge.6) A
diploma in business administration issued Erfurt, 25. March 1945 by the Wehrmacht Construction School Kassel (z.Zt. Erfurt),
retraining after his leg amputation.7) Adler's DRL award book (file holes) for the DRL sports badge in bronze number 281754, issued
Berlin, 21. Juni 1934.8) A transmittal letter for the bronze badge dated Berlin-Charlottenburg 26.6.34.9) Wedding photograph, 3.5 x
5.5 inches, showing Johannes Adler in dress uniform with the rank of Wachtmeister (Feldwebel).10) Early photo showing his
regiment on a parade ground (all wearing M18 helmets).

93: WAFFEN-SS MARRIAGE FORM USD 160 - 300

Form letter sent to members of the Waffen-SS and Allgemeine SS, who applied to Heinrich Himmler, in the position as Chief of the
Race and Settlement main office of the SS, for permission to get engaged or get married. The letter lays out the rules for submitting
the required documents and advises the applicant that only SS-Doctors allowed to perform medical examinations. It is further
recommended to seek out party members to vouch for the bride, as blood relatives are not eligible. All applicants are to inform their
superiors that a marriage permit has been sent to the Race and Settlement main office of the SS. File holes at left, 1 page, 8.25 x
11.75 inches.

94: WWII GERMAN PANZER SOLDIER PORTRAITS USD 200 - 300

Two large and very nicely detailed wedding photographs of a Panzertruppen Unteroffizier in uniform, he appears to be wearing a
Panzer badge, an Iron Cross second class, a Panzer Schuztenschnur. Photographs are mounted on heavy stock board, sizes are
7.5 x 11.75 and 6.5 x 9 inches sight. Some soiling to mat board not affecting the photographs.

95: LEIBSTANDARTE SS ADOLF HITLER ALBUM & CUFFTITLE USD 3,000 - 5,000

Black LSSAH Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler photo album with a partial LSSAH ADOLF HITLER cuff title affixed to the inside cover and
102 black-and-white photographs, including many candid photographs of Adolf Hitler, Heinrich Himmler, Hermann goring, Jakob
Grimminger, parades in Nuremberg, Feldherrnhalle, Waffen-SS soldiers in the field, battle photographs, etc. The cover of the black
album is engraved in silver ink with the SS runes in the upper left corner and on the bottom of the cover 'Zur Erinnerung an meine
Dienstzeit bei der Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler' (In remembrance of my service with the LSSAH) A terrific photo album rarely seen.

96: ADOLF HITLER BANNED REHEARSAL PHOTOGRAPH USD 200 - 400

Famous outtake from a series of photographs taken of Adolf Hitler in 1925 by his photographer Heinrich Hoffmann. The photograph
bears a long caption on the back in German plus date stamps and archive stamps. The caption was apparently written 17 years
(1962) after Hitler's death and the end of the Third Reich: 'After 17 years the practice methods of the most disastrous comedian of all
time are revealed. The future 'field marshal' appeared one day, a gramophone under his arm, at his photographer's house and had
Heinrich Hoffmann take pictures of public speaking poses which Hitler later wanted to check for their effectiveness and potential for
improvement. Hitler put one of his speech recordings on the gramophone and then froze in the pose he chose for each of the most
impressive sentences in order to give Hoffmann the opportunity to photograph. Most of the theatrical grimaces recorded at the time
had to be censored from the public because even Hitler, apart from the gramophone visible in the background, found them too
exaggerated and strictly forbade their distribution.' Hitler requested Hoffmann to destroy the negatives, but Hoffmann knew better.
5.125 x 7inches (13 x 18 cm) creases overall, else a very important photograph.
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97: JOSEPH GOEBBELS EARLY PHOTO USD 80 - 160

Early photograph of Joseph Goebbels (1897 - 1945) from 18.X.1931 at a Nazi party rally shaking hands with an unidentified SA
stormtrooper. Original b/w photograph 3.5 x 5.25 inches, dated in the negative, back stamped by a photographer named H. Werland.
Small crease at top, else very good.

98: ADOLF HITLER PHOTOGRAPHS 1934 LEMGO (4) USD 200 - 400

Four original b/w photographs of Adolf Hitler visiting Detmold-Lemgo, Germany in 1933/34 for local elections. Each photograph is
3.25 x 5.25 inches, the photos are embossed by the photographer 'K. Frevert Lemgo Bismarkstr.' and each photograph is mounted
to a larger brown album page. Very good.

99: HITLER & MUSSOLINI AT PARADE PRIVATE PHOTO USD 100 - 200

Private candid photograph of Adolf Hitler with Benito Mussolini riding in his official Mercedes Benz during a parade in Germany
passing saluting SS troops with Erich Kempka as the chauffeur . Black-and-white, 2.5 x 3.5 inches. Very good condition.

100: ADOLF HITLER SALUTING THE CROWDS USD 100 - 200

Candid photograph of Adolf Hitler in civilian attire in his open-top Mercedes seated next to his chauffeur Erich Kempka while giving
the Sieg Heil salute. Black-and-white photograph, 2.25 x 3.25 inches, undated.

101: EXECUTED SOVIET AND GERMAN SOLDIERS IN WWII (5) USD 200 - 300

Five original black-and-white photographs depicting WWII prisoners hung on the gallows. Photographs were taken by the Soviet
photojournalist of the magazine 'Ukraine' Georgy Ugrinovich (1910 - 1989), who also served as a war correspondent of TASS
(Telegraph Agency of the Soviet Union) in Ukraine. All photos bear the official stamp of the photographer. One photograph is
inscribed in pencil in Russian with 'The execution of the German war criminals. Kyiv' and dated February 2, 1946. Two other
photographs were also taken in Kyiv, as is written on them in pencil, in November 1943 and on February 2, 1946. The photo from
November 1943 apparently depicts a Soviet man who was executed as a traitor to the motherland, as a sign on his chest indicates.
Another photo was taken in the city of Nikolaev in 1945. One photo is not dated and does not have the location of the execution.
Approx. 3.5 x 5 inches each.

102: ADOLF HITLER HAPPY IN BERCHTESGADEN USD 100 - 200

Candid photograph of Adolf Hitler leaning out from a train window, smiling, and shaking the hand of a train conductor, presumably at
the train station in Berchtesgaden near the Berghof, his country retreat at Obersalzberg. The black-and-white photograph, 2 3/8 x 3
3/8 inches ( 6 x 8.5 cm), is stamped on the back 'Photo J. Schmid, Berchtesgaden.'

103: ADOLF HITLER BIRTHDAY IN BERCHTESGADEN PHOTOS (2) USD 100 - 200

Official Hoffmann photograph of Adolf Hitler on his birthday 20. April 1933, 5 x 7 inches, being greeted by farmworkers near his
mountain retreat in Berchtesgaden, visibly retouched on the front, with Hoffmann's copyright and limitation stamps and the caption
for the photograph on the back. Upper right-hand corner broken. With; an undated b/w photograph of the Berghof at Obersalzberg,
side view from the hillside, pencil notations on the back, 2.5 x 3.5 inches.
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104: ADOLF HITLER HOFFMANN PHOTOGRAPHS (2) USD 100 - 200

Two official press photographs of ADOLF HITLER taken by Hitler's personal photographer HEINRICH HOFFMANN. Each
photograph is 5.25 x 7 inches with official back stamps, notations, and captions on the reverse, and crop marks on the front for use
in the final layout. The first shows Hitler in 1937 attending the solemn state act for the dead of the cruiser 'Germany' who was
attacked by Spanish Republican bombers while moored at Ibiza, Spain. The second photograph shows Hitler at a maneuver at the
Pomeranian coast.

105: ADOLF HITLER LARGE OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHS (4) USD 200 - 300

Good lot of four oversized official press photographs of Adolf Hitler, three photographs are standard 7.125 x 9.5 inches, one print is
cut down to 6.5 x 9.125 inches. One photograph shows Hitler with Generalfeldmarschall von Blomberg and Generaladmiral Raeder
at the launch of the German battleship Gneisenau in December 1936, another photograph pictures Hitler with Gerneraloberst von
Blomberg and General der Infantry von Rundstedt inspecting infantry formations on the grounds at the Frankfurt barracks. A third
photograph shows Hitler speaking to officers after leaving the steamer 'New York' in Cuxhaven in 1934. The final photograph depicts
Hitler and architect Albert Speer at a construction site. Photographs show crop marks on the face for layout purposes, captions and
stamps, creases due to handling by the press.

106: ADOLF HITLER REVIEWS ARBEITSDIENST USD 100 - 200

Unusually large black-and-white photograph of Adolf Hitler reviewing members of an Arbeitsdienst. Professional photograph, 9 x
11.5 inches, printed on baryt paper. marked in the negative. The backside does not show any backstamp from a photographer or
news service. It is certainly possible that this image was never published. Very good condition.

107: RAD REICHSARBEITSDIENST OFFICERS ALBUM 9/244 USD 360 - 480

WWII Reichsarbeitsdienst officer's photo album of Arbeitsgau W Lager Ockfen Abteilung 9/244, in memory of his service from 4.
April 1938 to 25.October 1938. The album contains three officer's RAD insignia affixed to the first album page: an officer cap
insignia, a sleeve badge, and a cuff title. There are 77 b/w photographs with approx. 20 photos of KONSTANTIN HIERL visiting the
camp and three postcards. The album covers the construction of the camp barracks, drill practice, a parade, camp activities, visit by
Konstantin Hierl. Very good.

108: WWII RAD MEN AT THE EASTERN FRONT 1941 USD 100 - 200

WWII copy of the German book: Arbeitsmanner zwischen Bug und Wolga ('Workers between the Bug and Volga Rivers') by Hans
Looks and Hans Fischer. Berlin: Zentralverlag der NSDAP, Franz Eher Nachf., 1943. Softcover, 72pp. (text), 32pp. (photographs).
Original photo-illustrated stiff wraps with white lettering on cover. Report and photographs of the youngest age group of the RAD
(Reichsarbeitsdienst) deployed, along with the German military, during the Eastern Front offensive in the Russian campaign in 1941.
The report was written after the return of the unit in 1942. Propaganda brochure documenting their participation and heroic
performance during the campaign in the fight against Bolshevism between the rivers Bug and Wolga. Illustrated with photographs
showing the unit in various functions supporting the German military, e.g. repairing streets, bridges, railways, and power lines,
engagement with dispersed Soviet troops, marching through snow and ice, guarding prisoners, and others activities. Text in German.
Very good.

109: ADOLF HITLER PHOTOGRAPHS (69) USD 120 - 240

Good lot of 69 photographs, black-and-white, 3 x 4 inches, printed on Agfa Brovia, prints of many subjects, mostly of Adolf Hitler, and
subjects such as August von Mackensen, Paul von Hindenburg, Hermann Goring, Rudolf Hess, Joseph Goebbels, Mussolini,
Heinrich Himmler, Reinhard Heydrich, Albert Speer, Julius Schreck, the Berghof, parades and marches, and much more. A very
good group.
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110: DIE KUNST IM DEUTSCHEN REICH - ARNO BREKER USD 20 - 40

Die Kunst im Deutschen Reich (Art in the German Reich) 6th year, number 7, edition A, July 1942, Franz Eher Verlag, Munich, 196
pages, 11 x 14 inches, features Arno Breker's exhibition in Paris, colored illustrations of Arno Breker's work. Water damage lower
right corner, lower spine lose, estimated accordingly.

111: ARNO BREKER SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH USD 400 - 600

(1900 - 1991) German sculptor, Reich Culture Senator during WWII, and Nazi-supported artist whose Neoclassical works
emblemized Hitler's regimeâ€™s militaristic aesthetic. Breker was added in 1944 by Joseph Goebbels to the 'God-gifted' list of
crucial German artists. Large oversized black-and-white photograph, a detail of his sculpture 'Kopf Des Apoll' (1932â€“33), 11.75 x
15.5 inches, signed in black ink at the lower right corner 'With Best Wishes Arno Breker.' Photograph taken by Charlotte Rohrbach
(1902 - 1981).

112: ARNO BREKER SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH USD 400 - 600

(1900 - 1991) German sculptor, Reich Culture Senator during WWII, and Nazi-supported artist whose Neoclassical works
emblemized Hitler's regimeâ€™s militaristic aesthetic. Breker was added in 1944 by Joseph Goebbels to the 'God-gifted' list of
crucial German artists. Large oversized black-and-white photograph, a detail of his sculpture 'Kameraden' (1940), 11.75 x 15.5
inches, signed in black ink at the lower right corner 'With Best Wishes Arno Breker.' Photograph taken by Charlotte Rohrbach (1902 -
1981).

113: ARNO BREKER SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH USD 400 - 600

(1900 - 1991) German sculptor, Reich Culture Senator during WWII, and Nazi-supported artist whose Neoclassical works
emblemized Hitler's regimeâ€™s militaristic aesthetic. Breker was added in 1944 by Joseph Goebbels to the 'God-gifted' list of
crucial German artists. Large oversized black-and-white photograph, a detail of his sculpture 'Schreitende' (1940), 11.75 x 15.5
inches, signed in black ink at the lower right corner 'With Best Wishes Arno Breker'. Photograph taken by Charlotte Rohrbach (1902 -
1981). There are a few small white spots in the upper left corner which can easily be retouched.

114: ARNO BREKER SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH USD 400 - 600

(1900 - 1991) German sculptor, Reich Culture Senator during WWII, and Nazi-supported artist whose Neoclassical works
emblemized Hitler's regimeâ€™s militaristic aesthetic. Breker was added in 1944 by Joseph Goebbels to the 'God-gifted' list of
crucial German artists. Large oversized black-and-white photograph, a detail of his sculpture 'Schreitende' (1940), 11.75 x 15.5
inches, signed in black ink at the lower right corner 'With Best Wishes Arno Breker.' Photograph taken by Charlotte Rohrbach (1902 -
1981).

115: ARNO BREKER SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH USD 400 - 600

(1900 - 1991) German sculptor, Reich Culture Senator during WWII, and Nazi-supported artist whose Neoclassical works
emblemized Hitler's regimeâ€™s militaristic aesthetic. Breker was added in 1944 by Joseph Goebbels to the 'God-gifted' list of
crucial German artists. Large oversized black-and-white photograph, a detail of his sculpture 'Schreitende' (1940), 11.75 x 15.5
inches, signed in black ink at the lower right corner 'With Best Wishes Arno Breker'. Photograph taken by Charlotte Rohrbach (1902 -
1981).
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116: WWII WILLRICH POSTCARDS KC WINNERS (10) USD 100 - 140

Group of 10 Wolfgang Willrich (1897 - 1948) postcards picturing Knight's Cross recipients Rommel, Prien, Koch, Moelders,
Carl-Alfred Schumacher, Paul-Werner Hozzel, one unidentified Norway fighter pilot, a Kradmelder, a tank driver, and a pilot. Eight
unused, two used as Feldpost.

117: KAISER WILHELM II FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS (9) USD 80 - 160

Lot of nine photos depicting the German Emperor Kaiser Wilhelm II and his family. Four images are black and white albumen prints
created by the photographer Arthur Junger in Berlin, mounted on heavy stock board, last decade of the 19th century, 4 x 6.5 inches.
One albumen print by Carl Brack & Keller photographers, Berlin, 1898, black and white, mounted on heavy stock board, 4.25 x 6.5
inches. One postcard depicting the imperial couple with their daughter and grandchildren, based on the original photo, Liersch & Co.,
Berlin, 3.5 x 5.5 inches. A color drawing of Wilhelm II and the crown prince Friedrich Wilhelm mounted on heavy stock board, 6.5 x 4
inches, with a handwritten note on the back, in German, 'In memory of the second imperial visit 1891.' A color drawing of the German
imperial family, 7.75 x 5 inches, mounted on heavy card stock. One black-and-white albumen print, based on the original photo,
mounted on heavy card stock with the names and birthdays of everyone depicted, J. C. Schaarwaechter Photography, Berlin, 1896,
9.5 x 6 inches, two tears in cardboard, not affecting the photograph.

118: KAISER WILHELM II FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS (60) USD 100 - 200

A large lot of sixty postcards based on the original photos of the Prussian imperial family, end of 19th century. Publishers of these
postcards include Robert Huegel, Berlin, Piek Publishing House, Potsdam, and Gustav Liersch & Co, Berlin, ca 3.5 x 5.5 in. In
addition, the lot includes two postcards, printed in Austria, based on Ludwig Koch's paintings on Archduke Franz Ferdinand of
Austria, whose assassination presumably started World War I.

119: WOUNDED SOLDIER PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPH USD 100 - 200

Black-and-white photograph of a soldier wearing an eye patch, signed in the lower right corner 'K.C. Kuschmann 1932', image
approx. 9 x11 inches on a larger sheet, simply framed under glass, overall dimension 17 x 21 inches. Not examined out of frame.

120: WWI POSTCARDS WAR POSTALS (12) USD 40 - 80

Good lot of twelve unused WWI postcards 'Chicago Daily News War Postals' and marked as such, 3.25 x 5.25 inches. Showing
marching troops, in the trenches, digging in, a WWI tank, artillery, marching in London.

121: GRAFLEX WWII WAR PHOTOGRAPHS (12) USD 160 - 320

Rare portfolio of WWII photographs, a portfolio of twelve (12) original black-and-white prints, 13 x 9 3/4 inches mounted on 16 x 20
inches matboards, depicting scenes of the U.S. military action in Europe and the Pacific from 'Graflex Sees the War' by the Folmer
Graflex Corporation in collaboration with the War Activities Committee. The group includes well-known images, D-Day beach, victory
march in Paris, aerial bombardments, South Pacific, etc. The boards have minor tack holes in the corners not affecting the prints, the
photographs are in very good condition since they are professionally printed and mounted. Very good.
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122: 1941 SHANGHAI IMMIGRATION CERTIFICATE FOR A JEW USD 140 - 280

Certified photostat of an official certificate from the Shanghai Municipal Council dated May 16, 1941, granting ROBERT
ROSENFELD, nationality unknown, entry into the International Settlement of Shanghai South of Soochow Creek for a period of six
months. The document is stamped on the back 'Compared with the original and certified as correct 19 May. 1941' with a stamp from
the 'Immigrants Organization Shanghai I.C.' (International Committee for the Organization of European Immigrants, Shanghai,
China) and signed by the secretary PAUL KOMOR, Honorary Consul General for Hungary in Shanghai in 1938-1941. Shanghai was
notable for a long time as the only place in the world that unconditionally offered refuge for Jews escaping from the Nazis. The
international settlement came to an abrupt end in December 1941 when Japanese troops stormed in following the attack on Pearl
Harbor and European Shanghai residents were forced to wear armbands to differentiate them.

123: DE JODEN IN NEDERLAND ANTISEMITIC BOOK USD 160 - 280

Antisemitic German publication in Dutch 'De Joden in Nederland' (The Jews in the Netherlands) by Hans Paul Graf von Monts (Hans
Paul Kreutzer 1904 - 1944), 1941, 64 pages, 6 X 9 inches, color cover, contains many black-and-white stereotypical photographs,
age-related browning of the cover and edges, 1.75-inch tear at cover and spine, cover missing small corner at bottom right, else very
good.

124: ANTISEMITIC DUTCH PROPAGANDA LEAFLET 'JODENKLIEK' USD 100 - 200

German antisemitic propaganda flyer in Dutch distributed to the Dutch population during the German occupation of Holland to
influence public opinion against the Jewish population. The flyer shows the faces of Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, and behind them a
Jewish man with a flute, title underneath 'Yankee-Englishman-Bolshevik Dancing To The Pipes Of The Jewish Clique'
(Yankee-Engelsman-Bolsjewiek Dansen Naar De Pijpen Van De Jodenkliek), 1 page, 5 x 7.75 inches, printed in black and red, folds,
0.75-inch split at right horizontal fold.

125: ANTISEMITIC GERMAN BANKNOTES USD 200 - 300

Three German inflation banknotes overprinted with antisemitic propaganda messages in blue ink: 'Don't buy from Jews!', 'The Jew
took silver and gold from us, us Germans they left this dirt.', and 'Soviet-Jew Radeck [sic], train robber, murderer of the worker,
biggest capitalist in Russia! Worker, is that your leader?' with a caricature of Karl Radek. Very good.

126: ANTISEMITIC GERMAN BANKNOTES (3) USD 200 - 300

Three very large, 5 x 8.5 inches, German inflation banknotes overprinted in black ink with large antisemitic propaganda: 'Jewry is
organized crime' with a star of David, hammer and sickle, and a square and compasses. Another pictures a heavyset Jew in a frock
and tophat being lead by an angel 'Marxism is the guardian angel of capitalism Vote Nationalsocialist List 1' and a caricature of a
Jew looking up at a swastika surrounded by the words 'Hitler Nationalsocialism and sun rays, at the bottom is printed 'God almighty!
Again a new one is coming! Volks comrade! Come to Hitler, become Nationalsocialist!' Very good.

127: ANTISEMITIC PROPAGANDA BERLINER ILLUSTRIERTE USD 100 - 200

Two-page photo 'report' from Poland titled 'Das Welt-Problem: Die Juden - I. in Polen' (The world-problem: The Jews - I. in Poland),
antisemitic propaganda in the German weekly illustrated magazine Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung, Number 49, 8. December 1938, 54
pages, 11 x 14.75 inches. On page two a photo shows demonstrators in the US calling for the boycott of German goods, captioned:
'He carries the star-banner of the United States - for the cause of his race. The national flag of a great people protects demonstrators
under Jewish guidance calling for the boycott of German goods.' Other article focus on race, gypsies, a racist comic, etc. Under the
Third Reich, the Berliner Illustrierte like all other German publications was subject to Joseph Goebbels' Propaganda Ministry. In
mid-1934 the Ullstein family business was 'aryanised' and the Berliner Illustrierte became an organ of Nazi propaganda.
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128: ANTISEMITIC PROPAGANDA MAGAZINES (2) USD 100 - 200

Lot of two antisemitic publications: A Two-page photo 'report' from Poland titled 'Das Welt-Problem: Die Juden - II. In Romania' (The
world-problem: The Jews - II. In Romania), antisemitic propaganda in the German weekly illustrated magazine Berliner Illustrierte
Zeitung, Number 1, 5. January 1939, 32 pages, 11 x 14.75 inches. Under the Third Reich, the Berliner Illustrierte like all other
German publications was subject to Joseph Goebbels' Propaganda Ministry. In mid-1934 the Ullstein family business was 'aryanised'
and the Berliner Illustrierte became an organ of Nazi propaganda. WITH: Deuxieme Front Terre Brulee, French antisemitic
publication, 1944, 32 pages, covers separated and rough edges, bumped corners throughout, heavily illustrated, relying on images
to transmit propaganda messages, showing a burnt France.

129: ARYANS BUY ONLY FROM ARYANS ADVERTISING USD 80 - 160

Rare advertising sample with an antisemitic message from the Austrian manufacturer of labels and metal signs, Marzek & Co in
Vienna. The company distributed a small glassine envelope, 3. x 5.5 inches, containing nine sample razorblade package labels and
one razor advertisement, the company's address label was affixed to the envelope, and added at the top is a small red Nazi pennant
with a swastika with two black bands reading 'Arier kaufet nur bei Ariern! ('Aryans buy only from Aryans!') Ironically one of the
sample labels uses two hexagrams or star of David in the design.

130: ANTI-SEMITIC POSTER 'TALMUD' ALFRED VOGEL USD 240 - 480

Original educational poster 'Jewish Secret Law Book - Hear what the Talmud says!' illustration shows a row of books with Talmud
written on the spine and the Star of David, with open book in front reading 'Murder - War - Treason - Revolution - Lie - Fraud -
Desecration - Usury'. Original chart from a portfolio of teaching charts designed by Alfred Vogel, a school headmaster and Nazi Party
member, to instruct students on the superiority of the Aryan race, the virtue of racial purity, and the burden that Jews, as well as the
handicapped, mentally ill, and unfit, place on society. From: Erblehre und Rassenkunde by Alfred Vogel, Stuttgart, ca. 1938, page
73, 11.5 x 15.25 inches, color.

131: ANTISEMITIC RACE TEACHING AID ALFRED VOGEL USD 600 - 1,000

German antisemitic propagandistic German high school teaching aid, 'Erblehre, Abstammungs- und Rassenkunde in bildlicher
Dartstellung' ('Pictorial Representation of Heredity and the Science of Race'), by Alfred Vogel, illustrations by Eberhard Brauchle
(Stuttgart: Verlag fur nationale Literatur Gebr. Rath), 1939 edition, 53 plates (out of 78), most illustrated in color, each 11.5 x 15.5
inches. This volume was produced as a teaching aid to introduce the Nazi eugenics doctrine, the elimination of the 'inferior', and the
importance of 'pure blood', to high school students. In a very clever manner, the plates and text progress from showing plants and
their pollination, showing the products of cross-breeding of various colored plants, through the use of diagrams and illustrations. It
then proceeds to introduce humans into the equation, illustrating that 'sick' parents produce 'sick' children, and including those who
are deformed, mentally retarded, etc. The geographic proximity of those with 'undesirable' character traits to each other in a
reproductive sense is also explored. Included are pp. 10 - 15, 17 - 27, 29 - 44, 46 - 58, 60 - 64, 75.Hardcover portfolio, cover is still
attached, but the exterior fabric of the spine has partially split, no interior flaps, school district stamp on the cover and inside cover
'Schulamt Rappoltsweiler' (Ribeauville, France).

132: ARTHUR SZYK SIGNED CHECK USD 60 - 80

(1894-1951) Polish-Jewish artist born in Lodz who worked primarily as a book illustrator and political artist, famous for his anti-Axis
political illustrations and caricatures during World War II. A check signed in blue ink for $28.00 to John G. Trothingham on June 6,
1949, check no. 1675, the First National Bank and Trust Company, New Canaan, Connecticut, 2.75 x 6.5 inches.

133: MAUTHAUSEN SUBCAMP GUSEN MAILING RECEIPT USD 60 - 120

Rare mailing receipt for a package sent to an inmate at the concentration camp Gusen. The package was from Johanne Atilz in
Krenau (Chrzanow), Poland to a Polish protective prisoner Zbigniew Kozlowski, inmate number 47669, born 28.5.1911
Concentration camp Gusen, a subcamp of Mauthausen Concentration camp in Austria, Block 12, barrack room B. The receipt is 4 x
5.75 inches, and marked 'NS-Dr[uck] Brs[lau] 10.42.'
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134: BUCHENWALD CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS (2) USD 140 - 300

Lot of two letters written by prisoners from the Weimar-Buchenwald concentration camp. The first letter is on the official camp
stationery bearing the camp censorship stamp. Its author, Leschek Jankowski, prisoner number 7073, Block 3D, writes to his
immediate family as well as to his aunt and uncle on December 20, 1943 (in part): 'Dear Uncle and Aunt...I have gratefully received
your letter...The news that your apartment became a victim of a terror attack moved me greatly. This is terrible. I would love to help
you somehow, but I cannot do so...I was so glad when I found out that my dear wife and her parents took you in and showed you
kindness. I am very grateful to everyone who is helping you...Dear Zuvia and Halinka! I am so glad that you helped Aunt and Uncle.
We owe them a helping hand since they have helped me a lot in the past...My yearning is to be able to see you again soon, and I
hope that this moment will still come. It has been so long since I saw you, and it is such a heavy burden. Still, I cannot change that.
This is my fate. But when we can be together in our thoughts, it is already a big victory that we won together in our marriage. '. 4
pages. Mailing folds. The second letter is written by Miklik Grantisek, prisoner number 7469, Block 47/D, on August 25, 1940, and is
addressed to Miklikova Tonicka in Kodinin, Bohemia Moravia. In part: '...Today, I have received your letter from August 19th. You
have surprised me very much with the news that Jarmilka was so severely ill. I had no idea about her sickness...I am glad that she is
doing better already...I have still not received the August package. Today, I am sending you a September label already. If possible,
send me in this package bacon, salami...chocolate...I have information...he is working now in Berlin. I feel sorry for Betty...also send
the dice...according to the camp rules, packages may not weigh more than 2 kg.' Mailing folds. Very good. One page. The letter
comes with an envelope postmarked August 29, 1940.

135: CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS (4) USD 120 - 240

Lot of four letter fragments, from a prisoner at the Dachau concentration camp 3K on the official stationery. All letters are initialed by
the camp officers and stamped with the official censorship approval stamp. One letter fragment is dated May 11, 1941. The other
letter fragments do not have dates on them. They were written between 1940 and 1945. The author of the letter is Ignatz Lesniewski,
prisoner number 11619, Block 12/2. Lesniewski was born on April 28, 1923, in Lodz (Litzmannstadt), Poland. He arrived to Dachau
by train on May 26, 1940. In part: '...We should wait a bit longer, and everything will be over. Jozio can be assured that his wish
comes true. Soon we will be together, happy and at peace...' In part: '...I thank you for the swim trunks and the shirt. You read my
wishes in spite of the fact that I did not write them down.' Mailing folds. Very good. WITH: An official envelope sent from the
concentration camp Weimar-Buchenwald by Lischek Jankowski, prisoner number 7073, Block 38 D. The mailing stamp is cut out.
Plus an envelope mailed from Oetztal-Tirol, Austria, during the time of the Third Reich.

136: CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIK (5) USD 200 - 400

FIVE (5) DACHAU CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS AND ONE (1) ENVELOPE FROM OTTO FOJTIK FROM JULY THROUGH
OCTOBER, 1943Otto Fojtik, prisoner number 26168, Block 8/4, was born on July 24, 1909, in Vienna, Austria, and he was an
educated, white-collar employee. He was imprisoned for several months from 1934 to 1938 and participated in the Spanish Civil War
(1936-1939) where he fought on the side of the republic from the summer of 1937. In 1939 he was detained in France and identified
by the Vienna Gestapo on January 24, 1941. On June 6, 1941, he was imprisoned in the Dachau concentration camp, where he died
of typhus on February 24, 1945. In part (on July 25, 1943): '...I am so glad that you sent me a dictionary in the last package since I
am still learning French and there are some books in my library that are quite good, and for this, I can really use the dictionary...it is
already my seventh birthday since ... I have been away from you ... still, I cannot comprehend that seven years have already
passed...' In part (on August 8, 1943): '...get some good rest since the most difficult days of the war are coming and people need to
pull themselves together, you know I am thinking often about how it will be if Vienna gets bombed, but, Mitzi, the most important
thing is not to lose courage and face all the upcoming events in a composed manner...'. Mailing folds. Red pencil marks. Very good.

137: CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIK (5) USD 200 - 400

FIVE (5) DACHAU CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS AND ONE (1) ENVELOPE FROM AUGUST THROUGH NOVEMBER,
1941Otto Fojtik, prisoner number 26168, Block 8/2, was born on July 24, 1909, in Vienna, Austria, and he was an educated,
white-collar employee. He was imprisoned for several months from 1934 to 1938 and participated in the Spanish Civil War
(1936-1939) where he fought on the side of the republic from the summer of 1937. In 1939 he was detained in France and identified
by the Vienna Gestapo on January 24, 1941. On June 6, 1941, he was imprisoned in the Dachau concentration camp, where he died
of typhus on February 24, 1945. In part (on October 11, 1941): 'Dear Parents! It is a pity that a visiting permit was not granted to you
and that your efforts were in vain, but spend your vacation, which you surely earned, with Schurl and get some good rest...'. In part
(on November 23, 1941): 'Dear Parents! Why did you not write to me? I have received the money but no letter. Is Mitzi on vacation?
Or did anything happen? Please write to me right away. What does it mean when one regularly receives mail and suddenly, nothing
arrives...' Mailing folds. Very good.
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138: CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIK (5) USD 200 - 400

FIVE (5) DACHAU CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIK DECEMBER 1941 THROUGH JUNE 1942Otto
Fojtik, prisoner number 26168, Block 8/2, was born on July 24, 1909, in Vienna, Austria, and he was an educated, white-collar
employee. He was imprisoned for several months from 1934 to 1938 and participated in the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) where he
fought on the side of the republic from the summer of 1937. In 1939 he was detained in France and identified by the Vienna Gestapo
on January 24, 1941. On June 6, 1941, he was imprisoned in the Dachau concentration camp, where he died of typhus on February
24, 1945. In part (on December 7, 1941): '...The year is almost over, and I wish so much I could celebrate with you...Mitzi, you must
have so much work now that you work for the NSV [ Nationalsozialistische Volkswohlfahrt, National Socialist People's Welfare], and
the household keeps you busy...'. In part (on June 7, 1942): '...I am convinced that we should never lose the unshakeable faith in
ourselves...I can understand Hilda, but she should endure bravely what she is not facing alone...' In part (on May 10, 1942): '...Of
course I heard the Fuehrer's speech, and let's hope that decision will be made this year. Mayrhofer ... should be on the Eastern front
and Pfaller has died already, he always had problems with his lung...' Mailing folds. Red pencil marks. Very good.

139: CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIK (5) USD 200 - 400

FIVE (5) DACHAU CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIKJUNE THROUGH NOVEMBER 1942Otto Fojtik,
prisoner number 26168, Block 13, cell 4, was born on July 24, 1909, in Vienna, Austria, and he was an educated, white-collar
employee. He was imprisoned for several months from 1934 to 1938 and participated in the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) where he
fought on the side of the republic from the summer of 1937. In 1939 he was detained in France and identified by the Vienna Gestapo
on January 24, 1941. On June 6, 1941, he was imprisoned in the Dachau concentration camp, where he died of typhus on February
24, 1945. In part (on August 9): 'Dear Parents! Exchanging correspondence with my close relatives, a brother, a brother-in-law, who
are currently in the military and have army postal codes is now permitted to me. Send me Rudl's and Rudi's postal codes so I could
also write to them which will surely bring them joy. I do not know why [is it allowed] , but either way it is a good provision and a
privilege that I will take advantage of...'. In part (on October 31): '...In my last letter, I have already mentioned that we may be allowed
to receive packages, and now the official approval is here...but do not limit yourself since I have been a burden for you for years.
Though, I could use a few things such as good shoes...a sweater, a toothbrush...as far as groceries are concerned, I will let you
decide. I am enclosing a coupon that you will need to send along with the package...'. In part (on October 18): '...Often, it is difficult to
write, one gets a thought and loses it and then writes something mechanical. People write nothing new, but there is nothing new that
people experience, work and then free time, I read a lot and there are also good books, especially history books where one can learn
something, and I am also taking advantage of it, you can use everything that you learn in your life in the future. My life now is
passing with work and reading...' Mailing folds. Very good.

140: CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIK (5) USD 200 - 400

FIVE (5) DACHAU CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIKNOVEMBER 1942 THROUGH MAY 1943Otto Fojtik,
prisoner number 26168, Block 13, cell 4, was born on July 24, 1909, in Vienna, Austria, and he was an educated, white-collar
employee. He was imprisoned for several months from 1934 to 1938 and participated in the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) where he
fought on the side of the republic from the summer of 1937. In 1939 he was detained in France and identified by the Vienna Gestapo
on January 24, 1941. On June 6, 1941, he was imprisoned in the Dachau concentration camp, where he died of typhus on February
24, 1945. In part (on May 23): '...So, you have been having visitors for the last fourteen days. I already know that these people feel
well at your place, and overall, if they are decent people, that you do everything you can to alleviate their sad fate...What can you tell
me about the fact that Stefan G. was dismissed, write me about it...' In part (on November 29): '...With 10 German Reichsmark per
month, I will get by, Mitzi, and it is meant honestly and openly since there is not much you can buy in the canteen besides cigarettes.
I know that money is tight and therefore, I am asking you not to take on a great burden, and when Mitzi is asking whether I wish for
anything special, I would wish for just one thing, to be allowed to be with you...' Mailing folds. Red pencil marks. Very good.

141: CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIK (5) USD 200 - 400

FIVE (5) DACHAU CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIK JUNE 1943 THROUGH APRIL 1944Otto Fojtik,
prisoner number 26168, Block 8/4 and 6/2, was born on July 24, 1909, in Vienna, Austria, and he was an educated, white-collar
employee. He was imprisoned for several months from 1934 to 1938 and participated in the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) where he
fought on the side of the republic from the summer of 1937. In 1939 he was detained in France and identified by the Vienna Gestapo
on January 24, 1941. On June 6, 1941, he was imprisoned in the Dachau concentration camp, where he died of typhus on February
24, 1945. In part (on June 27, 1943): 'I have received your writing that both surprised and astounded me since you already believe
that ...I would be on my way home, to you...In the meantime, I am still here and even if..., a subpoena from Wehrmeldeamt ('Army
Record Section') was received, there are no reasons to get excited...I am sure that this is the only possibility and I already know that
you will make every effort to achieve something.' In part (on September 12, 1943): 'I would much prefer if you stayed in the country
for the duration of the war. Now, there are events in Italy, they will not spare Vienna...'. In part (on April 16, 1944): 'I believe it is not
necessary to spend many words on the hardships of this time since we all must endure them if we want to meet at some point and
this above all includes reciprocal understanding and trust...You are very curious about how I changed. Unfortunately, I cannot give
you any information, but I have learned one thing...I have gathered experience in life and I believe it will help me later.' Mailing folds.
One letter has a small 1-inch tear on the bottom. Very good.
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142: CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIK (6) USD 200 - 400

SIX (6) DACHAU CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTERS FROM OTTO FOJTIKFROM BEFORE MAY, 1943 THROUGH DECEMBER
31, 1944Three letters do not include the years when they were written, but the prisoner addressed them to both parents. His father
died at some point in May 1943. Otto Fojtik, prisoner number 26168, Block 30/1, was born on July 24, 1909, in Vienna, Austria, and
he was an educated, white-collar employee. He was imprisoned for several months from 1934 to 1938 and participated in the
Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) where he fought on the side of the republic from the summer of 1937. In 1939 he was detained in
France and identified by the Vienna Gestapo on January 24, 1941. In part (on July 20, unknown year): 'Dear parents! ... Your letters
always give me joy and consolation as I am facing my fate. Hopefully, it [imprisonment] will not last long, and I will be able to stay
with you always...'. In part (on November 19, 1944): '...It gives me immense joy to know that you survived everything [bombings]. I
think about you oft these difficult days, Mitzi, but, unfortunately, I can only think about you and not help. Just like I am trying to
understand your situation, you will understand mine...You know, Mitzi, how I view the question of you sending me packages. First of
all, you must not go hungry and should not starve yourselves to save. The times are harsh...' In part (on December 31, 1944):
'...Vienna had to suffer severe blows already, and no one knows what is yet to come. The war is harsh, demands sacrifice, effort, and
deprivations that must be endured, and so we are entering the year 1945. Perhaps it will be a year of ...peace.' A piece of one letter
(from August 3, unknown year) has been cut out. Mailing folds. Red pencil marks. Very good.

143: CONCENTRATION CAMP MEMORIAL POSTCARD USD 120 - 180

1946 invitation for the Concentration Camp Memorial Conference at Tegernsee, Bavaria, taking place 7. - 9. December 1946,
advocating for reparations and care of victims of racial, religious, and political persecution. Printed in each corner is the name of a
concentration camp, Auschwitz, Buchenwald, Theresienstadt, and Dachau, with two stamps, '1. Dachau-Memorial Demonstration
Dachau 18.5.47' and 'For The Victims Of Fascism Tegernsee 8.12.46'. The reverse is unfilled with two of the same stamps.
Postcard, 4.25 x 5.75 inches.

144: CONCENTRATION CAMP PAY VOUCHERS & POSTAGE (8) USD 100 - 200

Lot of five postal receipts (Einlieferungsschein) for money transfers to prisoners at the concentration camp Dachau that show funds
sent to Ladislaus Drapa, born on February 20, 1912, prisoner number 3537. Four receipts have cancelation stamps dated between
1940 and 1941. One receipt lacks a stamp. WITH: Three canceled stamps cut from envelopes sent from the Litzmannstadt Ghetto.
This ghetto was established by the German authorities for Polish Jews and Roma following the Invasion of Poland. The cancelation
stamps are dated March 11, 1944, March 29, 1944, and April 29, 1944. Two items bear the official stamp of the Central Jewish
Historical Commission (Centralna Zydowska Komisja Historyczna), one of the branches of the Central Committee of Polish Jews that
functioned between 1944-1950 and focused on documenting the Holocaust. Very good

145: DACHAU CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTER FROM POLISH CLERGYMAN USD 100 - 200

Letter from a prisoner at the Dachau concentration camp 3K on the official stationery, with the censorship stamp. In German, dated
January 24, 1942, and addressed to the prisoner's parents and siblings. The author of the letter is Father Leon Poprawa, born on
June 28, 1909, prisoner number 28391, Block 28/1. Father Leon Poprawa was a young priest when World War II broke out. On
October 6, 1941, he was arrested and later sent to the Dachau camp. Having been liberated from Dachau after the war, Poprawa
reflected upon his concentration camp experiences in his book â€˜Crumbs of War Memoriesâ€™ (â€˜Okruchy wojennych
wspomnienâ€™), written in Polish. In part: â€˜Dear Mother and siblingsâ€¦It is good that you wrote to the beadle. I am asking you to
keep delivering him reports in this manner since it does not only concern him but everyone. I am curious whether Mietekruch has
sent money already. Blarek and Mietek would not need to worry since Antoni would need to take care of it now. From him, money
would always arrive on time. I have not received any money from you yet. If would be better if you did not send me any more
moneyâ€¦Sending packages and packets is not allowedâ€¦they are sent back unopened.â€™ 4 pages, 6 x 8.25 inches. Very good.

146: CONCENTRATION CAMP PRISONER SHOES USD 200 - 400

Handmade concentration camp prisoner shoes. Crudely made of brown leather upper with wooden hobnailed soles, the heel and toe
are reinforced with metal parts, intended for concentration and labor camp prisoners in Europe, similar shoes are in the collection at
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC.
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147: 1939 GERMANY WARNS THE RESISTANCE OF BOHEMIA AND USD 300 - 500

Rare German broadside issuing a threatening warning to the citizens, essentially directed at the resistance fighters, of the
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia and informing them of gruesome consequences of non-compliance with the regulations. In
part: 'By creating the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, the Fuhrer and Reichskanzler took these lands under his
protection...Public life and economy of the Protectorate are a part of the entire public life of the Reich and of the entire economy. The
current situation demands the unification of all forces...Therefore, the population of the Protectorate receives a serious and urgent
warning: ... Every act of sabotage against the interests of the German Reich, the German administration in the Protectorate, and the
German armed forces (Wehrmacht) will be traced and persecuted with the strictest measures...' Such acts of sabotage are defined
as 'all disturbances of public life and economy, especially damaging vital establishments such as railroad, communications system,
weapon factories, electric system, gas plants, factories...' as well as 'withholding goods, price gouging, spreading rumors orally and
in writing.' The poster is dated Prague, October 1939, printed on red paper in German and Czech, approx. 37 x 25 inches, and
signed in print by the Reich Protector of Bohemia and Moravia Konstantin von Neurath (1873 - 1956) who was succeeded by
Reinhard Heydrich in March 1939. Folds, else very good.

148: CZECH RESISTANCE FIGHTER WRITES FROM KL SACHSENHAUSEN USD 160 - 300

Rare letter on official stationery from a prisoner at the Sachsenhausen-Oranienburg Nazi concentration camp. This letter is from
Bohumil Nypl, born on November 5, 1887, prisoner number 40782, Block 48. Nypl was an educator and a resistance fighter who
arrested by the Gestapo on September 3, 1940. He was imprisoned in Jihlava, Wroclaw, then the Oranienburg and Bergen-Belsen
concentration camps. Nypl died during the camp evacuation in March 1945. On November 21, 1943, Nypl wrote to his family (in
part): '...On the 17th, came the package that was sent on the 13th...everything is in the best condition. Thank you very much!... Your
sister should have given her child a playmate a long time ago, now it is already too late...My sister is paying for wealth with her
health...And we? We are both becoming thick in spite of the reciprocal longing that is exhausting us and is draining our strength.
Peculiar. At the time undesired weight loss cure turned into the opposite in our case...'. Mailing folds. The envelope bears the official
stamp of the camp.

149: 1940 NAZI EXECUTION NOTICE OF JOSEF CECH USD 300 - 500

German broadside announcing the citizens of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia about the recent execution of Josef Cech
and outlining new weapon possession regulations effective immediately in the Protectorate. Supposedly on May 2nd, Josef Cech
'treacherously shot an ethnic German Ernst Leimer, who wanted to call him out for damaging a request notice of the Protectorate
government for metal donations, and while fleeing, (Cech) fired several shots at the German soldiers who were following him.' New
regulations convey that those 'who deliberately unlawfully possess usable weapons, explosives or ammunition' will be sentenced to
death. Those who commit this crime out of negligence will be punished with imprisonment and/ or fines. The poster is dated Prague,
May 6, 1940, printed on red paper in German and Czech, approx. 37 x 25 inches, and signed in print by the Reich Protector of
Bohemia and Moravia Konstantin von Neurath (1873 - 1956) who was succeeded by Reinhard Heydrich in March 1939. Folds, else
very good.

150: ELECTRIC FENCE INSULATORS KL BIRKENAU (2) USD 100 - 200

Two electric fence insulators made of white ceramic, recovered at Auschwitz-Birkenau by souvenir hunters, unmarked, 1.5 x 2.5
inches. As-Is.

151: THERESIENSTADT CONCENTRATION CAMP CORRESPONDENCE (4) USD 200 - 300

Lot of four postcards in German addressed to prisoners in the Theresienstadt concentration camp. Three cards, written in 1945, are
addressed to the same person Rapp Berthold. Different members of his family express how much they miss him and inform him of
simple daily occurrences, such as a successful test completion. The postcards bear the official stamp indicating that the content
passed the censorship. The last card is addressed to the Head of the Tuberculosis Hospital in Theresienstadt-Bauschowitz, most
likely a deported Jewish doctor, dated January 11, 1944. In part: 'Today, I have received a card from you...you can surely imagine
my joy...I have not received a card from you for a long time...I am still not working. Perhaps my papers are still lying somewhere on
the director's table...I am glad that I can be home...' Very good.
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152: HOLOCAUST PHOTO EASTERN JEWS ON WAGON WITH SOLDIERS USD 140 - 180

Original black-and-white photograph of a large group of eastern European Jews, children, women, and men, on a horse-drawn
wagon surrounded by three soldiers holding rifles, a small crease in the lower-left corner not affecting the image, the back is lightly
stamped in red 'Foto Kothe C818 Wertarbeit' 3.5 x 2.75 inches.

153: WWII WAFFEN-SS PROPAGANDA TEACHING AID 1940 USD 200 - 500

Nazi propaganda wall chart or 'Wandfries' (mural) to be used as a school teaching aid in German schools during WWII. This poster
displays Die Heimat ruft! - The homeland is calling - The return of the Volhynia Germans to the Greater German Reich. The print
depicts a winter scene with an endless trail of horse-drawn carriages with ethnic Germans smiling at a smiling and waving German
Waffen-SS Officer accompanied by another Waffen-SS soldier and a Nazi flag flying in the background. Despite the smiling
characters the entire scene feels rather ominous. The Nazi-Soviet population transfers in 1939/40 followed the invasion and division
of Polish territories between the Reich and the USSR. Germany had used ethnic Germans in eastern Europe as an excuse to invade
those areas and eliminate the Jewish population. Large numbers of the population were sent to forced labor, concentration camps,
or massacred by both countries. Print after original art by W. Planck, Published by Verlag Der Praktische Schulmann Stuttgart,
Number 268, with Text in Schulmann Heft 4/1940, Offsetprint by Fricke & Co, Stuttgart, 25 x 36 inches, bumped edges, with minor
tears around the edges, torn lower-left corner.

154: JEWISH GHETTO POLICE HAT BADGE USD 60 - 120

WWII Jewish ghetto police hat badge replica, hexagon-shaped brass badge with a screw back mount. The badge is marked on the
front 'Ordnungsdienst Sluzba Porzadkowa' Surrounding a Star of David are the letters 'J R Cz - R Z Cz.' Unmarked copy and sold
As-Is.

155: GERMAN EXPULSION ID FOR A POLISH FORCED LABORER USD 160 - 300

Rare German expulsion Ausweis issued to a Polish citizen on 13. Mai 1942 and boldly stamped 'POLE' by the police president in
Sosnowitz 'permitting' Wladislaus Wawro, a worker from Sosnowitz (Poland), to cross the police border of the government district
Kattowitz. He is ordered to use the border crossing at Sosnowitz. It is noted that the permit is only valid with the attached picture of
the bearer and expires on 13. August 1942. The Ausweis, number 144366/7116 is to be withdrawn upon expiration by the border
patrol. Printed by Gaudruck Kattowitz, 2 pages, 4.25 x 5.75 inches, partially split with a tape stain at center fold. After the invasion of
Poland, German forces occupied the area, renamed the town Sosnowitz, established a large Ghetto for Polish Jews and several
camps for Poles to be used as forced laborers. Poles were eventually expelled to establish 'Lebensraum' for ethnic Germans and
were sent for forced labor to Polish camps or 'Polenlager' in the Reich or simply across the border from Sosnowitz in Kattowitz after
they had been evicted from their homes. A rare document we have never encountered before.

156: KZ RAVENSBRUCK CERAMIC MEDICAL CUP USD 80 - 160

Ceramic cup for medical samples from the KZ Ravensbrueck concentration camp for women, stamped on the bottom â€˜K.L.
Raâ€™ and â€˜SSâ€™ in a circle. 1.25 x .5 inches. As-is.

157: LITZMANNSTADT GHETTO OFFICE SIGN USD 600 - 800

An metal sign from Litzmannstadt (Lodz) Ghetto: 'Der Aelteste der Juden in Litzmannstadt (Ghetto) Karten-Abteilung', this translates
to 'Eldest of the Jews [head of the Jewish administrative body] in Litzmann (Ghetto) Registration Department.' Overall dimension
8.25 x 5.5 in., enameled steel, some loss of enamel, discoloration, rust at the edges and the back, a rare historic relic of the
Holocaust. The Registration Department at 4 Miodowa Street â€“ later 4/6 Plac Koscielny functioned from 10 May 1940. After
January 1941 the office was connected with the Registry and the Statistics Department, managed by HENRYK NAFTALIN. The
officeâ€™s task was registering the inhabitants, keeping up-to-date records, and a current index of accommodation and addresses.
Later, in 1941 the office began keeping record books of births, marriages and deaths, and statistics of population movements within
the ghetto. An additional function of that department was to provide addresses of ghetto inhabitants to the ghetto administration and
to the German authorities. Henryk Naftalin was in charge of the Lodz Ghetto Archive and subsequently, the Chronicle of the Lodz
Ghetto. Parts of the archive survived and were found after the war in 1946 and have been archived and scanned and are accessible
online.
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158: LITZMANNSTADT GHETTO RENT COLLECTION NOTICE USD 180 - 300

Rare unissued collection notice for outstanding rent from the collection office of the Elders of the Jews in the Litzmannstadt Ghetto.
One page, 4.75 x 7 inches, 1940, a pre-printed form, stating that if the amount due cannot be collected, the executor is entitled to 1)
immediately auction the personal property of the tenant, 2) perform a property search, and 3) to order the eviction of the premises.
The form further declares that the tenant may be deported for non-payment and that an order for deportation can only be retracted if
the outstanding amount is paid in full plus expenses to the collector. It is signed in print 'Executor of the Elders of the Jews in
Litzmannstadt-Getto' (Vollstreckungsstelle des Aleltesten der Juden in Litzmannstadt-Getto.)

159: SACHSENHAUSEN CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTER USD 120 - 240

Letter on the official camp stationery from a prisoner at the Sachsenhausen-Oranienburg Nazi concentration camp near Berlin. The
camp held mainly political prisoners during WWII. The letter is dated January 6, 1944. It was written by Friedrich Matauschek,
prisoner number 71523, Block 27/B, probably to his wife. In part: '...I cannot write a lot, but I am thinking about you every day...I must
thank you for the packages...the noodles gave me great joy...the last packet with bread and bacon was also very good...I have
angered you, but now I will be very different. I have learned my lesson. I have received my shoes...' Mailing folds, minor loss of paper
at the bottom and on the top. The enclosed envelope bears the official stamp of the camp.

160: SACHSENHAUSEN CONCENTRATION CAMP LETTER USD 100 - 200

Letter on the official camp stationery from a male prisoner at the Konzentrationslager Sachsenhausen in Oranienburg near Berlin.
The camp held a special status as a training camp for future camp commanders and guard for the entire camp system. Initially, the
camp held political opponents of the NS regime followed by increasing numbers of members of the groups declared by the National
Socialists to be racially or socially inferior. This letter is dated 'K.L.S. 19/1 1941' and was written by Jaroslav Dvorak, prisoner
number 14316, Block 52, to his wife, Marie Dvorakova living in Zamberk, Bohemia Moravia (Czech Republic), the envelope bears
printed warnings. It is stamped with a red German 12 pfennig stamp and is canceled at Oranienburg 25.1.41 and carries a
censorship stamp 'Postzensurstelle K.L. Sachsenhausen J. [Jew]). The letter reads in part: 'My loved ones! Thank you for your last
letter which I received yesterday. I'm happy to hear that you are all healthy. Thank you also for the package, regarding the money, do
not send me more than the 10 RM a month, I have enough at this time. I'm healthy and well. I often recall memories of you and of
home, I have a lot of time. I look forward to your next letter and news about home. Stay healthy and be well and greeting to all
relatives and neighbors...' One mailing fold, else very good.

161: REINHARD HEYDRICH ANNOUNCES STATE OF EMERGENCY USD 600 - 1,200

German broadside announcing a civilian state of emergency on 28. September 1941 by the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. In
part: 'In the last few days, certain elements who are paid by the enemy of Europe carried out a number of actions against the Reich.
These elements have attempted to sway the population of Bohemia and Moravia against the interests of the Reich via propaganda
associated with these actions. I expect from the population that ... under no circumstances, will they allow being provoked by the
enemies of the Reich ...'. The poster is printed on red paper in two languages, German and Czech, approx. 35 x 24 inches. Signed in
print by Reinhard Heydrich (1904 - 1942), Nazi Deputy Protector of Bohemia and Moravia and the main architect of the Holocaust.
Folds, some wear on the edges.

162: NAZI SEIZURE OF JEWISH ASSETS BY HEYDRICH USD 240 - 380

Scarce document issued by the Office of the Reichsprotektor in Prague, Reinhard Heydrich (1904 - 1942), Prague, 18. March 1942,
2 pages, partly printed, 8.25 x 11.75 inches, notifying the Prague Creditbank that the Jewess Herta Robitschek of Prague XIX.,
'...requests that the gold, platinum, and silver items as well as precious stones and pearls in your vaults, as far as they are owned,
co-owned or owned by the person concerned, are offered for purchased to the HADEGA, Handelsgesellschaft in Prag I.' The letter
further instructs the bank to transfer the purchased goods, credit the proceeds to a [locked] Jewish account at the bank, and
indicates that this decision cannot be appealed. Page two lists the safety deposit box information and locations owned by Herta
Robitschkova. File holes, one fold. very good.
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163: NO TRESPASSING FOR DOGS AND JEWS - ANTISEMITIC SIGN USD 800 - 1,200

Antisemitic sign in German 'No trespassing for Dogs and Jews' (Betreten fuer Hunde und Juden verboten) white enamel on cast iron
steel, small chips and rust on the edges, two mounting holes, 3.5 x 9.75 inches. No trespassing signs barrings Jews from entering
public or private spaces were omnipresent in Germany and occupied territories during 1930s and 1940s, but were already in use
prior to the Third Reich to discriminate against Jews. Very good.

164: POLISH HIGH VOLTAGE WARNING SIGN USD 100 - 200

High voltage warning steel sign in Polish, showing a skull and crossbones bisected by a lightning bolt above a warning message in
Polish 'Nie dotykac! Urzadzenie elektryczne!' ('Do not touch! Electric device!') Mounting holes present at each corner. Visible signs of
use on front and back, 5.75 x 9.75 inches.

165: REINHARD HEYDRICH ANNOUNCES DEATH SENTENCES USD 600 - 1,200

German broadside informing the citizens of Bohemia and Moravia about the confiscation of assets and death sentences of the
citizens who violated the regulations of the Reich Protector in Bohemia and Moravia. These people include Army General D. Josef
Bily and Division General R. Hugo Vojita who were accused of high treason, Alois Trnecka and Rudolf Pospisil, accused of
sabotage, as well as Ladislaus Kumyak and Wenzel Franc from Prague who were to be executed due to their deliberate unlawful
weapon possession. These sentences were carried out by a firing squad. The poster is dated September 28, 1941, printed on red
paper in two languages, German and Czech, approx. 24 x 18 inches, and signed in print by Reinhard Heydrich (1904 - 1942), Nazi
Deputy Protector of Bomehia and Moravia and the main architect of the Holocaust.

166: RARE CONCENTRATION CAMP POSTCARD CORRESPONDENCE (6) USD 200 - 400

Lot of six RARE postcards written between 1942 and 1945. Four postcards are in Czech, and two are in German. They include one
card in German that was sent from the political prison Small Fortress (Kleine Festung), TerezÃn (Theresienstadt), cell 43. In part:
'...I have received two packages with laundry yesterday as well as two postcards...if he is a decent man, I have nothing against it.
She can share the name with me...' The card bears rules for outgoing mail in the camp. Cancelation stamp from April 10, 1945.
VERY GOOD. One postcard typed in Czech and addressed to Mr. Martin Reinisch in ZWICKAU Prison Saxony - a concentration
camp during WWII, and a postcard in German sent from a camp in Osterode/Harz to Prague. This card is likely written by a forced
laborer from one of the many forced labor camps located in the Harz Mountains. In part: '...I am asking you if you write or send
something, do it as quickly as possible...packages have already arrived here... so the connection is good...write in German and if it is
possible for you, include a few local bread ration cards...' Cancelation stamp from March 20, 1945.

167: THE JEWS GEOPOLITIC IN MAPS USD 200 - 300

Antisemitic German publication, 'Geopolitik im Kartenbild: Die Juden' (Geopolitics in Maps: The Jews), by Walther Jantzen, Kurt
Vowinckel Verlag, Heidelberg-Berlin-Magdeburg, published by the Luftwaffe Command Staff, 1940, 16 pages, 8.25 x 11.5 inches,
heavily-illustrated, a collection of maps and simple illustrations explaining the migration of the Jewish people and the economic
effects on the German people. The final map explains that '...there is not enough space in Palestine for the 9 to 10 million European
Jews...the Arab population is resisting the unwanted intruders...the Jewry has to be resettled...the new order after the present war
will solve this question satisfactorily.' Fine condition.

168: WESTWALL ANTISEMITIC PROPAGANDA BOOKLET USD 60 - 100

German propaganda pamphlet lauding the 'indomitable' Siegfried Line, which the Germans called the 'Westwall', protecting Germany
from a French invasion. The booklet includes an interesting propaganda map on page seven, cities east of the wall in Germany are
marked by the traditional small circle, French and Belgian cities west of the wall with large Jewish populations are marked by the
six-pointed star of David. 'Westwall indomitable book 2' (Westwall unbezwingbar Heft 2) Intelligence service for the defense of the
Reich, publisher German Society for Defense Policy and Defense Sciences, circa 1940, colored cover, illustrated throughout, 32
pages, 4 x 5.5 inches, some minor paper loss on the back cover, probably from a rubber band, foxing, else very good.
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169: THIRD REICH EARLY PROOF OF ARYAN ANCESTRY USD 100 - 200

An early German Third Reich questionnaire to verify the Aryan ancestry of its recipient Johann Melchior Ott, born 9. August 1902 in
Windsheim, he declares that he is a protestant. It contains information about the recipient's parents and grandparents on both sides
including their names, birthdates, religion, and birthplaces. The document is stamped by the 'Office for Enlightenment on Population
Policy and Racial Welfare', later the NSDAP Office of Racial Policy, signed and dated Wurzburg, 1. September 1934, 2 pages, 8.25 x
11.75 inches, file holes.

170: RISOL GERMAN RACIST ADVERTISEMENT USD 120 - 240

Rare German advertisement for RISOL (liquid aluminum) 'covers and protects everything with a beautiful silver gloss.' 4.75 x 7
inches, 8 pp., vertical crease, a very small tear upper-right edge, minor soiling of the covers. Rare German advertising from the
1930s, Gebrueder Korn Frankfurt a. Main Rostschutz-Farbwerke (rust protection paint).

171: WARSAW GHETTO HANDSTAMP USD 100 - 180

WWII Warsaw Ghetto handstamp with a wooden handle. The stamp reads 'Ordnungsdienst SLUZBA PORZADKOWA J R Cz R Z
Cz' Jewish Ghetto Police, around a Star of David. It measures 4.5 inches long, 1.5 inches dia. at the stamp.

172: WARSAW GHETTO REPORT BERLINER ILLUSTRIERTE USD 100 - 200

Four-page photo 'report' from the Warsaw Ghetto titled 'Juden unter sich' (Jews among themselves), antisemitic propaganda in the
German weekly illustrated magazine Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung, Number 30, 24. Juli 1941, 24 pages, 11 x 14.75 inches. Under the
Third Reich, the Berliner Illustrierte like all other German publications was subject to Joseph Goebbels' Propaganda Ministry. In
mid-1934 the Ullstein family business was 'aryanised' and the Berliner Illustrierte became an organ of Nazi propaganda.

173: WWII GERMAN RATION CARDS ISSUED TO JEWS (4) USD 160 - 320

Four (4) sheets of German food ration cards overstamped in red ink with the word 'JUDE' to be used only by Jews. Chief among the
methods utilized for the annihilation of the Jewish people was starvation. Jewish ration cards were distinctly marked with the word
'Jew' in color across the face of the cards so that the storekeepers could readily identify and discriminate against Jewish purchasers.
in addition, some coupons are stamped 'Invalid' to further limit the rations. Issued in Berlin, valid for a period in 1943, various colors
and sizes. Four pieces.

174: WWII GERMAN RATION CARDS ISSUED TO JEWS (5) USD 160 - 320

Five (5) sheets of German food ration cards overstamped in red ink with the word 'JUDE' to be used only by Jews. Chief among the
methods utilized for the annihilation of the Jewish people was starvation. Jewish ration cards were distinctly marked with the word
'Jew' in color across the face of the cards so that the storekeepers could readily identify and discriminate against Jewish purchasers.
in addition, some coupons are stamped 'Invalid' to further limit the rations. Issued in Berlin, valid for a period in 1943 and 1944,
various colors and sizes. Five pieces.

175: FEMALE PRISONERS CAMP DRAWING USD 200 - 400

Original artwork, charcoal drawing on heavy cardboard, showing an endless but ordered line of women in a field, the foreground
shows a uniformed soldier with a submachine gun kicking a kneeling woman in the front row and another woman seeming to help
her up or trying to protect the woman on the ground. Crude wood frame covered with green tape, illegible signature in the bottom
right corner, an inscription in an unknown language on the back, 16.5 x 22.75 inches sight.
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176: HOLOCAUST DRAWINGS (6) USD 240 - 380

Lot of six drawings related to the Holocaust. The art works are executed in brown and blue ink on random sheets of paper, ranging in
size from 4.25 x 76.75 inches to 8 x 11.5 inches. The drawings include scenes of a Jewish man wearing a Star of David in front of
barbed wire a guard in uniform and a dead body on the ground titled 'Konzentrationslager'; three Jewish men with a Star of David on
their coats having their identifications checked by German soldiers; a group of men wearing armbands with the Star of David in front
of a proclamation in German reading 'AUFRUF To the residents of the Jewish district According to orders from 22 July 1942...' which
was the beginning of the liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto; a drawing of a bearded man in a robe; drawing of a Rabbi blowing the
Shofar with an untranslated caption in Hebrew; and a drawing of a group of five Jewish men titled 'Judenrat.' Undated and unsigned.
Six pieces.

177: WWII GHETTO HANDSTAMP USD 100 - 180

WWII Kiel Ghetto handstamp with a wooden handle. The stamp reads 'Ordnungsdienst SLUZBA PORZADKOWA R Alt Kiel G G'
Jewish Ghetto Police, around a Star of David. It measures 4.5 inches long, 1.5 inches dia. at the stamp.

178: UKRAINIAN FORCED LABORER FILE CARD USD 100 - 160

Registration card for a Ukrainian forced laborer, seventeen years young Iwan Ponomarenko, born 27.1.1925 from Kiev, a farmworker
and laborer, issued in Braunau am Inn, circa June 1942, 6 x 8.25 inches, 2 pp., attached to the card is a photograph and his
fingerprints. the entry on the back notes that he worked until 9.6.1942 in Mattighofen at the Vogel company, the next entry on
13.6.1942 notes that Iwan escaped.

179: WWII UKRAINIAN SLAVE LABORER ID AUSWEIS USD 120 - 240

A German WWII Arbeitskarte 'Work Card', an identification card issued to Georg Mattschenko, an Ostarbeiter or forced laborer born
26.4.1913 in Kiew, Ukraine, his hometown being Luzk in Ukraine, his ID declares his citizenship as undefined Ostarbeiter, he
immigrated from the occupied eastern territories, an engineer by trade and employed at the city water department in the town of
Koeslin or Koszalin. The document was issued 22.4.1944, the card bears a photo of Mattschenko, his signature as well as his
fingerprints and two stamps from the city of Koeslin. A Gestapo headquarters was quickly established in 1933, many forced laborers
were brought to the area and a Stalag POW camp was established in the city, as well as a training school for 'rocket troops' for the
V2.

180: GERMANS ORDER DUTCH TO CLEAR ROADS AFTER BOMBING USD 120 - 240

Very late WWII German broadside ordering the Dutch citizens to keep the roadways and bridges free of any type of obstruction such
as nails, rocks, glass, etc. for the sake of enabling the troops to move freely. Those who fail to comply would be fined up to 10,000
guilders and threatening reprisal action such as blowing up or burning to the ground of any obstructing building or structure. One can
only imagine that harsher reprisal actions took place if anyone was found disobeying these orders. Signed in print by the
Representative of the Reich Commissioner Arthur SeyÃŸ-Inquart for the Province South Holland Ernst August Schwebel
(1886-1955), April 5, 1945, the Hague. Written both in German and Dutch, ca 17 x 22 inches, some paper loss of the top, folding
creases. The order was most likely in connection with the mistaken bombing by the RAF on 3. March 1945, which destroyed over
3000 buildings in the city near the staging area of the Wehrmacht. Blaskowitz surrender only one month later on 5. May 1945.

181: CERTIFICATE FOR A HALF-JEWISH SURVIVOR USD 100 - 180

Certification issued by the Reich Association of the Jews in Germany, Hannover, May 8, 1945, one page, the day of the German
surrender in WWII. A document issued to a German citizen, Julius Meijer of Hannover (b. November 24, 1891), certifying him being a
'half-Jew' in the national registry. The document is partially typed in both German and English, signed in blue ink, and bears the
official stamp of the Reich Association of the Jews in Germany. These certificates were issued as means to protect survivors from
getting arrested and being prosecuted by the occupation forces as Nazis. The document shows signs of wear as expected, it is
taped together on the back, shows folds, ragged edges, and a three-inch tear at the bottom, which can be easily mended.
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182: NAMED THERESIENSTADT POLITICAL PRISONER GROUPING (6) USD 300 - 500

Rare grouping identified to Antonin Bruk, born 12.6.1901, a former political prisoner in the Small Fortress Gestapo prison at
Theresienstadt (Terezin). Included are an inverted blood-red triangle-shaped prisoner identification cloth stamped with a capital 'T'
for Tscheche (Czech), approx. 3.5 x 4 inches. A post-war membership pass for Antoning Bruk in the SBS, a Czech association
uniting participants in the national resistance for liberation in World War II and their survivors. An enameled medal with bar
embossed on the reverse 'Honor badge of the Czech Union of Anti-Fascist Fighters.' Further included in the group are a lapel pin in
the shape of a shield embossed: 'Terezin 8.V.1945 SPB' and two black-and-white postcards, 3.5 x 5.5 inches, showing an interior
view of a cell with bunk beds and a view of part of the fortification called the Ravelin and the prison courtyard in the Small Fortress
(Kleine Festung) at Theresienstadt (Terezin). During World War II, the fortress served as a prison for the Prague Gestapo. (Six
pieces)

183: AUSCHWITZ-BIRKENAU SURVIVOR RIBBON & BADGE USD 160 - 240

Hand-made commemorative ribbon with a handstitched letter 'P' for Poland in red yarn, the ribbon is approximately 1.5 x 2.5 inches.
The ribbon is accompanied by a small commemorative lapel pin, approx 1 x 3/8 inches. The pin is decorated with blue and gray
stripes and a red flower, 'Oswiecim' written at the top, with a red triangle beneath, and 'Auschwitz Birkenau' written at the bottom of
the shield. Two commemorative pieces likely used for memorial services by a survivor of the Holocaust.

184: POLISH AUSCHWITZ CROSS MEDAL HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR USD 100 - 160

The Auschwitz Cross was instituted on 14 March 1985, a Polish decoration awarded to honor survivors of the Holocaust and
German concentration camps, including Auschwitz. It was awarded generally to Poles, but it was possible to award it to foreigners in
special cases. It could be awarded posthumously. It ceased to be awarded in 1999. An exception was made in the case of Greta
Ferusic, who was awarded it in February 2004.The award is a silver Greek cross with wide arms, 42Ã—42 mm. The obverse shows
barbed wire and camp poles; the year 1939 on the left, and 1945 on the right arm. In the center there is a red enameled triangle with
the letter P, as worn by Polish nationals imprisoned in the camps. The reverse bears the inscription 'People's Republic of Poland to
prisoners of Nazi concentration camps.' Medal with blue and white ribbon.

185: POLISH HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR CERTIFICATE USD 120 - 240

Document issued to Wojcinski Franciszek, attesting that he is registered and verified by the board of the Polish Association of
Former Political Prisoners of Hitler Prisoners and Concentration Camps, issued at Bytom, 12.8.47. The document has been repaired
with tape at the split folds, bumped edges and folds. The Polish Association of the Former Political Prisoners of Nazi Prisons and
Concentration Camps (PZBWPHWiOK) was set up in 1946 on the initiative of the former Polish political prisoners of German Nazi
concentration camps, in 1949 the organization was dissolved by the state. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the association was
recreated.

186: ZEBRA - FACTUAL REPORT FROM KZ FLOSSENBURG USD 160 - 320

Rare publication in German 'Zebra - Ein Tatsachenbericht aus dem Konzentrationslager Flossenburg' ('Zebra - A factual report from
the Flossenburg concentration camp') written by Hugo Walleitner, Bad Ischl, [1946-47?], self-published, 191 pages, 5.5 x 8.25
inches. Original gray half cloth over illustrated tan boards with black lettering on cover and spine. With 34 drawings by the author.
Hugo Walleitner (1909 - 1982) was an Austrian prisoner and survivor of the KL Flossenburg concentration camp, located halfway
between Nuremberg and Prague. Walleitner was a prisoner here for over three years, his factual report ignores any mention that he
may have been incarcerated for being homosexual. One of the first testimonial books published after the Holocaust. Text in German,
overall in a very good condition.
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187: SOVIET CONCENTRATION CAMP DRAWING USD 200 - 400

Original artwork, charcoal and white gouache drawing on heavy cardboard, a guard tower with a Soviet guard in heavy winter
uniform holding a submachine gun overlooking a concentration camp of sorts. Below there are two rows of prisoners marching in a
line towards two low-slung barracks covered in snow, behind which there are two additional guard towers and a wire fence. Crudely
framed in wood covered with plastic tape, 16.5 x 23 inches sight.

188: GERMAN HOLOCAUST WWII MEMORIAL STAMPS (100+) USD 100 - 300

Very large lot of over 100+ memorial postal stamps issued between 1956 and 1989 in East Germany under the International
Memorial and Remembrance Fund. All stamps are organized according to an exhibit plan and grouped into four categories:
Concentration and Labor Camp Issues; Issues for Cities Under Siege, Major Battles and Resistance Points; Memorial Issues to
Victims of War, and Resistance in Occupied Countries; Post Re-Unification Issues. Most stamps belong to one exhibit, are set on
gray paper, and are accompanied by brief descriptions. Excellent condition. Two stamps are placed on original envelopes that were
mailed to Dusseldorf, Germany, and the USA. More images are available upon request. As-is.

189: THIRD REICH ANTISEMITIC ANTI-CHURCH BOOKS (4) USD 60 - 120

Lot of four German books published between 1924 and 1939 that contain essays about history, perceptions of the Jews, and
criticism of religious institutions. Written in German. It includes two volumes by Oswald Spengler, a famous German historian known
for his idea of culture as a superorganism with a limited and predictable lifespan: 'Construction of the German Reich' ('Neubau des
Deutschen Reiches'), C.H. Beck, Munich, 1924, cover and title page detached and 'The Hour of Decision' (Jahre der Entscheidung),
Part One, C.H. Beck, Munich, 1933. WITH: An antisemitic volume by Walter Frank, 'Listen, Israel. Harden, Rathenau and the modern
Jewish Question' ('Hore Israel. Harden, Rathenau und die moderne Judenfrage'), Hanseatic Publishing House, Hamburg, 1939. The
book focuses on the Jewish people who lived in the Weimarer Republic, including Walter Rathenau and a Jewish journalist
Maximilian Harden, and it denounces the Jewish character. WITH: A volume by Dr. E. Gottschling 'Abuse of the Souls in the
Monasteries' ('Seelen-Missbrauch in Klostern'), Ludendorff, Munich, 1937. Chipping at edges and covers,

190: GERMAN ANTISEMITIC RACE AND CULTURE BOOKS (7) USD 80 - 160

Lot of seven antisemitic books containing the National Socialist race theory and perceptions, written in German. It includes 'DAS
BLUTGESETZ UND DAS EHEGESUNDHEITSGESETZ' (The Blood Law and the Law of Marriage Health') by Christian Mueller,
Verlag Standesamtswerken, Berlin, 1937. The book contains diagrams of allowed/ unallowed marriages and comes with one page of
handwritten notes produced by someone who apparently used the book to study its theory. WITH: 'ALTGERMANISCHER GLAUBE
NACH WESEN UND GRUNDLAGE' ('Old German Beliefs. Essence and Fundamentals.), Volume 10, by H. Guentert, Carl Winter
University Publisher, Heidelberg, 1937. WITH: 'DIE GROSSE TAEUSCHUNG' ('The Great Deception'), Part I, by Friedrich Delitzsch,
Karl Rohm Publishing House, Lorch, 1924. It contains a critical treatise on the book of Psalms that was later used by his student
Paul Haupt to advocate the thesis of the Aryan Jesus. WITH: 'DIE REDEN HITLERS ALS KANZLER. DAS JUNGE DEUTSCHLAND
WILL ARBEIT UND FRIEDEN' ('Hitlers Speeches as a Chancellor. Young Germany Wants Work and Peace.'), Eher, Munich, 1034,
with an introduction by J. Goebbels. WITH: 'BAIRISCHER FASCHING. DENKWUERDIGER BRIEFWECHSEL UEBER POLITIK
UND KULTURKAMPF' ('Bavarian Carnival. Memorable Letter Exchange about Politics and Culture Fight'), by Xaver Schleinkofer
and Alois Schwendbuechler, Deutscher Volksverlag, Munich, 1924. WITH: two volumes of National Socialist bibliography, published
in 1936 and 1939, once cover detached.

191: GERMAN NAZI BOOKS ABOUT ETHICS, RACE, AND CULTURE (10) USD 100 - 200

Lot of ten National Socialist books focused on race, ethics, discipline, and culture, published between 1914 and 1943, in German. It
includes 'DIE STIMME DER AHNEN' ('The Voices by Our Ancestors') by Wulf Sorenson, which was likely a pseudonym for
HEINRICH HIMMLER or Fritjof Fischer, Im Nordland, Magdeburg, 1936. It is an essay expressing the significance of Paganism and
racial memory. WITH: 'ZUCHT UND ORDNUNG. GRUNDLAGEN EINER NATIONALISTISCHEN ETHIK' ('Discipline and Order.
Fundamentals of the Nationalist Ethics') by Georg Usadel, Hanseatic Publishing House, Hamburg, 1935. WITH: 'DEUTSCHLAND.
DIE GEISTIGE WIEDERGEBURT EINER NATION' ('Germany. Spiritual Rebirth of a Nation') by Dr. Johann von Leers, Erich Zander,
1941.WITH: 'DAS NEUE UNGARN. EIN SIEG DES VOELKISCHEN GEDANKENS VON EINEM DEUTSCHUNGARN' ('The New
Hungary. Victory of the National Thinking in the German Hungary'), Deutscher Volksverlag, Munich, 1920. WITH: 'DER PAPST
FUEHRT KRIEG' ('The Pope is Leading a War'), Ludendorffs Publishing House, Munich, 1939. WITH: 'KRIEGSAUFSAETZE'
('Wartime Essays') by H. Chamberlain, Bruckmann Publishing House, Munich, 1914. WITH: 'ZUCHT UND SITTE SCHRIFTEN. DIE
NEUORDNUNG UNSERER LEBENSGESETZE' ('Discipline and Conventions. The Reorganization of Our Laws of Life), Munich,
1943, many photographs. WITH: 'ZUR VERVOLLKOMMUNG DER HAFTPFLICHTVERSICHERUNG' ('Perfecting the Liability
Insurance') by K. Jannott, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, 1940. WITH: one volume containing the economic immediate program of the
Nazis in the form of material for speakers, Munich, 1932. WITH: one volume about the National Socialist Party stand on alcohol
abuse, Berlin-Dahlem, 1938. Some books are in library bindings, containing NSDAP Library stamps, notations.
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192: GERMAN ANTISEMITIC BOOKS (3) USD 100 - 200

GERMAN ANTISEMITIC BOOKS (3)Lot of three German books.1) Jude Und Arbeiter (Jew and Worker) Author: F.O.H. Schulz,
1942, Nibelungen-Verlag, Berlin Leipzig, 1942. 192 pages plus 14 pages of illustrations. Historical and social study of the influence
of Judaism on the leaders of Marxist socialism from the perspective of the National Socialists2) Bismarck Und Die Juden (Bismarck
and the Jews) Author: Franz Perrot, 1931, Verlag Max Galle, Berlin, 288 pages, bound in blue linen. Franz Perrot (1835 - 1891) was
a member of the German Reichstag and accused Jewish businessmen of being responsible for the financial crises of 1873.3) Die
Juden Als Rasse und Kulturvolk (The Jews As a race and a cultured people) Author: Fritz Kahn, 1921, Welt-Verlag, Berlin. 250
pages. Fritz Kahn (1888 - 1968) was a German Jewish physician who published popular science books. In late 1938, shortly after
Kristallnacht, Kahn's books were placed on the list of 'damaging and undesirable writing' and his books were publicly burned. He
immigrated to Palestine.All books are in German language.

193: WILHELM II DEUTSCHLAND SPOONS (5) USD 80 - 160

Nice lot of five patriotic 'Deutschland' silver-plated spoons made by Oneida. The top of the handle is engraved with a portrait of
Wilhelm II, a crowned German eagle and 'Deutschland'. On the back the handle is engraved with a German flag and two soldiers
below it. The spoons are maker marked 'Oneida Community A1 X' and are 6 inches long.

194: WWII GERMAN COLONIES CIGARETTE ALBUM USD 60 - 90

German 1936 Cigarette album 'Deutsche Kolonien' (German Colonies), featuring numerous photos of colonial South Africa at the
time of the Boer War, depicting scenes from Germany's pre-World War I colonies in Africa, Asia on the South Pacific, which were still
considered by the NSDAP-controlled government to be German property. Very good.

195: GERMANY'S CONQUEST OF THE AIR USD 40 - 60

German WW1-era publication 'Deutschlands Eroberung der Luft' (Germany's conquest of the air) published 1915, Vol. I, Walther
Stein, Verlag Hermann Montanus, softcover, 112 pages, 8 x 10.5 inches. The development of German aviation depicted in 315
photographs by Willi Hackenberger. Owner's name on front endpaper, fading to the brown covers and split to the spine, else good.

196: HONOR BOOK GERMAN HEAVY ARTILLERIE VOL I-II (2) USD 200 - 300

HONOR BOOK GERMAN HEAVY ARTILLERIE VOL I-II (2)Das Ehrenbuch der Deutschen Schweren Artillerie (The Honor Book Of
The German Heavy Artillerie) Volume I and II, by Franz Nikolaus Kaiser, blue linen-bound with gilt titles, some foxing, hinge broken
inside title pages, else binding still tight, bumped corners, vol I shows more wear on covers, tear front free endpaper, illustrated with
b/w and color reproductions, text blocks good. Both books are written in German Fraktur.1) Volume I, Verlag Tradition Wilhelm Volk,
Berlin, 1931, edited by Franz Nikolaus Kaiser, 604 pages, 10 x 13 inches, 9.5 lbs.2) Volume 2, Vaterlandischer Verlag C.A. Weller,
Berlin, 1934, edited by Franz Nikolaus Kaiser, 548 pages, 10 x 13 inches, 8.5 lbs.(Note: Shipping weight is over 18 lbs)

197: THE FRENCH BATTLEFIELDS BY OTAKAR NEJEDLY USD 200 - 300

A complete portfolio titled 'The French Battlefields of the Czechoslovak Legies' featuring artwork by a famous Czech painter Otakar
Nejedly (1883 - 1957). The edition includes eight tissue-protected numbered color reproductions set on cardboard plates, illustrating
the places where the Czechoslovakian legions fought during World War I. Nejedly was sent to France in 1919 on a mission to
document these places. The portfolio also has a title sheet and a preface in three different languages, English, Czech, and French.
Each preface is one page long and features brief descriptions of every illustration. The set comes with an Illustrated cardboard cover
with ties. Published by Druzina Ceskoslovenskych Legionaru in 1920, approximately 13.5 x 20 inches overall mounting board size.
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198: WWI WAR ISSUES SATIRICAL MAGAZINES 'ULK' USD 40 - 50

Two WWI war issues of the German magazine 'ULK', a weekend supplement to the Berliner newspaper, full-page cover caricature
commenting on the war situation, more caricatures inside and on the back cover. War issue 9, 4. October 1914, 16 pp., and war
issue 29, 19. February 1915, 24 pp., each 9 x 12.5 inches.

199: THE WORLD WAR - DER WELTKRIEG (3) USD 80 - 120

Three volumes: 'The World War In Its Raw Reality' (Der Weltkrieg In Seiner Rauhen Wirklichkeit.) War picture album in three parts
with 500 photographs by war photographer HERMANN REX. Volume I Western Front, Volume 2 Western Front Continued, Volume
3 Behind Enemy Lines, Eastern Front, Romania, Italy, Navy. All published by Hermann Rutz, Oberammergau, 1926, softcover.

200: WWI CHRISTMAS 1914 COMMEMORATIVE PLATE USD 80 - 140

WWI German brass plate commemorating Christmas 1914 depicting two German soldiers standing guard with their backs towards
the viewer, two singing angels, and a Christmas tree above, surrounded by the words ' Weihnachten 1914'. Some small dents,
slightly bowed, 8.25 inches in diameter.

201: WWI GERMAN GAS BOMB BOTTLE CLARK USD 120 - 240

Original German gas bottle that contained toxic gas to be used in chemical warfare during 1917. This green glass bottle, 7.5 x 1.75
inches, contained a fluid with a color varying from eggwhite to brown/yellow and a smell similar to shoe polish, it was known to the
Germans under the code name 'Clark' which stood for DA-gas, a Vomiting agent. The product was meant specifically to penetrate
through safety measures such as gas masks, treated cloths and even the anti-gas ointment. It was only loaded into projectiles of the
7.7cm model 1896 and the model 1915. These could be identified by a blue cross on the body. It was loaded into projectiles and
when the shell exploded the glass was shattering and the fluid vaporized. Recovered in Belgium. More glass caps are offered
elsewhere in this auction.

202: WWI GERMAN GAS BOMB BOTTLE CAPS (14) USD 80 - 120

Fourteen (14) original WWI German glass bottle stoppers which were used to seal glass bottles containing chemical warfare agents
such as diphenylchlorarsine and diphenylcyanoarsine, known as Blue Cross, the bottles were embedded in the explosives of artillery
shells marked with a 'Blue Cross' for the 77mm field gun. Germany first used chemical weapons during the early days of the battle of
Ypres, Belgium. Very good. A complete set with bottle is also being offered in this auction.

203: 1914 IRON CROSS FIRST CLASS WITH CLASP USD 200 - 400

WWI 1914 Iron Cross First Class screw back medal with a WWII Wiederholungsspange (clasp) connected via a moveable hinge
design. Both awards are screw backs and marked L/11 on the screw back (see pictures). Very unusual design, sold as-is.

204: GERMAN WWI MEDAL & AWARD GROUPING (8) USD 160 - 320

Lot of of eight pieces, includes two award documents for Hans Wiedling from Berlin, a certificate for the Iron Cross second class,
dated 9 June 1920 and an award document for the Hindenburg Cross, the official name is Ehrenkreuz fur Frontkampfer, dated 4
February 1935, included is a Hindenburg Cross with ribbon, an Iron Cross second class missing the eyelet, one unidentified dog tag
'I R Blanken burg K', and three black-and-white photo postcards, 3.5 x 5.5 in., of German soldiers. Documents bears fold and
separation a fold lines and tape on reverse.
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205: JACOB SPRENGER WWI IRON CROSS 2ND CLASS USD 300 - 500

(1884 - 1945) Nazi politician and Gauleiter of Hesse-Nassau. Sprenger volunteered for service in WWI, saw action in France and
Russia where he was promoted to Leutnant. Offered here is his WWI Iron Cross Second Class with ribbon and the preliminary award
certificate from WWI issued on 10.11.1914 to Unteroffizier 1. Landwehr Inf. Rgt. 1.

206: OAKLEAVES OF THE 1870 IRON CROSS USD 120 - 220

Oakleaves of the 1870 Iron Cross in silvered metal with two straight pins, no maker mark, very good oakleaves.

207: USMC RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP PIN SILVER 1917 USD 60 - 80

Marksmanship qualification pin in a case marked 'One Marksman's Pin Silver Rock Island Arsenal 1917', badge unmarked.

208: WWII 1939 IRON CROSS FIRST CLASS USD 180 - 300

German 1939 Iron Cross First Class, flat back, round c catch, marked L/11 (non-box) on the pin for 'W. Deumer Ludenscheid'.
Magnetic iron core.

209: WWII 1939 IRON CROSS FIRST CLASS USD 180 - 300

German WWII 1939 Iron Cross First Class, flat back, pinback and c catch, maker marked 'L15' for the firm of 'Friedrich Orth' of
Vienna on the pin. Magnetic iron core.

210: WWII LUFTWAFFE OBSERVER BADGE USD 400 - 600

WWII German Luftwaffe observer badge (Beobachterabzeichen) features a swooping eagle clutching a mobile swastika in its talons.
The eagle is superimposed on a wreath of half laurel and half oak leaves. This badge is marked on the eagleâ€™s back 'C.E.
Juncker Berlin SW 68.' multi-piece construction, the catch is soldered directly to the wreath with a needle-type pin. As-is.

211: WWII OST MEDAL WINTERSCHLACHT IM OSTEN 1941/42 USD 100 - 200

WWII German Ostmedaille - Winterschlacht im Osten 1941/42 with ribbon and issue packet marked 'Deschler und Sohn'.
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212: WWII GERMAN BLACK WOUND BADGE (2) USD 100 - 200

Two German WWII wound badges in black, maker marked on reverse L/11 for Wilhelm Deumer, Ludenscheid. Stamped brass,
hollow back.

213: WAFFEN-SS DAGGER PIN USD 80 - 160

Unusual pin in the shape of a Waffen-SS dagger marked on the back 'Preissler Pforzheim' with a needle clasp. Approx. 2.5 inches
long.

214: WWII NAZI GERMAN STICKPINS (6) USD 60 - 100

Lot of six WWII German stick pins and 2 misc., includes: German NSDAP swastika pin, DAF member stick pin, Hitler Youth
marksman shooting pin, veteran mountain troops (Ehemalige Gebirgstruppe) with Edelweiss pin, NSDAP eagle with an oak wreath
and swastika stick pin, a swastika badge with oakleaf wreath and two short pins on reverse, NSDAP officers uniform button (only the
face, loops on back missing.) Eight pieces total. Sold As-Is.

215: SA COLLAR TAB AND PHOTOS (3) USD 60 - 80

Lot consisting of one yellow collar tab with one pip and two b/w photos, 2 x 3 inches, of members of the German SA Sturmabteilung.

216: WWII 1941 LUFTWAFFE SOLDIERS HANDBOOK USD 100 - 200

Scarce 1941 Luftwaffe publication, 'Der Dienst-Unterricht in der Luftwaffe' ('Luftwaffe soldier training manual'), ed. Generalmajor
Ehrenfried Tschoeltsch (Berlin: Verlag von E.G. Mittler & Sohn), 1941, 282 pages, 5.25 x 7.5 inches, the basic handbook for the new
inductee into the service, giving extensive details of the chain of command, ranks, insignia, awards, weapons and handling,
marksmanship, manual of arms, regulations, saluting (including the 'Hitler salute'), uniforms, body hygiene, and much else, well
illustrated with photos and drawings, including the obligatory photo of Hitler. Minor soiling of the covers with minor paper loss, very
good.

217: WWII GERMAN DOG TAG AND WEHRPASS GROUPING USD 100 - 200

Lot of four German WWII items, including one Erkennungsmarke or 'dog tag' marked '1.SAN. ERS.u.AUSB.ABT11 15801'; one
STALAG POW dog tag marked 'ST 366 2384' from the camp in Siedlce, Poland, in dug condition; a Wehrpass issued to Hans
Henningsen (born 15.9.1896) at Kiel on August 7, 1943, a veteran of WW1, serving in the Landwehr because of his age, no entries
in the Wehrpass, includes his driver license from 1926; and a German passport for Georg Much (born March 8, 1909) from
Hindenburg, Upper Silesia, the passport was issued May 10, 1929 at Gleiwitz, contains no entries. Four pieces.

218: BELGIAN VOLUNTEERS WACHGRUPPE NORDLAND ID DOG TAG USD 140 - 280

German WWII 'Erkennungsmarke' (Dog Tag) for a Belgian volunteer who served in a small guard company known as Wachtkorps
Nordland or 'Wachgruppe Nordland' in charge of guarding airfields and depots for the German Luftwaffe. The disk is marked
'Wachgruppe Nordland Nr 301.'
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219: RETURN OF MEMEL COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL USD 120 - 240

Return of Memel Commemorative Medal (Medaille Zur Erinnerung an die Heimkehr des Memellandes 22 March 1939) bronze medal
with a white ribbon with a green stripe in the center and two red stripes on each side, the colors of the Memel territory. This medal
was a German National Socialist decoration established on 1 May 1939 by the order of Hitler in recognition of services to reunite the
Memel territory with the German Empire.

220: CASED NSKK BRONZE MEDAL 1937 USD 340 - 500

Cased NSKK (National Socialist Drivers Korps) bronze medal for a single driver participating in the 1937 Southwest orientation drive.
The obverse is inscribed 'NSKK Suedwest Orientierungsfahrt Motorbrigade Suedwest 4.4.1937 Einzelfahrer', the details are very
sharp. The reverse is maker marked 'MAYER & WILHELM STUTTGART.' The medal is 74mm in diameter (2 14/16 inches) and
4.5mm thick and comes in a red letherette case lined with red velvet, 4 5/8 inches x 4 5/8 inches. The medal has a ding at the 4
o'clock edge, else very good.

221: CASED 1939 REICHSPARTEITAG MEDAL USD 400 - 600

Cased 1939 Reichsparteitag silvered table medal. The obverse is embossed 'Reichsparteitag 1939' and shows a raised image of the
NSDAP party eagle with a woman and child, grapevines, and wheat stalks. The reverse of the medal is embossed 'N.S. Kampfspiele
1939 Zweiter Platz' (National Socialist Sport Tournaments 1939 Second Place.' The medal, 96mm diameter (3.75 inches), 3.5mm
thick, comes stored in a blue leatherette case, slightly worn and rubbed edges. The case is marked Carl Poellath, Schrobenhausen,
5.25 x 5.25 inches. The Reichsparteitag (Reich Party Convention), known in English as the Nuremberg Rally was the annual rally of
the Nazi Party in Germany, held from 1923 to 1938. They were large Nazi propaganda events. However, the 1939 Reichsparteitag
never took place, named the 'Rally of Peace', the rally was canceled at the end of August without explanation. On September 1, one
day before the planned opening of the events, Germany began its offensive against Poland. Many items such as propaganda
material, posters, postcards, plaques, and badges, had already been manufactured in anticipation of the rally.

222: 1941 HERMANN GOERING NSFK TABLE MEDAL USD 160 - 300

German WWII NSFK (National Socialist Flying Corps) presentation table medal for the 1941 National Competition for the Hitler
Youth Gliders presented by the leader of the NS-Fliegerkorps (Friedrich Christiansen). This non-portable medal features a relief of
Reichsmarschall Hermann Goering with an inscription around the design 'Plakette des Korpsfuhrers des NS-Fliegerkorps Reichs
Wettkampf der Flieger Hitler-Jugend 1941'. The reverse shows the insignia of the NSFK, Icarus with the addition of swastika, within a
circular oak leaf wreath. 80 mm (approx. 3.25 inches) in diameter.

223: GERMAN 25-YEAR SERVICE AWARD & FAITHFUL SERVICE MEDAL USD 700 - 900

Rare Third Reich presentation award document for 25 years of loyal service presented to a Paul Kliniewski from the German Reichs
Printing Office from the director of the Reichsdruckerei Berlin, 13. May 1937. The document is printed on heavy handmade paper
with string and is housed in a large dark blue leather portfolio, 4 pages, 9.5 x 13.75 inches. The fist pages shows a beautiful
engraving of the exterior of the Reichsdruckerei building in Berlin. Page two shows a red-and-gold printed eagle with a shield reading
'To celebrate 25-years of service' on the following page is the congratulatory text, also printed in red and gold, reading 'Herrn Paul
Kliniewski Today you are completing 25 years of service in an exemplary manner. I would like to offer you my congratulations on this
special day, thank you for the loyal service you have rendered to the Reichsdruckerei, and hope that you will experience many years
of good health and achievements. Berlin, 13.May 1937 The director of the Bundesdruckerei.' During the Third Reich, aside from all
other important documents, the office also printed Jewish passports and concentration camp currency. The Reichs Printing Office
was renamed after the war to Bundesdruckerei. The award is accompanied by a cased 25-year Treudienst-Ehrenzeichen or faithful
service medal with a blue ribbon, for which Kliniewski would have been eligible to apply for in 1938, the year of its establishment by
Adolf Hitler.
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224: CASED 50 YEARS FAITHFUL SERVICE DECORATION DESCHLER USD 400 - 600

Special grade 50 Years Faithful Service decoration (Treuedienst-Ehrenzeichen Sonderstufe fur 50 Jahre) with a blue ribbon and
case marked Deschler & Sohn, Munich, it was awarded to workers who completed 50 years of service. Silver wash with gilt oak
wreath, the front shows a black enameled swastika in the center of a maltese cross with a gilt '50'. The reverse is engraved 'For
Loyal Work' (Fuer Treue Arbeit). The case shows some wear and foxing, with some small losses to the faded red leatherette surface
at the edges and on the bottom. The blue ribbon is not attached to the decoration.

225: HEER STANDARD BEARER'S GORGET BY AURICH DRESDEN USD 1,500 - 3,000

German WWII Heer Flag Bearers gorget 'Reichsheer-Fahnentraeger' manufactured by Hermann Aurich, Dresden, and marked on
the reverse offset center prong 'H. Aurich Dresden' and the maker's logo. A silver shield with a dark-patinated, finely detailed army
eagle on crossed battalion flags and corner studs with applied oak leaf branches. The reverse is covered in dark green felt and three
metal retaining prongs. The shield is approximately 7.25 inches wide and 3.75 inches in height in the center. Attached to the gorget
is an 18-inch chain with dark patinated oval chain links, decorated alternating with army eagles and oak leaves. Overall in very good
condition.

226: LUFTSCHUTZ EHRENZEICHEN AWARD USD 200 - 300

Award document, 1 page, 8.5 x 11.5 inches, for the Luftschutz-Ehrenzeichen second class for Elisabeth Staudinger in Munich,
assistant in the flight reporting service. Issued in Berlin, 27. November 1941 with the facsimile signature of Otto Meissner. With
transmittal letter dated 29.1.42 congratulating Staudinger and advising her that both the award and the certificate are enclosed.
Paperclip marks, folds to both documents, puncture of the paper in the upper right corner of the award document.

227: WWII PAUL CRAMER RZM SALES CATALOG USD 200 - 300

Original sales catalog for Paul Cramer & Co, Ludenscheid. RZM registered maker of uniform adornments, insignia, buckles, uniform
buttons, and more. Excellent period reference material, approx. 52 pages, 9 x 12.5 inches in a red cardboard binder. The first page
provides their registered RZM numbers for each category. The following pages provide categorized product photographs on the right
and a price list on the left. According to the catalog Cramer produced items for many branches, including the Luftwaffe, SA, NSKK,
NSFK, RAD, HJ, BDM, RLB, police, fire department, Red Cross, DLV, Deutsche Reichsbahn, Deutsche Reichspost, customs,
forestry service, etc. Very good.

228: IMPERIAL EAGLE OF THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE GERMANY MEDALS USD 80 - 120

Lot of six German commemorative medals for an annual hiking day or field day, a 'Wandertag', every year a different town host the
event, and a commemorative medal is presented to participants. Each year the obverse of the medal shows a different historical
event. The reverse of the medal is inscribed 'Imperial Eagle of the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation' with an eagle depicted
in the center. The medal is 3.125 inches in diameter, with a ribbon in black, red, and gold, and a clasp with crossed swords and
denoting the event, place, and year. Includes medals for Oberbexbach 1982 (2x), 1983; Bexback 1983;Stennweiler 1982; and
Bueschfeld 1981 (one sword handle and pin is missing). Sold as-is.

229: ORDER OF THE LEGION OF HONOR 1830-1848 USD 200 - 400

Order of the Legion of Honor 1830-1848 - Knight, July Monarchy, in silver gilt and enamel. The front features Henry IV's profile and
the rear two crossed French flags. A royal crown joins the cross and the ribbon. Enamel chipped at the bottom 6 o'clock point and
slightly dented. The Legion of Honor is the highest French order of merit, both military and civil. Established in 1802 by Napoleon
Bonaparte, it has been retained by all later French governments and regimes.
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230: WWII POLISH SILVER CROSS OF MERIT WITH SWORDS USD 100 - 160

WWII Polish Cross of Merit in Silver with Swords with ribbon, unmarked, with an award certificate number 15/15/45 issued at
Warsaw 17. VII.1945 to Wasyl Szczeglow. Very good.

231: POLISH MEDAL ODER NEISSE BALTIC & AWARD USD 60 - 80

Polish Medal for Oder, Neisse, and Baltic with blue and white ribbon and award certificate issued 1946, 5.5 x 7 inches. The medal
was awarded by the Polish People's Republic to commemorate those who directly participated in combat against Nazi Germany for
the liberation of Poland and the restoration of its old boundaries on the rivers the Oder, the Neisse and the coast of the Baltic Sea.

232: POLISH MEDAL OF VICTORY & FREEDOM 1945 W/ CITATION USD 100 - 200

Polish Medal of Victory and Freedom 1945 with ribbon and award certificate issued to Red Army Colonel Alexander Kedrov on June
11, 1946. The document bears the official stamp of the Air Force and has an original signature of Lieutenant-General of Aviation
Sergei Romazanov (1905-1979) who distinguished himself on the Briansk Front during WWII. Mailing folds. The medal was a Polish
military decoration awarded to persons who fought during World War II against Nazi Germany. The obverse shows an eagle in the
enter, the coat of arms of Poland, surrounded by the inscription: 'Krajowa Rada Narodowa'. The reverse bears the inscription 'R.P.
Zwyciestwo I Wolnosc 9.V.1945' ('Polish Republic / Victory / And Freedom / 9 May 1945'). Attached is a ribbon, 35 mm wide, with
three red stripes and two white stripes.

233: POLISH WWII MEDAL FOR WARSAW USD 40 - 80

Polish commemorative medal, 'Medal for Warsaw 1939-1945', awarded by the Polish People's Republic to commemorate active
participation in defending Warsaw in 1939, 1944 Warsaw Uprising, and in liberation of Warsaw from Nazi Germany in January 1945.
33 mm, with a reddish-orange ribbon with two longitudinal bands along the sides that represent the colors of Warsaw. Accompanied
by an original award document presented to Major Grigory Alekseevich Zolotorev on September 6, 1946.

234: WWII BULGARIAN AWARDS TO FEMALE RUSSIAN SOLDIERS (2) USD 60 - 120

Two (2) rare Orders of Military Merit award citations to female Red Army soldiers. Sofia, September 26, 1947. 16.5 x 12 inches each.
Very good.

235: WWI RUSSIAN SUBMARINE BADGE USD 60 - 100

WWI Imperial Russian Navy Submarine Badge. Screwback design. Measures 1.5 inches in diameter. Sold as-is.

236: RUSSIAN NAVAL MECHANIC BADGE USD 40 - 80

Russian Naval Mechanic Badge, Mechanic 1st Category, uniform badge. Brass, screw back. Undated and unmarked, as-is.
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237: RUSSIAN NAVY DIVER BADGE USD 40 - 80

Russian Navy Diver Badge. Screwback design. Measures 1.5 inches in diameter. Undated and unmarked, sold as-is.

238: RUSSIAN WWI AIR FORCE PILOT WINGS BADGE USD 40 - 80

WWI Russian Air Force pilot wings badge. Screwback design. Measures 1.5 inches in diameter. Sold as-is.

239: MILITARY DEPUTY OF LENINGRAD SOVIET IDENTIFICATION USD 60 - 120

Official military identification document issued for Comrade V. V. Terenchenko identifying him as a workers' deputy of the
Vasileostrovsky District in Leningrad. It includes a black and white photo of the owner, two official stamps of the District Council of
the Workers' Deputies, and two signatures of higher-ranking officials. 3.5 x 2.5 inches, bound in brown faux leather, dated 1950.

240: 1942 MILITARY HUNTING MEMBER ID FOR A RUSSIAN WOMAN USD 80 - 160

A membership card for the All-Army Military Hunting Society, a voluntary social and sports organization in the Soviet Armed Forces
permitting possession of a firearm at home, issued on April 17, 1942, to a young woman named Galina Lenkova. The card bears her
photograph, signature and endorsement for 1942, with the official stamp of the hunting society, 12 pages, 2.5 x 3.5 inches.

241: WWII SOVIET AWARD FRUNZE MILITARY ACADEMY USD 80 - 160

Rare Soviet WWII award citation given to Comrade T. A. Vakulenko for his 'active work of cultural patronage' over the M. V. Frunze
Military Academy on the day of the 22nd anniversary of the Red Army and Navy. The document, 8.75 x 11 inches, has original
signatures of the Head of the Academy, Regimental Commissar Kozlov, and of the Head of the Political Department, Regimental
Commissar Fyodorov. It bears the original stamp of the Academy and is dated 1940. The document features an unusual collage of
black-and-white photographs, displaying the Bolshoi Theater, the Monument to the Worker and Kolkhoz Woman, as well as portraits
of Lenin, Stalin, and Voroshilov. The M. V. Frunze Military Academy, or in full the Military Order of Lenin and the October Revolution,
Red Banner, Order of Suvorov Academy in the name of M. V. Frunze, was a military academy of the Soviet and later the Russian
Armed Forces.

242: 1935 SOVIET CONSTRUCTIVIST 'UDARNIK' AWARD USD 120 - 240

Rare Soviet award presented to a Soviet worker named D. V. Solov'ov. The award recognizes this worker as 'Udarnik' of the third
year of the second five-year plan (1935). 'Udarnik', or 'Shock Worker' as Stalin translated it, is a Soviet word for an overproductive
worker. The udarnik movement was launched and supported by the government to intensify the industrial development of the
country. The cover of the four-page award document features a constructivist design by S.F. Sokolov, bold colors and clean lines,
showing a red flag with the slogan 'Forward to New Victories', smokestacks, and a grain silo in the background, 4 pages, 4.5 x 6
inches.

243: NAMED SOVIET MEDALS & CERTIFICATE GROUPING (4) USD 200 - 300

Complete grouping of four (4) original Soviet WWII medals with an accompanying award certificate book. It includes two 'Orders of
the Red Star', awarded for personal courage in battle and leadership in combat; one 'Order of Glory' medal third class, awarded for
bravery in the face of the enemy; one medal for 'Battle Merit', awarded for combat action resulted in military success. This is a full
group of awards presented to a brave Soviet soldier Andrey Trofimovich Papiyenko as is indicated by the accompanying award
booklet. The booklet includes a list of all the awards issued to Papyenko along with the medal serial numbers and has the original
signature of the recipient. Issued on February 21, 1946, it serves as proof of eligibility for its recipient to enjoy discounted public
transportation fair and other privileges. Award book number 462212.
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244: NAMED SOVIET MEDALS & CERTIFICATE GROUPING (7) USD 200 - 300

Great lot of seven (7) Soviet WWII medals with accompanying award booklet and five (5) certificates. It includes two 'Orders of the
Red Star', awarded for personal courage in battle and leadership in combat; one medal 'For the Victory over Germany in the Great
Patriotic War 1941-1945'; one medal 'For the Liberation of Warsaw'; three anniversary medals commemorating the 20th and 25th
anniversary of the Soviet victory in WWII as well as Lenin's 100th birthday. All these awards were presented to Grigory Semenovich
Koshtulya. The award booklet number 924373 was issued on January 15, 1946, and bears the original signature of the recipient. The
medal award certificates were issued between 1946 and 1978. Four of them have original signatures of higher-ranking officials who
awarded the medals.

245: NAMED SOVIET WWII MEDAL GROUP & AWARDS (3) USD 320 - 540

Complete group of three original Soviet WWII medal awards with an accompanying award booklet. It includes two Orders of the Red
Star, awarded for personal courage in battle and leadership in combat, and one Order of the Red Banner, awarded for extraordinary
heroism, dedication, and courage demonstrated on the battlefield. This is a full group of awards presented to a brave Soviet soldier
Ivan Nikiforovich Shtryfanov as is indicated by the accompanying award booklet. The booklet includes a list of all the awards issued
to Shtrifanov along with the award numbers. Issued on July 14, 1949, it served as proof of eligibility for its recipient to enjoy
discounted public transportation fare and other privileges. Booklet number 377133.

246: WWII SOVIET AWARD FOR FULFILLED DUTY USD 80 - 160

Rare Soviet award issued to Lieutenant Vishniakov for his 'honestly fulfilled duty before the motherland, heroic battle against the
German fascist invaders during the Great Patriotic War (WWII)' and for his courage. The document is not dated but must be issued
after the war since the recipient is demobilized and encouraged to dedicate himself to the fulfillment of Stalin's five-year plan focused
on restoring the economy of the USSR. It features a patriotic design with Stalin's portrait at the top, one page, 7.5 x 10.25 inches.

247: SOVIET CAPTURE OF BERLIN MEDAL VOENKOMAT & CERTIFICATE USD 40 - 80

Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Capture of Berlin', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension loop to a standard
Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a red and ribbon of St. George in the center. Accompanied by an original Voenkomat award
certificate issued to Pyotr Pavlovich Romenko on May 5, 1965.

248: SOVIET DEFENSE OF KIEV MEDAL VOENKOMAT & AWARD USD 40 - 80

Voenkomat Soviet \campaign medal 'For the Defense of Kiev', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension loop to a
standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by an olive green, blue and red ribbon, with award certificate.

249: SOVIET LIBERATION OF PRAGUE VOENKOMAT MEDAL & USD 40 - 80

Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Liberation of Prague' Voenkomat, 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension
loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a purple and blue ribbon. Accompanied by an original award certificate
presented to Ilya Gavrilovich Popkov on May 5, 1965.

250: SOVIET MEDAL 'FOR COURAGE' & CERTIFICATE FOR A MEDAL USD 40 - 80

Soviet numbered medal â€˜For Courageâ€™ secured to a standard Russian pentagonal mount by a ring through the medal
suspension loop. The mount is covered in a grey ribbon with blue edge stripes. The medal is numbered 1696879. WITH: Award
certificate booklet for a 'Courage' medal with a different medal number.
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251: SOVIET MEDAL 'FOR COURAGE' (2) USD 40 - 80

Lot of two Soviet silver medals 'For Courage' with ribbons, 34mm in diameter circular silver medal with a raised rim. The medal is
secured to a standard Russian pentagonal mount by a ring through the medal suspension loop. The mount is covered in a silk moire
24mm wide grey ribbon with a blue edge stripe on each side. The medals are numbered 1294940 and 946974.

252: SOVIET MEDAL FOR COURAGE IN A FIRE USD 60 - 120

The medal 'For Courage in a Fire' was a civilian and military state bravery award of the Soviet Union established on October 31,
1957, by decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR to recognize deeds of courage and of leadership while fighting
fires. The medal's statute was amended on July 18, 1980, by decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. The
medal ceased to be awarded following the December 1991 dissolution of the Soviet Union. On the obverse the medal is embossed
in the center with a crossed fire axes and an adjustable wrench below a five-pointed star with the inscription 'For courage in a fire.'
the image on the reverse shows a two-storied house on fire, with a firefighter carrying a child. The medal is secured to a standard
Soviet pentagonal mount by a ring through the suspension loop. The mount is covered by a red silk moire ribbon with blue and white
stripes.

253: SINO-SOVIET FRIENDSHIP MEDAL USD 60 - 120

The Medal of Sino-Soviet Friendship was a medal awarded by the People's Republic of China. On the obverse, the national flags of
the USSR and China are portrayed and the motto 'Long Live Sino Soviet Friendship.' Gilded, partly enameled, a gilt star is attached
to the ribbon. The reverse is blank. The medal was established in 1950 by the Central People's Government, in order to express
thanks to the Soviet Union for the early technical support and assistance provided following the founding of the People's Republic of
China in 1949. On February 14, 1950, China and the Soviet Union signed the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual
Assistance.

254: SOVIET MILITARY RIBBONS (50) USD 60 - 100

SOVIET MILITARY RIBBONS (50) Large set of 50 Soviet military ribbons, including four 'Orders of Lenin', one 'Order of October
Revolution', mounted on cardboard, 4 x 7 inches. Very good.

255: SOVIET ORDER OF VICTORY MUSEUM REPLICA USD 100 - 180

Soviet Order of Victory museum quality replica. Enamel with crystals to represent the look of diamonds and rubies like the real one.
Beautiful display piece! The Order of Victory was the highest military decoration awarded for World War II service in the Soviet
Union, and one of the rarest orders in the world. The order was awarded only to Generals and Marshals for successfully conducting
combat operations involving one or more army groups and resulting in a â€˜successful operation within the framework of one or
several fronts resulting in a radical change of the situation in favor of the Red Army.â€™ The Order of Victory is a standalone
decoration awarded for service in World War II. In its history, it has been awarded twenty times to twelve Soviet leaders and five
foreign leaders, with one revocation. The last living recipient was King Michael I of Romania, who died on 5 December 2017. Sold
as-is.

256: WWII SOVIET DISTINGUISHED SNIPER & RECON BADGE (2) USD 60 - 100

Lot of two (2) WWII Soviet badges. A distinguished sniper and a distinguished reconnaissance badge. Two of the most popular
Russian military badges. Each has an enamel front with a screwback on the rear. Overall, very good condition. Unauthenticated, sold
as-is.
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257: SOVIET MEDALS FOR LABOR VALOR & MOTHERS MEDAL (2) USD 40 - 100

Soviet civilian medal â€˜For Labor Valorâ€™ 34mm diameter, secured by a ring through the medal suspension loop to a standard
Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a lilac-colored ribbon with red edge stripes, issued with an original award certificate to a
woman. WITH: Original Soviet bronze 'Motherhood' medal. Three pieces.

258: SOVIET RESTORATION METALLURGY ENTERPRISES MEDAL USD 40 - 80

Soviet medal 'For the Restoration of the Black Metallurgy Enterprises of the South', brass, 32 mm in diameter, secured by a ring
through the medal suspension loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by an overlapping 24 mm blue and white striped
ribbon. On the obverse on the left side, the relief image of a rebuilt blast furnace, at right, a worker with a tool for punching tapholes,
in the background at center, the rising Sun with rays going up. Along the medal side and upper circumference, the relief inscription
'For the restoration of the black metallurgy enterprises of the South', at the bottom, the relief image of a five-pointed star over a laurel
wreath. On the reverse, the relief image of the hammer and sickle over the inscription on two lines 'Labor in the CCCP - A Matter of
Honor'.The medal was a civilian state award of the Soviet Union established on May 18, 1948, to recognize personal achievements
in the restoration of the Black Metallurgic Enterprises of the Soviet Union which were destroyed during the Great Patriotic War.Sold
as-is.

259: SOVIET VICTORY MEDALS VOENKOMAT (2) & AWARDS USD 40 - 100

Good lot of two Voenkomat 'Victory ' medals, includes 'For the Victory over Germany in the Great Patriotic War 1941 - 1945' medal
with original award document, and 'For Valiant Labor in the Great Patriotic War 1941â€“1945'.

260: SOVIET ORDER OF THE RED BANNER OF LABOR USD 60 - 100

The Order of the Red Banner of Labor was an order of the Soviet Union established to honor great deeds and services to the Soviet
state and society in the fields of production, science, culture, literature, the arts, education, health, social and other spheres of labor
activities. It is the labor counterpart of the military Order of the Red Banner. The Order of the Red Banner of Labour was the
third-highest civil award in the Soviet Union after the Order of Lenin and Order of the October Revolution. Type 2 order, post-1943,
numbered 383046, secured by a ring through the medal suspension loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by an
overlapping 24 mm light and dark blue striped ribbon. Consisting of a silver badge in the shape of a cogwheel, the inscription
'Workers of all countries, unite' the rallying cry from the 'The Communist Manifesto' by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels.

261: SOVIET WWII MILITARY ANNIVERSARY MEDALS (3) USD 40 - 80

Lot of three Soviet medals with ribbons, including Jubilee Medal '30 Years of the Soviet Army and Navy', Jubilee Medal '50 Years of
the Soviet Militia', and Jubilee Medal '40 Years of the Armed Forces of the USSR'.

262: TWO SOVIET MEDALS FOR COURAGE & MERIT (2) USD 60 - 100

Two Soviet medals, â€˜For Courageâ€™ and 'For Battle Merit' with ribbons. The medals are attached to the same pentagonal mount
which is covered with the ribbon for each medal, grey with blue and grey with yellow edge stripes. The medal 'For Courage' is
numbered 3127756. Very good.
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263: SOVIET VICTORY OVER JAPAN MEDAL VOENKOMAT & CERTIFICATE USD 40 - 80

Voenkomat Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Victory over Japan', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension loop
to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by red, white, and yellow striped ribbon. Accompanied by an original award
certificate issued to Semyon Yur'evich Kurkotkin on May 5, 1965.

264: VOENKOMAT AWARD CERTIFICATE FOR THE DEFENSE OF USD 40 - 60

An original Voenkomat award certificate for the heroic defense of the city of Sevastopol during WWII issued to Alexander
Alekseevich Golovachev on May 5th, 1965. Award number 010350, 5 3/4 x 8 1/4 inches.

265: VOENKOMAT SOVIET CAPTURE OF BUDAPEST MEDAL & AWARD USD 40 - 80

Voenkomat Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Capture of Budapest', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension
loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by an orange and blue ribbon. Accompanied by an original award certificate.

266: VOENKOMAT SOVIET DEFENSE OF CAUCASUS MEDAL & USD 40 - 80

Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Defense of the Caucasus', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension loop to a
standard Soviet pentagonal mount attached to an olive green, blue, white, blue, and red ribbon. Accompanied by an original
Voenkomat (Military Commissariat) award document presented to Evgeny Ivanovich Domarev on May 5, 1965, 21 x 14.5 cm (8.25 x
5.75 inches).

267: VOENKOMAT SOVIET DEFENSE OF LENINGRAD MEDAL & AWARD USD 40 - 80

Voenkomat Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Defense of Leningrad', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension
loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by olive green, and blue ribbon for the Navy. Accompanied by an original award
document, 21 x 14.5 cm (8.25 x 5.75 in.).

268: VOENKOMAT SOVIET DEFENSE OF ODESSA MEDAL & AWARD USD 40 - 80

Original World War II campaign medal of the Soviet Union established on December 22, 1942, by decree of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR to reward all participants in the defense of Odessa - soldiers of the Red Army, Navy and troops of the
NKVD, as well as persons from the civilian population who took part in the defense of the city. 32mm in diameter circular brass
medal with a raised rim. As is indicated by the accompanying certificate of award of the medal, it was given to Sergey V. Sokolov on
May 5, 1965. The document has an original signature of the colonel awarding the medal, V. Sergeev, and the official stamp of the
Military Unit.

269: VOENKOMAT SOVIET DEFENSE OF STALINGRAD MEDAL & AWARD USD 40 - 80

Voenkomat Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Defence of Stalingrad' was awarded to all participants in the defense of
Stalingrad, the red stripe on the ribbon indicating the award to a soldier of the Red Army. Shown on the obverse a row of five
overlapping fully equipped soldiers with their rifles at the ready marching to the left, and above the Soviet flag, tanks, and combat
aircraft. Engraved on the reverse 'FOR THE DEFENSE OF STALINGRAD.' 32mm, secured by a ring through the metal suspension
loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by olive green and red ribbon. Accompanied by an original award document,
8.25 x 5.75 inches.
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270: VOENKOMAT SOVIET DEFENSE OF TRANSARCTIC MEDAL & AWARD USD 40 - 80

Voenkomat Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Defense of the Soviet Transarctic', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal
suspension loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a blue and white ribbon. Accompanied by an original award
certificate.

271: VOENKOMAT SOVIET LIBERATION OF BELGRADE MEDAL & AWARD USD 40 - 80

Voenkomat Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Liberation of Belgrade', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension
loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a green and black ribbon. Accompanied by an original award certificate.

272: VOENKOMAT SOVIET MEDAL CAPTURE OF KONIGSBERG & USD 40 - 80

Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Capture of Koenigsberg', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension loop to a
standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a ribbon with green and black stripes. Accompanied by an original Voenkomat award
certificate issued to Ivan Olegovich Noskov on May 5, 1965.

273: VOENKOMAT SOVIET MEDAL DEFENSE OF MOSCOW & CERTIFICATE USD 40 - 80

Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Defense of Moscow', Voenkomat, 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension
loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a 24 mm wide silk moirÃ© ribbon with 2 mm red edge stripes and five
alternating 4 mm wide olive green and red stripes. Accompanied by an original award certificate presented to Andrey Kirillovich
Kulikov on May 5, 1965.

274: VOENKOMAT SOVIET MEDAL DEFENSE OF STALINGRAD & USD 40 - 100

Original World War II campaign medal of the Soviet Union established on December 22, 1942, by decree of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR to recognize all participants in the defense of Stalingrad - soldiers of the Red Army, Navy and troops of
the NKVD, as well as persons from the civilian population who took part in the defense of the city. 32mm in diameter circular brass
medal with a raised rim and a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a 24mm wide olive green silk moire ribbon with a 2mm
central red stripe. As is indicated by the accompanying certificate of award of the medal, it was given to Alexander Nechaev on May
5, 1965. The document has an original signature of the colonel awarding the medal, V. Sergeev, and the official stamp of the Military
Unit.

275: VOENKOMAT SOVIET MEDAL FOR DEFENSE OF LENINGRAD & AWARD USD 40 - 80

Original World War II campaign medal of the Soviet Union established on December 22, 1942 by decree of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR to recognize the valor and hard work of the Soviet civilian and military defenders of Leningrad during
the 872-day siege of the city by the German armed forces between September 8, 1941 and January 27, 1944. 32mm in diameter
circular brass medal with a raised rim and a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a 24mm wide olive green silk moire
ribbon with a 2mm central green stripe. As is indicated by the accompanying certificate of award of the medal, it was given to Pavel
B. Sacharov on May 5, 1965. The document has an original signature of the colonel awarding the medal, V. Sergeev, and the official
stamp of the Military Unit.
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276: VOENKOMAT SOVIET MEDAL LIBERATION OF WARSAW & USD 40 - 80

Voenkomat Soviet WWII campaign medal 'For the Liberation of Warsaw', 32mm, secured by a ring through the medal suspension
loop to a standard Soviet pentagonal mount covered by a 24mm wide blue silk moirÃ© ribbon with 2mm yellow edge stripes and a
6mm wide central red stripe. Accompanied by an original award certificate presented to Leonid Dmitrievich Fedorovsky on May 5,
1965.

277: VOENKOMAT SOVIET VICTORY MEDALS (2) & CERTIFICATE USD 40 - 80

Lot of two Voenkomat (Local Military Commissariat) medals awarded for the contributions to the Soviet victory over Nazi Germany in
WWII. The first medal is a military decoration of the Soviet Union established on May 9, 1945, to denote military participation in the
Great Patriotic War, 32mm in diameter circular brass medal with a raised rim on both sides. It was awarded to Roman I. Morozov on
May 5, 1965, as is shown by the accompanying certificate of the award. The document bears an original signature of the colonel
awarding the medal, V. Sergeev, and the official stamp. The second medal is a civilian labor award of the USSR established on June
6, 1945, to recognize the selfless labor of Soviet citizens in WWII. It is a 32mm in diameter circular copper medal with a raised rim on
both sides.

278: LIBERATION OF NORTH KOREA 1945 MEDAL USD 80 - 160

Rare medal for the Liberation of Korea was a medal awarded by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea or DPRK. Established
on October 15, 1948, by the Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme People's Assembly the medal awarded to Red Army soldiers
who participated in the Soviet-Japanese War, which led to the liberation of the Korean Peninsula from Japanese rule. In North
Korea, the medal is known as Choson 1945.8.15 which is the date of the National Liberation Day of Korea. The medal is made of
silver and has a diameter of 33 mm. On the obverse, in the middle, against the background of the sun's rays, is the image of the
Liberation Monument in Pyongyang, which is surrounded by a wreath of laurel branches. At the intersection, there is a ribbon with
the inscription 'Liberation'. The reverse side inscribed 'Korea 1945.8.15.' The ribbon is red with blue and white stripes. Only 10,000
medals were awarded. Very nice.

279: RUSSIAN FOREIGN WARS MEDALS CUBA & VIETNAM (4) USD 40 - 100

Good lot of four Russian Foreign Wars medals with ribbons, including two â€˜War in Vietnamâ€™ medals, and two medals for the
Cuban-American conflict â€˜Bay of Pigsâ€™. Covertly financed and directed by the U.S. government, the operation took place at the
height of the Cold War, and its failure led to major shifts in international relations between Cuba, the United States, and the Soviet
Union. Very good

280: RUSSIAN DENTAL SOCIETY AWARDS (5) USD 40 - 80

Full set of five awards from the 'Society of Dentists of Russia', for merits in dentistry (2) and excellence in dentistry (3), Great gift for
your favorite dentist. Sold as-is.

281: VIKTOR KORETSKY SOVIET ANTI-AMERICAN POSTER USD 200 - 400

Viktor Koretsky 'No forgiveness for the aggressors!' Soviet anti-American, anti-imperialist propaganda poster, published by
Publishing House 'Soviet Artist' Moscow, 1966, Kalinin Polygraph Plant Press Committee Council of Ministers of the USSR, Kalinin.
Approximately 23 x 34 inches, bumped edges, else very good. Artist: Viktor Koretsky (1908-1998) Under the influence of John
Heartfield and Gustav Klutsis he developed his own technique of photo mosaics. A mother holding her child in her arms with bombs
labeled 'US' raining down in the background, black and yellow.
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282: CUBAN MEDAL FOR VICTORY IN ANGOLA USD 80 - 100

The obverse shows the flags of Cuban and Angola embossed 'POR LA VICTORIA.' The reserve shows the Cuban shield with
'REPUBLICA DE CUBA - CONSEJO DE ESTADO' while the ribbon represents the colors of Cuba and Angola. The medal is 1.25
inches in diameter and is accompanied by a clasp in a plastic presentation case. The medal was instituted on 20 March 1989.

283: GREEK COMMEMORATIVE WAR MEDAL 1940-1941 USD 100 - 200

The Greek Commemorative War Medal 1940-1941 was instituted by Royal Decree of August 19th 1947. It was instituted to
recognize the actions of the Royal Greek Armed Forces who took part in the war efforts from the outbreak of the war in Greece in
1940 until the fall of Crete in 1941. It was also awarded to foreign forces that fought on Greek soil. On the obverse, it bears the head
of H.M. King George II in relief, also a laurel wreath peripherally, entwined by a ribbon and interrupted with an inset crown. On the
other side, and also in relief and one over the other the date 1940-1941 and the names EPIRUS, ALBANIA, MACEDONIA, THRACE,
and CRETE in Greek capital letters. It is manufactured of bronze, in the color of aged bronze. The ribbon is silk fabric, has a width of
34 mm, and bears five stripes of white and blue. Very good.

284: WWII BRITISH NAMED MEDAL GROUP S.A. ANTI-TANK RGT (3) USD 120 - 240

WWII British medal group of three campaign medals, each with its respective ribbon. The medals are named to S. A. Anti- Tank
Regt. Private MARTHINUS PHILIPPUS VAN RENSBURG (b. 1918), regimental number 24053. Included are the Africa Star,
engraved '24053 M. P. Van Rensburg' on backside; the War Medal 1939-1945 and the Africa Service medal, both are engraved
'24053 M. P. Van Rensburg' on the rim. Included are copies of three pages of Van Rensburg's service records. Very good.

285: DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS DSC USD 180 - 300

Distinguished Service Cross with ribbon, not numbered, inscribed on the front' E Pluribus Unum', and on the reverse 'For Valor',
French made, no brooch. 42.5 mm wide x 50 mm tall.

286: WWII DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS DSC USD 180 - 300

WWII US Distinguished Service Cross, not numbered, with original silk ribbon and a separated full wrap brooch with lock catch, with
service ribbon, lacking metal bar. Very good.

287: WWII NAMED U.S. BRONZE STAR BATTLE AXE REGIMENT USD 100 - 200

WWII U.S. Army named Bronze Star with ribbon, identified to PFC Robert W. Edwards, with 'Battle Axe Regiment', the 272nd
Infantry of The Fighting 69th Infantry Division. Machine engraved.

288: WWII U.S. BRONZE STAR NAMED USD 100 - 200

WWII U.S. Army named U.S. Bronze Star with ribbon. The Bronze Star is hand engraved in script with the name of 'A. H. Lowery'.
With ribbon bar, button hole lapel pin and WWII black titled coffin style case. Slot style brooch.
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289: WWII U.S. NAMED PURPLE HEART CO. E 12TH INF LUXEMBOURG USD 200 - 300

WWII named U.S. Army Purple Heart with ribbon, identified to Murray North (b. 1916) Army serial number 20610126, enlisted in
Chicago Illinois on 5 March 1941. Murray was Platoon leader 12th regiment, 4th infantry, and was wounded in February 1945,
probably in Luxembourg. The Purple Heart is engraved 'Murray North Co. E 12TH INF. Luxemburg.'

290: WWII MIA PHILIPPINES 5TH AIR FORCE NAMED PURPLE HEART USD 200 - 300

WWII U.S. Army Purple Heart with ribbon named to PFC Robert F. Howard (1918 - 1944), Army serial number 19012562, enlisted at
Ft. McDowell Angel Island on 23 August 1940. Howard served with the HQ SQ, 5th Air Base Group, Nevada, and is recorded as
Missing in Action or Buried at Sea, Tablets of the Missing at Manila American Cemetery Manila, Philippines. The date of death is
given is 7 September 1944. Machine engraved on the reverse.

291: VIETNAM USS ETHAN ALLEN GROUPING (10) USD 140 - 280

Lot of ten items belonging to Radio Man Seaman JAMES EDWARD IKENA who served on the USS Ethan Allen. This group includes
five patches: an Ethan Allen SSBN 608 submarine patch, a vintage US Navy USN cuff sleeve shark insignia uniform patch, one
Petty Officer 1st class patch, two radioman 3rd class patches. WITH: Submarine Qualification Certificate awarded to James Edward
Ikena on January 8th, 1972, recognizing his qualification as Radio Man Seaman and a Qualification Certificate for FBM Submarines,
awarded to him on the next day. WITH: Two b/w photographs, the first depicts USS TUSK SS-426, partially submerged. The second
is a group photograph of recruits who completed the enlisted basic submarine course at the U.S. Naval Submarine Base, New
London, Connecticut, in December 1969. 8 x 10 inches each. WITH: An issue of a paper produced by a young shipman for his fellow
submarine shipmen. It includes humorous reflections and five black and white drawings, five stapled sheets, 8 x 10.5 in., dated 1972.
Ten pieces.

292: GENERAL RICHARD D. WENTWORTH INSIGNIA USD 200 - 300

Richard D. Wentworth (1904 - 1977) graduated from the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, Class of 1929. After serving in the
Army Air Forces in World War II, he transferred to the U.S. Air Force when it became a separate branch of service in 1947. On July
17, 1956 Wentworth was named secretary of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Washington, D.C. He retired in 1958 as a U.S. Air Force
Brigadier General. Included here are his silver General star, marked 'G-23 silver filled', Headquarters Allied Air Forces Central
Europe (AAFCE) enameled badge, marked '05 Arthus Bertrand Paris', and his SHAPE-NATO badge (Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Europe), marked ' Dargo Paris.' Very good.

293: WWII MEDAL OF HONOR POSTER USD 40 - 80

'The Medal Of Honor - U.S. Army Decorations and Awards' issue of Newsmap, Monday, November 15, 1943. Large poster 35 x 47
inches. Includes Pacific and European action reports, the 'Expert Infantryman Badge' and 'Combat Infantryman Badge'. A one-inch
tear on the left edge, expected folds.

294: EARLY SA DAGGER MAKER KNIFE AND ADVERT USD 100 - 160

Knife made by German Sueddeutsche Messerfabrik with the original paper wrapper and advertisement. Sueddeutsche was an early
maker of SA daggers, the knife was wrapped into a flyer appealing to all NSDAP party members to purchase their SA daggers and
other wares. They clearly encouraged buying only German steel and offered discounts to NSDAP members. Sueddeutsche
Messerfabrik GmbH operated out of Gefrees, Bavaria. The knife features a light brown wooden handle and a 4-inch steel blade
inscribed with 'Suedd Messerfabrik Garantie.'
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295: WWII EICKHORN SOLDIERS POCKET KNIFE USD 100 - 200

Eickhorn pocket knife with wooden grips and an inlaid NSDAP eagle, possibly removed from a SA dagger handle. The blade was
sharpened and bears the Eickhorn, Solingen makers mark.

296: GERMAN REENACTMENT KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER BONSMANN USD 240 - 300

German WWII reenactment Kriegsmarine dagger. The grip combines a Nazi eagle with a white handle. The blade is etched and
marked E. Bonsmann Solingen. Includes a gold-colored metal scabbard. 16.5 inches long. No wear. As-is.

297: GERMAN REENACTMENT SA DAGGER BOKER SOLINGEN USD 240 - 300

German WWII reenactment SA dagger. The grip combines a Nazi eagle with the SA enamel emblem and plated zinc crossguards.
The blade is etched with the motto 'Alles Fur Deutschland' on one side of the blade and marked Boker Solingen on the opposite.
Includes a brown metal scabbard with plated fittings. 14.5 inches long. No wear. As-is.

298: GERMAN REENACTMENT SS DAGGER BOKER SOLINGEN USD 240 - 300

German WWII reenactment SS dagger. The dark ebony wood grip combines a Nazi eagle with the SS enamel emblem and plated
zinc crossguards. The blade is etched with the motto 'Meine Ehre Heisst Treue' on one side of the blade and marked Boker Solingen
on the opposite. Includes a black metal scabbard with plated fittings. 14.5 inches long. No wear. As-is.

299: GERMAN REENACTMENT TENO DAGGER EICHHORN USD 240 - 300

German WWII reenactment TENO (Technische Nothilfe) - Technical Emergency Corps - dagger with scabbard. The blade is marked
'Eickhorn Solingen' with the squirrel and a German spread-winged eagle. 15.75 inches long. No wear. As-is.

300: GERMAN WWII REENACTMENT RAD HEWER USD 200 - 300

German WWII reenactment Reichsarbeitsdienst RAD Hewer with scabbard. The blade is engraved with the motto 'Arbeit adelt.' 17
inches long. No wear. As-is.

301: GERMAN LUGER PO8 MAUSER LOADING AND TAKEDOWN TOOL (5) USD 100 - 200

Five (5) German WWII Luger PO 8 Parabellum Pistol Loading / Take Down Tools. The front is maker marked â€˜WaA 140â€™
below a Waffenamt eagle. Die-struck blued steel construction. Approx. 15/16 x 1 15/16 inches.
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302: SPETSNAZ WEAPONS OF RUSSIAN SPECIAL FORCES USD 100 - 200

Good group of eleven color posters featuring all the specifications, components, and large images of various weapons used by the
Russian special-purpose military units, 23 x 17.5 inches, in Russian. Among the described weapons are Reconnaissance Man's
Knife-Pistol HPC-2, 9.0 mm Special-purpose Sniper's Rifle BCC Vintorez, and 7.62 mm Sniper's Self-loading Rifle CBU. The posters
belong to a series and come in the original envelope. Detailed English translation of each poster is included. Very good.

303: WWI GERMAN GUARD EAGLE HELMET PLATE USD 80 - 120

German WWI guard eagle helmet front plate, showing a spread-winged eagle wearing a Kingâ€™s crown, holding a sword and a
staff. The inscription reads 'Mit Gott Fuer Koenig Und Vaterland' (With God for King and Fatherland). Applied is a separate guard
star with an eagle in the center and the inscription â€˜Suum Cuiqueâ€™. The reverse has two eyelets for attaching to the front of a
helmet. Two-piece steel construction. Approx. 9.5 in. wide by 4.5 inches.

304: WWII GERMAN NSKK MOTORCYCLE HELMET USD 500 - 800

WWII NSKK motorcycle crash helmet 'Sturzhelm' with first pattern NSKK eagle insignia attached at the front center. Stamped 'Busse
Mainz' on the inside dome padding, stamped '55' on the leather liner, and stamped '60' on the rear skirt. Leather ear flaps show small
tears, the left ear cover is missing and the right ear hole cover is partially separated. The helmet liner is present as well as a dome
pad, drawstring missing. The liner bears an RZM tag 'Sturzhelm nach Vorschrift des NSKK 3 006025''

305: GERMAN WWII ZUNDAPP FACTORY LUFTSCHUTZ HELMET USD 300 - 500

Black painted Zundapp factory Luftschutz helmet, the front of the helmet bears the Zundapp company decal, the helmet has a fabric
liner with a drawstring and an aluminium band attached at three points. The plastic chin strap is attached to the aluminium band of
the liner. The helmet is stamped on the skirt 'RLB' and bears remnants of a decal from the 'Werk(schutz) gemaess Luftsch(utz)...
Werke Nurnberg.' During WWII Zundapp produced motorcycle sidecars for the German Wehrmacht.

306: GERMAN WAFFEN-SS SINGLE DECAL HELMET USD 400 - 500

German M40 helmet with a single Waffen-SS decal. Shell is unmarked with a dark brown leather liner with drawstring, chinstrap is
absent. This helmet bears a SS decal consisting of a white shield overlaid by dual black Sig runes on the right side below the vent
hole. Salty condition, this helmet has received impact to the shell.Unauthenticated. Sold As-Is.

307: RAD REICH LABOR SERVICE OFFICER BELT BUCKLE USD 120 - 200

German Reichsarbeitsdienst RAD officers belt buckle, two-piece aluminum construction with both belt keepers. The front shows a
RAD shovel with a swastika in the center surrounded by five embossed sheaves of wheat. Marked on the back 'PuC' in a diamond,
diameter is approx. 47 mm.

308: WWII GERMAN RED CROSS OFFICER BELT BUCKLE USD 200 - 300

German Red Cross officer's belt buckle. The front shows a Red Cross eagle clutching a red cross in his talons surrounded by a
round oak leaf wreath. The reverse side is maker marked 'GES. GESCH.1'. Includes both belt keepers. Two-piece stamped
aluminum construction, measuring 50 mm in diameter, very fine.
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309: WWII GERMAN OFFICER/CAVALRY TROUSERS USD 100 - 200

WWII German officer/cavalry trousers. High waisted field gray-green trousers with suspenders. Front enclosure with button, with 10 x
7 in. suede patches on the inseam. Two-button openings at the bottom of each leg. All buttons are present and some are maker
marked 'J.SZALLAY WIEN-PEST'. Two front pockets, one button- pocket on the back. A few moth holes, else very good.

310: WWII GERMAN UNIFORM TROUSERS USD 100 - 200

German uniform trousers, navy blue high waisted trousers with front button enclosure. Two front and change pockets, one back
pocket. Three-button on the bottom of the trousers. All buttons are present and some are maker marked 'ELEGANT SOLIDE'.

311: GERMAN NSDAP PENNANT USD 100 - 200

German WWII NSDAP cotton pennant, double-sided, 9.5 x 6.5 inches. Frayed at the hoist corners.

312: JAPANESE GOOD LUCK FLAG WWII USD 180 - 320

Two-piece cotton construction, a Japanese Good Luck flag, measuring 27 x 28 inches with cotton corner reinforcements and strings.
Signed in black ink with Japanese characters, some minor staining, and a black smudge near the center.

313: JAPANESE GOOD LUCK SILK FLAG WWII USD 200 - 400

WWII Japanese silk Good Luck flag, the flag bears four large hanko 'chops' in red ink and an inscription by hand in black ink. A
couple of small moth holes,measuring 27 x 39 inches, with leather corner reinforcements and strings. Very good.

314: NORTH VIETNAMESE VIET CONG FLAG USD 120 - 200

North Vietnamese army battle flag 30 x 21 inches, red above light blue, a yellow five-pointed star in the center, three-piece cotton
construction. Very good.

315: US WWII HOMEFRONT SON IN SERVICE INFANTRY QUILT USD 120 - 240

Patriotic handsewn homefront son-in-service circular quilt or pillow cover. Twelve tan-colored pie-shaped pieces each embroidered
with the word 'Infantry' above the service flag, underneath a pair of crossed rifles. 21 inches wide, the back is unfinished in blue
cotton. Unusual homefront flag, very good.
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316: VINTAGE AMERICAN FLAG 50 STARS USD 20 - 40

Vintage American 50-star flag, 36 x 57 inches. Some small holes and minor staining.

317: ALLACH CANDLE HOLDER #89 KARL DIEBITSCH USD 1,000 - 1,500

Excellent Allach candle holder model #89 designed by Karl Diebitsch, co-founder and artistic director of Allach. White glazed
porcelain, marked 'DIEBITSCH' and with the 'SS' runes and 'Allach' inside the octagon. 4.5 inches tall, 6.5 inches at the base, and
4.25 inches diameter at the top, undamaged in very good condition.

318: HITLER YOUTH PORCELAIN PICTURE FRAME USD 200 - 400

Unusual white porcelain picture frame, very similar appearance to Allach porcelain. The frame is marked on the back 'SS-Hitler
Jugend Bauscher Weiden 1944'. The frame stands 6.75 inches x 5 inches with a picture opening of 3 x 4.75 inches and features a
4-inch slot in the back where a picture can be inserted. Postcard for illustration only, not included.

319: ALLACH PORCELAIN VASE USD 200 - 400

Teardrop-shaped Allach porcelain vase in plain white and glazed, the bottom of the vase is marked 'Allach' with two 'SS' runes. The
vase is circa 6 inches tall, 1.5 inches at the mouth, about 3.75 inches wide and 2 inches thick. Allach porcelain 'Porzellan Manufaktur
Allach' was produced in Germany between 1935 and 1945. After its first year of operation, the enterprise was run by the SS with
forced labor provided by the Dachau concentration camp.

320: BRUNO STOLLE LUFTWAFFE ACE SILVER CIGARETTE CASE USD 240 - 360

(1915 - 2004) German Luftwaffe ace and recipient of the Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross. Bruno Stolle was credited with 35 aerial
victories in 271 combat missions. Hauptmann Stolle was a member of Jagdgeschwader 2 'Richthofen' and group commander in
1943. A fine personal relic, a silver cigarette case gifted to him, the case is engraved on the front with his initials 'BS' and a Luftwaffe
eagle clutching a swastika is applied to the cover. An engraving inside the case reads 'I[hrem] Lb. Hptm. Bruno Stolle 8. JG 2
'Richthofen' Erich' (Our dear captain Bruno Stolle 8.JG2' Richthofen - Erich), containing two old cigarettes. Marked '800' on the
closure tab. 3 x 3.25 inches closed.

321: FIVE SILVER REICHSMARK COINS (5) USD 80 - 160

Lot of five silver Reichsmark coins. Includes one 1939 silver 5 Reichsmark coin marked 'D', three 1939 silver 2 Reichsmark coins
marked 'A', and one 1939 silver 2 Reichsmark coin marked 'G'.

322: FIVE SILVER REICHSMARK COINS (5) USD 80 - 160

Lot of five silver Reichsmark coins. Includes one 1938 silver 5 Reichsmark coin marked 'J', two 1939 silver 2 Reichsmark coins
marked 'A', one 1938 silver 2 Reichsmark coin marked 'A', and one 1938 silver 2 Reichsmark coin marked 'D'.
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323: GERMAN 1933 NSDAP HITLER RING USD 80 - 120

German 1933 NSDAP party ring, enameled in red, white, and black, featuring a swastika surrounded by the words 'Adolf Hitler 1933'
flanked by oak leaves. Unauthenticated, sold as-is.

324: GERMAN 3000 KM REICHSAUTOBAHN TABLE MEDAL USD 400 - 600

German table medal, approx. 3 x 4 inches, in the shape of a number 3 with a winged tire at center and a Reichsadler below. The
body is partially decorated with green enamel. At top the medal reads '3000 km Reichsautobahn' in raised letters. The reverse has
been engraved with the date '15.12.1938' with a maker's mark 'LN 1790 Lauer.' Some tarnish and wear.

325: NSKK 1933 ROAD RACE IN GERMANY USD 400 - 600

Very scarce German photo album with exceptional photographs presented by OLEX 'Deutsche Benzin und Petroleum GmbH' on the
occasion of the first German long-distance road race 21. - 23. July 1933. Olex was one of the predecessor companies of the German
BP. The album contains 57 professional black-and-white photographs, mostly approx. 4 x 6 inches. A gilt inscription on the cover
reads: '2000 Kilometer durch Deutschland 21. - 23. Juli 1933' and the inside cover page has an imprint from Olex/BP. The event was
supported by all types of National Socialist organization, the NSKK, the SA, the Allgemeine SS, and the album shows members of
those organizations in almost every photograph, along with German Nazi flags and OLEX advertising, plus very interesting
photographs of the participants, the race cars and motorcycles, as well as the spectators. Some album pages are disbound and
some scuff on the cover, but nothing is distracting from the very interesting photography.

326: VOLKSWAGEN PLATTER USD 100 - 200

Silver colored tin serving platter (magnetic), 9.75 inches diameter, embossed with a floral pattern. The center of the platter features
an engraved Volkswagen VW logo from 1937, the VW initials surrounded by a stylized cogwheel and swastika wing, approximately 1
inch in diameter. No other markings on the plate. Small scuff and dent at the edge. Sold as-is.

327: GERMAN WAFFEN-SS TOTENKOPF RING USD 100 - 200

German skull and crossbones â€˜Totenkopfâ€™ ring, silver, black enamel, showing a skull and crossbones on the face, flanked by
Nazi eagles clutching swastikas. 20 mm in diameter, unmarked, sold as-is.

328: REPLICA SS HONOR RING BOX USD 40 - 60

Original boxes for SS Honor Rings are extremely rare, offered here is a nice replica presentation case covered in black leatherette
with embossed silver SS runes on the top cover. Used condition, sold as-is.

329: WWII GERMAN TOTENKOPF RING USD 80 - 120

WWII German skull and crossbones 'Totenkopf' ring, silver, enameled with black, featuring skull and crossbones on the face flanked
by runes and engraved runes on the inside of the ring. Approx. 20mm in diameter. Unknown vintage, sold as-is.
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330: WAFFEN-SS CIGARETTE LIGHTER USD 80 - 140

Zippo-style lighter affixed with a skull and crossbones and 'SS' runes. Unmarked, sold as-is.

331: WAFFEN-SS TRENCH ART BOX USD 120 - 200

WWII German trench art, engraved metal container. The lid is engraved with a banner with two shields, one bears a swastika the
other 'SS' runes, in the center, it reads '1944 Julfest' and beneath 'Konzentrationslager Waffen-SS Lublin'. Box has been cleaned on
the outside to match the inside shine. 4.25 x 6 x 1 inches. Unmarked, sold as-is.

332: GERMAN WWII SILVER HAIR LOCKET 1941 USD 160 - 320

German silver locket engraved very lightly on the face with a German Army eagle clutching a swastika and the date '1941.' The
locket is 39 mm x 33 mm, with a hinged lid, inside is a small compartment for a lock of hair and a small glass frame for a picture or
mirror. In the current state, the frame contains remnants of a mirror. The lid is marked '900' on the edge. A ring is attached to the
case for stringing to a chain, not included. Very good.

333: LUFTWAFFE EAGLE ENGRAVED SILVER PILLBOX USD 80 - 160

Silver pillbox engraved on the underside with a (faint) spread-winged Luftwaffe eagle clutching a swastika. The lid is engraved with a
floral pattern, marked on the side with a crescent moon, a crown, '835S' and the maker mark 'LW' for German silversmith Lutz &
Weiss, approx. 1.5 x 0.5 inches.

334: LUFTWAFFE ICE BUCKET TROPHY USD 200 - 400

Luftwaffe trophy German silver ice bucket by Gebruder Deyhle Silberwarenfabrik, Schwabisch Gmund, hallmarked and stamped 'GD
Alpaka.' A Luftwaffe eagle clutching a swastika is attached to the side of the ice bucket. 4.5 in. tall (circa 7.25 in. tall with the handle
up), 4.5 in. dia. top, 3 in. dia. base. Very good.

335: WWII LUFTWAFFE CIGARETTE CASE USD 120 - 200

WWII Luftwaffe cigarette case decorated with a large Luftwaffe eagle clutching a swastika, certainly theater made, 3.25 x 4 inches,
unmarked.

336: WAFFEN-SS CUTLERY SILVER-PLATED (7) USD 140 - 240

Seven pieces of German silver-plated cutlery engraved â€˜Waffen-SSâ€™ on the handle, includes: four cake forks, 5.75 in. long,
marked 'AUS100', one sugar spoon, 4.5 in. long, 'Prinz100', and a pair of salad servers, 8.25 in. long, marked 'Aus 100.' Undated,
sold as-is.
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337: SIX GERMAN LUFTWAFFE SCHNAPPS CUPS W/ TRAY USD 200 - 300

Set of six German decorative metal liqueur (Schnapps) cups, 2 inches tall and 1.5 inches wide at the mouth, each decorated with an
insignia of the German Luftwaffe eagle accompanied by a metal serving tray, 8 x 6 inches, decorated in the center with a larger
Luftwaffe eagle. Unmarked. Sold as-is.

338: GRAF ZEPPELIN PLATZ STREET SIGN USD 180 - 360

German 'Graf Zeppelin Platz' street sign. White enameled metal, with two mounting holes on either end. Usual corrosion on the
back, some loss of enamel on the front. 4 x 10 inches, very good.

339: ZEPPELIN LZ 129 HINDENBURG POSTER USD 200 - 400

Rare unissued certificate for donors who donated funds for the construction of a new Zeppelin 'Hindenburg'. The document is issued
by the 'Zeppelin Hilfswerk in U.S.A.', a black-and-red printed poster, 1 page 8.5 X 12.5 inches, in German, most likely directed at
members of the American Bund, Germans in general, and Nazi sympathizers, who were living in the United States. The poster is
headlined 'Wir Helfen' (We Help), with a half-page image of a Zeppelin with Swastika insignia on the tail fins, a blank space for the
donor's name, followed by the text in German: '...with his donation for the construction of a new Zeppelin airship 'Hindenburg', he has
earned the gratitude of the old homeland and all those, who with unshakable trust in the performance of the German 'worker of the
forehead and of the fist' believe in the ultimate victory of the German spirit ['Arbeiter der Stirne und der Faust', a term crafted by Hitler
and first printed in the NSDAP newspaper Voelkischer Beobachter on June 5, 1921]. Signed in print 'Zeppelinhilfswerk in U.S.A.
(Zeppelin Aid Works), with a red printed seal from the same organization. Very good.

340: GRAF VON ZEPPELIN'S FAMOUS RECONNAISSANCE RIDE USD 100 - 200

A booklet titled 'GRAF ZEPPELINS BERUEHMTER REKOGNOSZIERUNGS-RITT 1870' ('Count Zeppelins Famous
Reconnaissance Ride 1870') 5 x 7.5 inches, 40 pages, Germania Publishing House, Bamberg, 1909. The booklet contains twelve
black-and-white full page images and conveys the story of a German staff officer Ferdinand Adolf Graf von Zeppelin (1838-1917),
adjutant of the King of Wuerttemberg, who carried out a reconnaissance mission behind enemy lines near Schirlenhof
(Gundershoffen, France), narrowly avoiding capture, during the Franco-Prussian War.

341: KIENZLE GERMAN WWII 8-DAY COCKPIT CLOCK USD 200 - 400

German-made WWII 8-day-cockpit clock, 8 days - 10 stones, made by Kienzle, Germany, these clocks required winding every 8
days and were developed in the 1930s and were usually set into airplane instrument panels. The clock is 3 inches in diameter and
set into a custom handmade wood case resembling a table clock. The clock runs but accuracy and operation are not guaranteed.

342: WWII ALLIED HIGH COMMISSION BUILDING PLAQUE USD 300 - 500

One-of-a-kind 'Allied High Commission' for Occupied Germany building sign rescued from Germany after WWII, probably saved from
the Hotel Petersberg in Bonn after the dissolution of the High Commission in 1955. The sign is adorned with three shields
representing the United Kingdom, the United States of America, and France. The enameled shields are set into brass frames and
with brass lettering attached to a metal sheet 3.75 x 14.5 inches. The bottom tips of the UK and French seal are slightly dented. The
colors are very vibrant. The Allied High Commission (also known as the High Commission for Occupied Germany, HICOG; Alliierte
Hohe Kommission, AHK) was established by the United States, the United Kingdom, and France after the 1948 breakdown of the
Allied Control Council to regulate and supervise the development of the newly established Federal Republic of Germany (West
Germany). The Commission took its seat at the Hotel Petersberg near Bonn and started its work on September 21, 1949. It ceased
to function under the terms of the Bonnâ€“Paris conventions, on May 5, 1955.
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343: WWII WEHRMACHT CATHOLIC CHAPLAIN'S CROSS USD 800 - 1,200

German WWII Wehrmacht catholic chaplainâ€™s cross in silver, detailed crucified body of Christ applied to a wooden cross set into
a silver cross, 1.75 x 2.25 inches, with a 40-inch gunmetal colored chain. The cross is marked on reverse '800.'

344: PAUL VON HINDENBURG TABLE BUST USD 80 - 160

Bust of Paul von Hindenburg, iron cast with a bronze patina, hollow. 6.5 inches tall. Unmarked.

345: MINIATURE PORTRAIT OF FREDERICK THE GREAT USD 160 - 320

Excellent miniature portrait painting of 'Frederick The Great' after Anton Graff, the most famous portrait of King of Prussia, in uniform
with the Order of the Black Eagle. 19th-century hand-painted tempera, set within a bone paneled frame, 4 x 4 3/8 inches. Very good.
With: Printed portrait of Frederick the Great set in a simple frame, 5 x 7 inches.

346: ADOLF HITLER NAPKIN USD 500 - 700

Very fine white linen napkin embroidered with Adolf Hitler's initials and the German eagle and swastika in one corner. Dimensions
circa 20 x 20 inches square. Very good.

347: ANTISEMITIC BOOK FROM HITLER'S LIBRARY USD 800 - 1,200

Excellent book from Adolf Hitler personal library with antisemitic content: 'The Third Reich' by Gerd Ruehle, Documenting the
Building of the Nation - With support from the German Reichs Archive - The Sixth Year 1938 - Hummelverlag, Berlin. The book was
officially approved by the NSDAP. Adolf Hitler's bookplate has been attached to the half-title page. The heavily illustrated book is
bound in linen with gilt lettering to the leather spine, 552 pages, 96 full of photographs including an image of an antisemitic American
handbill against Jews in Hollywood and a picture of the exhibit 'The Eternal Jew.' Included are a foldout map of greater German and
a reproduction of the front page of the Voelkischer Beobachter from 14. March 1938 'The Anschluss is completed'. The book is
bursting with information, Hitler quotes, and touches on every aspect of society, including Hitler's view on architecture and
degenerate art, the press as a propaganda weapon, and finally, in chapter 20 we can read all about 'The Jewish War against
Germany and the national-socialist counterattack,' in 1938. Overall the book is in very good condition, except for some staining from
dampness to the covers.

348: HITLER'S GIFT TO GELI RAUBAL HIS HALF-NIECE USD 5,000 - 7,000

A porcelain pendant decorated with miniature portraits of ADOLF HITLER's mother Klara Hitler (1860 - 1907) and of his father Alois
Hitler (1885 - 1903). Adolf Hitler supposedly gifted this pendant to his secret love and half-nice GELI RAUBAL (1908 - 1931), the
daughter of Angela Raubal, Hitler's half-sister. Raubal was close to her uncle from 1925 until her suicide in 1931 and lived at his
Munich apartment for several years as well as at the Berghof. Hitler was extremely possessive of Raubal, becoming infatuated with
her. He reportedly told his close friend, photographer Heinrich Hoffmann, that he was so concerned about Geli's future that he felt to
have to watch over her. 'I love Geli and could marry her. I want to stop her from falling into the hands of someone unsuitable.' The
pendant features one hand-painted portrait on each side, the diameter of the porcelain pendant is 24.5 mm (0.75 inches), unmarked,
and is attached to a 16-inch chain. After Geli committed suicide her room in Hitler's Munich was apparently left in the same state as
she left it, and Hitler is said to have not entered her room ever again.
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349: TILE FROM ADOLF HITLER'S BERGHOF HOME USD 500 - 800

A rare relic, a piece of stove tile, approx. 3.5 x 2.5 inches, from Adolf Hitler's mountain retreat and headquarters, the Berghof in
Obersalzberg, near Berchtesgaden in the Bavarian Alps. The piece of glazed green ceramic was part of the original Kachelofen
(masonry stove) to heat the living area at 'Haus Wachenfeld', the original name of the Berghof. The piece was excavated in 1986 by
a local resident from Berchtesgaden. A copy of the letter of provenance included with this lot reads '...in 1986, when an antique
dealer from Berchtesgaden told me about a bomb crater... about a quarter-mile below Hitler's Berghof at Obersalzberg, which in
1945 had been used by...local farmers to hide objects taken from the bombed-out ruins of Hitler's home...'Spornhof Kathl' (Katharina
Guggenbichler) had shown the site to the antique dealer in 1985...he told me about it and I started digging there with two friends...
Finally, after days, under a damaged bitumen tarp we found about 100 pieces of Hitler's crystal chandelier, original Fabric,
chinaware, broken crystal bowls, and the remains of what the woman said were three of Hitler's ceramic tile stoves [sic] from Haus
Wachenfeld which was later called 'Berghof'...We sold the chandelier and the other items in 1987/88...except for the ceramic tiles
and other smaller objects...I have kept these archaeological objects in my personal possession since 1986...the green and brown
tiles are visible in period postcards/photos of the Kachelofen's in Haus Wachenfeld's living room, and the 'Unterberg Room' of the
Berghof.' The relic is mounted in a 10 x 10 inch black-framed shadow box with a postcard of Heinrich Hoffman's photograph of the
living room, showing the stove pictured on the right side of the room. A very fine personal Hitler relic with excellent provenance.

350: TILES FROM ADOLF HITLER'S BERGHOF HOME USD 500 - 800

Two rare pieces of stove tile, 3.25 x 1.25 in. and 2.75 x 1.75 in., from Adolf Hitler's mountain retreat and headquarters, the Berghof in
Obersalzberg, near Berchtesgaden in the Bavarian Alps. The two pieces of glazed red-brown 'English red' ceramic were part of the
original Kachelofen (masonry stove) to heat the living area of the 'Unterberg' room at 'Berghof Wachenfeld'. The pieces were
excavated in 1986 by a local resident from Berchtesgaden. A copy of the letter of provenance included with this lot reads '...in 1986
when an antique dealer from Berchtesgaden told me about a bomb crater... about a quarter-mile below Hitler's Berghof at
Obersalzberg, which in 1945 had been used by...local farmers to hide objects taken from the bombed-out ruins of Hitler's
home...'Spornhof Kathl' (Katharina Guggenbichler) had shown the site to the antique dealer in 1985...he told me about it and I
started digging there with two friends... Finally, after days, under a damaged bitumen tarp we found about 100 pieces of Hitler's
crystal chandelier, original Fabric, chinaware, broken crystal bowls, and the remains of what the woman said were three of Hitler's
ceramic tile stoves [sic] from Haus Wachenfeld which was later called 'Berghof'...We sold the chandelier and the other items in
1987/88...except for the ceramic tiles and other smaller objects...I have kept these archaeological objects in my personal possession
since 1986...the green and brown tiles are visible in period postcards/photos of the Kachelofen's in Haus Wachenfeld's living room,
and the 'Unterberg Room' of the Berghof.' The relics are mounted in a 10 x 10 inch white-framed shadow box with a postcard of
Heinrich Hoffman's photograph of the room, showing the stove pictured on the right side of the room. Included with the provenance is
a copy of the invoice from the tile supplier Kieslinger-Wehner-Ceramic, Munich, to Atelier Troost, Munich, for 'one stove for Haus
Wachenfeld, Type Schuesselkacheln 18 x 18 cm, glazed English red.' Gerdi Troost was Hitler's architectural and design adviser. A
very fine personal relic with excellent provenance.

351: BRICK AND CAMOUFLAGE NET FROM ADOLF HITLER'S BERGHOF USD 200 - 300

Two fine relics recovered from Adolf Hitler's 'Berghof', his mountain home and headquarters in the Obersalzberg near
Berchtesgaden in Bavaria. A tan-colored brick from the original house foundation, 1.75 x 1.75 inches, and two strips of camouflage
netting that was used to conceal the building from Allied air attacks in 1945. The relics are accompanied by a Certificate of
Authenticity from Gettysburg Museum of History. Nicely set into a mat board and Riker mount, ready to be framed.

352: GAS PROTECTION GLOVE FROM HITLER'S BUNKER USD 500 - 800

A highly unusual relic, a Rubber gas protection glove recovered in 2001 from Adolf Hitler's bunkers at Obersalzberg near
Berchtesgaden, Bavaria. The included letter of provenance reads: '...the present rubber protective glove was found in summer 2001
during surveying work in Hitler's SS bunker at Obersalzberg. It is a so-called Gas-protective glove that was used in the
decontamination chambers of Hitler's bunker facilities on the Obersalzberg.' The black rubber protective glove is displayed in a
shadow box, the glove is marked with several numbers '2 7 53' and is about 11.25 inches long, the frame is 9 x 12.5 inches. Detailed
information about the gas-safe venting technology as well as the design of the Obersalzberg bunkers with the decontamination
chambers is documented in the book 'Inside Hitler's Mountain - The untold story of the Eagle's Nest and the Fuhrer's secret
headquarters.' The book is a fascinating work about the history of the subterranean world at Obersalzberg and is included in this lot.
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353: RELICS FROM ADOLF HITLER'S BERGHOF AT OBERSALZBERG USD 500 - 800

Two historical relics recovered by a local resident from Adolf Hitler's mountain retreat the Berghof at Obersalzberg and the
'Fuhrersperrgebiet' (Security Zone). The first is a recovered piece of shrapnel from a bomb that destroyed Hitler's Berghof at the end
of the war, the second relic is a document from the SS-Commander Obersalzberg found inside the 'command tunnel' of Martin
Bormann's bunker at Obersalzberg. The included letter of provenance reads: '...the present bomb shrapnel was found by me
personally in the summer of 1995 near the former grand staircase of Hitler's Berghof on the Obersalzberg...the bomb fragment is a
part of an aerial bomb with which Hitler's Berghof was destroyed...The document 'Empfangsschein' [Receipt] was found during the
filming of a documentary about the bunker of Reichsleiter Martin Bormann on the Obersalzberg. It was found in the 'Command -
Tunnel' which was part of Bormann's bunker and housed the Obersalzberg command center.' Both items are mounted in a 10 x 10
inch shadow box with a photo of the destroyed Berghof as pictured in May 1945 and an interior photograph of the Command Center
Obersalzberg. The irregular-shaped bomb shrapnel is 8.5 long x 1.5 inches in width. The document recovered in Bormann's bunker
is a receipt or 'Empfangsschein' stamped at the top 'SS-Kommandant, Obersalzberg 15. Juli 1944', it is signed in pencil at the bottom
and dated 15.7.44., the size is approximately 4 x 5.5 inches, it has been carefully pieced together as it clearly shows that it was torn
and shows loss of paper and toning after laying in a bunker for 50 years. This document and other items are illustrated in the
included book 'Inside Hitler's Mountain - The untold story of the Eagle's Nest and the Fuhrer's secret headquarters.' The book is a
fascinating work about the history of the Obersalzberg.

354: BRICK FROM HITLER'S BERGHOF USD 100 - 200

A brick collected from the site of Adolf Hitler's Berghof, his mountain retreat and headquarters in Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden.
This relic was collected by a German-American collector on July 30, 2009 at the site where the remaining ruins were leveled. The
brick is contained in a plastic bag with a label attached by the collector. Circa 2.5 x 3.25 x 1.5 inches.

355: ADOLF HITLER'S BERGHOF HOFFMANN POSTCARDS (17) USD 120 - 180

Lot of sixteen color postcards by Heinrich Hoffmann showing Adolf Hitler's Berghof in Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden. Both the
interior and the exterior of the property are depicted. Hitler purchased a small chalet called 'Haus Wachenfeld' in 1933 with funds he
received from the sale of his political manifesto 'Mein Kampf'. The small chalet-style building was refurbished and much expanded by
architect Alois Degano during 1935-36 when it was renamed The Berghof, or 'Mountain Court'. The remaining photo is
black-and-white, and it depicts Hitler's office in the New Reich Chancellery in Berlin. Four of the postcards were sent between
1936-1937 as is shown by the cancellation stamps.

356: FIGHTING EAGLES IN FLIGHT BY OTTO SANDER-HERWEG USD 300 - 500

Chromolithograph of an oil painting of a pair of fighting eagles in flight, signed in print in lower right corner '[Otto] Sander-Herweg
1934'. 15 x 19 inches sight, mounted and framed under glass, in a simple wood frame 18 x 22 inches overall. There is a slight
horizontal fold visible, showing as a blue line in the photograph, but less obvious to the naked eye. A small color stain in the lower
half. Otto Sander-Herweg (1880 ?) was a German painter and graphic artist. He was a prolific propaganda artist during the Third
Reich and worked at the Deutsche Propaganda Atelier. Not examined out of frame.

357: HERMANN GORING PORTRAIT BY WILLY EXNER USD 700 - 900

Large framed period chromolithograph of the well-known portrait of Hermann Goering painted by Willi Exner in 1936. This example
matches prints that were usually hung in government offices throughout the Third Reich instead of priceless originals. The
mechanical reproduction is of high quality as would be expected for the public display of the Reichsmarschall. The size of this print is
19.25 x 27 inches sight, the frame dimensions are 22 x 30 inches. It appears to be printed on a fabric substrate and mounted onto
fiberboard, the surface has a distinct canvas-like pattern, the back bears an illegible property stamp. There is some loss and
scratches to the face of the print. The frame is a basic black wood frame with loss and damage. Very good portrait of Goering.
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358: HERMANN GORING SWIMMING POOL TILE USD 400 - 600

A rare relic, a piece of blue swimming pool tile, approximately 4 x 3 inches, from Hermann Goering's house in Obersalzberg, near
Berchtesgaden in the Bavarian Alps. The piece of glazed blue ceramic was part of the original swimming pool. The piece was
recovered in the summer 1984 by a local resident on the 'Echerbichl', later Goeringhill at Obersalzberg. According to historical
information and photographs the swimming pool was located directly in front of Hermann Goring's house. This is documented in
various period images. Goring's house itself was within the 'Fuhrersperrgebiet', the secured zone. Goring's country house was
eventually destroyed along with other buildings in the area. The tile is mounted in a 10 x 10 inch shadow box along with a
photograph of the pool in front of Goring's country retreat. A letter of provenance is included. Very fine relic.

359: HERMANN GORING KPM DINNER PLATE FOXHUNT USD 900 - 1,400

Fine KPM porcelain dinner plate from Hermann Goering's personal hunting table service. White glazed porcelain with gilt rim and
colcothar decoration of a foxhunt titled in German 'Fuchsjagd.' The rim is decorated with Goering's coat of arms. The plate is marked
underneath with KPM's maker mark and numbered 6/74#. Diameter is 9.75 inches. Very good.

360: HERMANN GORING STATIONERY (2) USD 100 - 200

Two pieces of stationery that belonged to Hermann Goring (1893 - 1946), Reichsmarschall and Commander of the Luftwaffe, Hitler's
designated successor, and war criminal. Committed suicide the night before his execution. Two unused sheets of Goring's printed
stationery featuring the black printed heading 'Der Reichsmarschall des Grossdeutschen Reiches - Beauftragter fur den
Vierjahresplan' in the upper left corner and his address at Leipziger Strasse, Berlin, and telephone number in the upper right corner.
One sheet is 8.25 x 11.75 inches, the smaller sheet is 5.75 x 8.25 inches.

361: THE OLYMPIC GAMES IN PARIS 1924 USD 100 - 200

German publication: Die Olympischen Spiele Paris 1924 (The Olympic Games Paris 1924), Julius Wagner Publishing House, Zurich.
Report about the Olympic Games held in France in 1924, with over 300 illustrations based on the original photographs. 121 pages,
hardcover, 9.25 x 12.25 inch, text in German.

362: 1926 GERMAN POSTER WINTERKAMPFSPIELE SCHWARZWALD USD 200 - 400

1926 German poster 'Deutscher Reichsauschuss fur Leibesubungen' for the '1926 Winterkampfspiele im Schwarzwald Triberg -
Titisee' (1926 Winter Combat Games Black Forest). Offsetdruck by C.A.Wagner, Freiburg im Breisgau. Artist unknown. Folds, two
small splits at folds and small loss in the center fold, 1-inch split at upper right and upper left quadrant (cheekbone), slight ragged
edges at top, else good for such a rare poster. 17 x 25 inches.17 x 27.75 inches.

363: FESTKARTE 15. DEUTSCHES TURNFEST STUTTGART 1933 USD 40 - 50

Festkarte 15. Deutsches Turnfest in Stuttgart 22.-30. Juli 1933. Ticket for the 15th German Gymnastics Tournament in Stuttgart
1933. Ticket number 169603 issued to Ernst Beuttemueller member of the sport club Bretten, Gau Oberer-Kraich in Baden. Design
by Gumbart. Embossed on the bottom right corner. 4 x 6 inches

364: 1936 OLYMPIC COMMEMORATIVE SOUVENIR TORCH USD 600 - 1,000

Official souvenir torch manufactured for the 1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin, Germany, famous for its revival of the torch relay as
well as American Athlete Jessie Owen's triumphant record-breaking victories. The torch has a bronze-colored finish, the torch handle
is embossed with a German eagle clutching the five Olympic rings, with text below reading 'Fackel Staffe Lauf Olympia - Berlin
1936,' and a map showing the route of the relay from Olympia, Greece, to Berlin, marked with the names of major cities. The base of
the torch is marked 'D.R.G.M. 1370664' and with the maker 'Lindner & Maak Dresden N.15.' Showing a welding seam on the
underside of the top wax guard. Loss and scratches to patina, 6.5 x 3.5 inches, with a 2-inch base. A nice copy of the larger original
torch.
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365: 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES BERLIN SILVER MEDAL USD 100 - 180

Commemorative silver medal, 37mm, for the 1936 German Summer Olympics in Berlin. The obverse shows the goddess Athena in
the center surrounded by the word 'In honor of the fatherland for the glory of the sport' (Zur Ehre Des Vaterlandes Zum Ruhme Des
Sports). The reverse shows the Olympic bell with the German eagle and the five Olympic rings, the outer edge is inscribed
'Olympische Spiele Berlin MCMXXXVI' with a small swastika at the bottom center.

366: 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES BERLIN BRONZE MEDAL USD 100 - 160

Commemorative bronze medal, 37mm, for the 1936 German Summer Olympics in Berlin. The obverse shows the goddess Athena in
the center surrounded by the word 'In honor of the fatherland for the glory of the sport' (Zur Ehre Des Vaterlandes Zum Ruhme Des
Sports). The reverse shows the Olympic bell with the German eagle and the five Olympic rings, the outer edge is inscribed
'Olympische Spiele Berlin MCMXXXVI' with a small swastika at the bottom center.

367: 1936 BERLIN OLYMPICS FILMMAKER BADGES (3) USD 120 - 180

Lot of three 1936 Berlin Summer Olympics 'Filmabteilung' filmmaker badges. The obverse reads 'XI. Olympiade Berlin 1936
Filmabteilung', picturing the Brandenburg Gate with the word 'Berlin' above the Olympic rings. The reverse is marked 'Rob. Neff
Berlin W57' with a safety pin back. One-piece vaulted nickel construction with enameled rings in either blue, green, or red. Measuring
1.5 inches in diameter. Sold as-is.

368: 1936 OLYMPICS BERLIN DEUTSCHES HAUS TRAY USD 200 - 300

1936 Summer Olympics oval serving tray from the 'Deutsches Haus'. The obverse of the tray is engraved 'Olympiade 1936 Berlin
Deutsches Haus' with the five Olympic rings in the center and flanked by small swastikas on either side. The oval German Silver tray
is maker marked 'Original Wellner Aug. Wellner Soehne A.G.' and 'Worringer Koeln'. 8.75 x 12.75 inches.

369: 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES PENNANTS (3) USD 120 - 300

Lot of three original 1936 Olympic Games pennants on a string. The center pennant displays the flags of all the nations participating
in the event and has a panel in the middle featuring the Olympic flag with rings and the following words: 'XI. OLYMPIADE 1936
BERLIN'. 7 x 11.5 in., two-sided cotton pennant. On both sides of this pennant are two triangular white cotton pennants featuring the
Olympic rings, ea. 6 x 12 inches.

370: OLYMPIA 1936 PRESENTATION BOOKS 2 VOLS. (2) USD 80 - 160

OLYMPIA 1936 SPORT IN A NAZI STATE 2 VOLS. (2)Olympia 1936 - And Sport in the National Socialist State - Two volumes
(Olympia 1936 Und Die Leibesubungen im Nationalsozialistischen Staat - Zwei Bande). Published by Friedrich Mildner, 1934,
Buchvertrieb Olympiade 1936 GmbH, Meyersche Hofdruckerei, Detmold. Each book features a gilt Olympic bell on the cover and is
bound in cream-colored linen and blue leather spine and corners, illustrated throughout. Some minor soiling to cover, bumped
corners, minor scuffs of leather, age-related foxing.Volume I: 376 pages, 9 x 12.5 inches.Volume II: 520 pages, 9 x 12.5
inches.(Note: Shipping weight is over 12 lbs)

371: RICHARD WAGNER FESTIVAL PROGRAMS 1936 OLYMPICS (3) USD 240 - 400

RICHARD WAGNER FESTIVAL PROGRAMS 1936 OLYMPICS (3)Impressive programs for the Richard Wagner Festival at the
German Opera House, Berlin, on the occasion of the Olympic Games in Berlin, August 1 - August 16, 1936. Softcover, 24 pages, 9.5
x 8.25 in., cover embossed with a gold-colored German Reichsadler and Swastika, the Olympic Rings, and 'Deutsches Opernhaus
Berlin', with gold-colored cord. Text is in German, English, French, and Italian. Foreword by Minister of Propaganda Joseph
Goebbels and a full-page portrait of Adolf Hitler 'Unser Fuhrer'. Preamble 'The Olympic Sport and the Arts', double-page color
illustration of the grand curtain 'Triumph of Opera' at the German Opera House. Followed by introductions to Wagner's plays
performed during the festival: Tannhauser, Lohengrin, The Mastersingers of Nuremberg; The Ring of the Nibelung: The Rhinegold,
The Valkyrie, Siegfried, and Twilight of the Gods.Included here are two programs:1) Das Rheingold (The Rhinegold), on the evening
before 'Der Ring des Nibelungen', Monday, 10. August 1936.2) Gotterdammerung (Twilight of the Gods), the third day of the Ring
Cycle, Sunday, 16. August 1936, the last day of the 1936 Olympic Games.
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372: DEUTSCHLAND EXHIBIT 1936 OLYMPICS BERLIN (2) USD 100 - 200

Two books, an official guide, and an official tour, to the exhibition Deutschland (Germany) that took place in Berlin from 18. July
through 16. August 1936, and was designed to showcase the achievements of Nazi Germany to visitors and participating countries
of the Olympic games. Both books feature on their front covers the grand imperial eagle head design by Kurt Schmid-Ehmen, who
originally created this symbol of the NS national emblem. The official guide, 166 pages plus 36 pages of an index of goods, features
full-page black-and-white photos of Adolf Hitler, Joseph Goebbels, and features snapshots of each German Gau. The official tour
booklet has 22 pages and includes the exhibition's layout. Each publication is approx. 8 x 8 inches, written in German. Slight wear on
the cover, else very good.

373: 1936 OLYMPICS TELEGRAM AND SOUVENIR GUIDE (2) USD 60 - 120

Unused gift telegram cover decorated with artwork of the 1936 Olympic Games held in Germany. A canceled special postal stamp
commemorating the Olympic games is affixed to the cover. The stamp is canceled 15. February 1936 'Garmisch-Partenkirchen IV.
Olympische Winterspiele.' WITH: Souvenir guide for 1936 Winter Olympics town Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Bavaria, featuring
black-and-white photos of the Alps, town streets, and people swimming in the Kainzensee. Two pieces.

374: 1936 BERLIN OLYMPICS ADVERTISEMENTS USD 100 - 160

Lot of three (3) advertising giveaways from the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, Germany. Includes two advertisement cards with
turn-wheels featuring Olympic Games information. One promotes the German beer Botzow, while the other advertises Agfa film.
With: one silk bookmark featuring the Brandenburg Gate, Olympic rings symbol, and the name of the business donor Berliner
Buerger-Brau beer. Three pieces.

375: 1936 BERLIN OLYMPICS EPHEMERA (6) USD 60 - 120

Lot of six items related to the 1936 Olympic Games held in Berlin. It includes an ID pass issued on July 28, 1936, to Frida Roth, a
member of the 'Olympic Youth' working at the event. One Olympic Committee embossed seal. A pocket booklet titled 'Olympia ABC'
featuring names and records of the best-performing athletes, male and female, worldwide, in Germany, and in the Olympics for the
swimming and various field and track competitions. One fold-out advertisement for the photo-card album 'German Sport' ('Deutscher
Sport'). One advertisement card for a chain of stores called 'Butter u. Kaffee' featuring the flags of the nations participating in the
Olympics, and one black and white photo-print depicting the first day of the Olympic rowing competition, 7 x 9 inches.

376: 1936 BERLIN OLYMPICS GROUPING (7) USD 80 - 120

Lot of five post-WWII publications exploring the Olympic Games of 1936 in Berlin. It includes 'THE NAZI OLYMPICS' by Susan D.
Bachrach, 2000, featuring color posters, postcards, and a brochure expanding on the politics and effects of the 1936 Olympics
including the later deaths of the Jewish participants. 'THE GAMES OF 36' by S. Cohen, 1996, softcover, large format, pictorial,
featuring an expanded view of the participants. 'DAS BERLINER OLYMPIA STADION' by T. Schmidt, 1993. Reproduction 33 x 23
classic poster advertising the 'XI. OLYMPIADE BERLIN - 1936', a film by Leni Riefenstahl. And a color map of the Olympic grounds,
'LAGERPLAN DER OLYMPISCHEN KAMPSTATTEN BERLIN 1936', 11.75 x 32.5 inches. Two more minor brochures, seven pieces
in total.

377: 1936 BERLIN OLYMPICS POSTCARDS (9) USD 80 - 160

Lot of nine 1936 Berlin Olympics postcards. It includes three 3-D color cards featuring different views of the Imperial Sports Field
(Reichssportfeld), with the viewing glasses. Three cards featuring black and white drawings of three Olympic sports: golf, cycling,
and boxing. And three Greek postcards with postal and cancellation stamps.
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378: 1936 INTERNATIONAL DANCE COMPETITION BERLIN OLYMPICS USD 80 - 120

Lot of eight (8) items related to the international dance competition 'Internationale Tanzwettspiele Anlasslich der 11. Olymiade Berlin
1936' held during the 1936 Berlin Summer Olympic Games. Includes a photo-illustrated program with performances by 34
international groups/ soloists who competed on the occasion of the Olympic Games in Berlin, two black-and-white photos of a
German modern dance group, 7 x 9.25 inches, and five different programs of international dance competitions.

379: 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES BROCHURES AND MAP (4) USD 100 - 200

Lot of three booklets containing daily schedules for the 11th Olympic Games held in Berlin in 1936 and a fold-out poster promoting
the Reich Exhibition Deutschland that took place from July 18th through August 16, 1936. The informational booklets are dated
August 1st, 6th, and 14th. Besides detailed schedules, they contain names and records of the players and brief information about
each sport type. The poster is written in three languages, French, English, and Spanish. It conveys information about an exhibition
that was 'intended to provide the hundreds of thousands of foreign visitors with a comprehensive idea of ... present-day Germany'. It
features a map of Berlin's public transportation and a black and white collage of German scenery including the Cologne Cathedral,
the Alps, an industrial plant, and bare-chested German workers carrying shovels. Four pieces

380: 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES GERMAN POSTAL STAMPS (8) USD 40 - 80

Set of eight special stamps depicting various sport arts of the Third Reich and commemorating the 1936 Summer Olympics, officially
known as the Games of the XI Olympiad, in Berlin. Each stamp bears a cancellation stamp dated August 1st, 1936, i.e. the day of
opening the games.

381: 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES GERMAN POSTAL STAMPS (8) USD 40 - 80

Set of eight special stamps depicting various sport arts of the Third Reich and commemorating the 1936 Summer Olympics, officially
known as the Games of the XI Olympiad, in Berlin. Each stamp bears a cancellation stamp dated August 16, 1936, i.e. the last day
of the games when the closing parade took place. Minor tear on the upper left. Very good.

382: 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES GERMAN POSTAL STAMPS (8) USD 40 - 80

Set of eight special stamps depicting various sport arts of the Third Reich and commemorating the 1936 Summer Olympics, officially
known as the Games of the XI Olympiad, in Berlin. Each stamp bears a cancellation stamp dated August 14, 1936, Kiel. The Firth of
Kiel was the venue where the Yachting/ Sailing competition took place. Mailing fold, minor wear on the edges, tear alongside the
mailing fold.

383: JESSE OWENS 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES TICKETS (6) USD 120 - 360

JESSE OWENS 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES TICKETS (6)Six tickets to the 1936 Olympic Summer Games in Berlin. Includes two rare
tickets for the track and field competitions held at the Olympia Stadium, for 3. August, the day Jesse Owens won the first gold medal
in the 100-meter dash, and a participant ticket for 5. August, the day when Owens won the gold medal in the 200-meter sprint. The
ticket for August 3 is mounted on a piece of cardboard.WITH: One honorary ticket for the grand opening ceremonies on 1. August
and one honorary ticket for the large evening festival 'Olympic Youth' in the Olympia Stadium on 1. August; and one ticket for the
track and field competitions held on 6. August.Plus one ticket for the 'DEUTSCHLAND Exhibition Berlin 1936' on 18. July through 16.
August, a trade and cultural fair held alongside the Olympic Games. Six pieces, very good.
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384: 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES TICKETS & PROGRAMS (9) USD 120 - 240

1936 OLYMPIC GAMES TICKETS & PROGRAMS (9)Seven rare tickets to the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin. Includes one ticket
for the wrestling event at the Deutschlandhalle on 9. August; one ticket for the gymnastics competition at the 'Dietrich Eckhart Open
Air Theater' (now Waldbuhne) on 11. August; one ticket for the swimming competition on 11. August; one ticket for the rowing
competition on 1. August; one ticket for the Handball competition on 14. August at the Olympia stadium; one ticket for the men's
individual road race cycling event over 100 km. The race was on a course that covered 100 kilometers, starting and finishing at the
North Curve of the Avus motor racing circuit.The final ticket and event program is for a rather bizarre event, The 'Frankenburger
Wurfelspiel' (Frankenburg Dice Game), a Thingspiel (a Nazi-era multi-disciplinary open-air drama) by Eberhard Wolfgang Moller
based on the historical event of the same name in Frankenburg am Hausruck, Upper Austria. It received its premiere in Berlin in
association with the 1936 Summer Olympics and the inauguration of the Dietrich-Eckart-Buhne, the Berlin Thingstatte which is now
the Waldbuhne (Forest Stage), and was the most successful Thingspiel. The last item is a program for the musical drama 'Herakles'
by Georg Friedrich Handel performed at the Dietrich-Eckart stage during the Olympics. Nine pieces.

385: 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES TICKETS BASEBALL, SOCCER (7) USD 120 - 240

Seven rare tickets to the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin. Includes one ticket for the Baseball Exhibition Games on 12. August; one
ticket to the soccer game for the bronze medal on 13. August when Norway beat Poland 3:2. One ticket for the large evening festival
'Olympic Youth' in the Olympia Stadium on 1. August; one ticket for the great military concert in the evening on 13. August; one ticket
for the equestrian 'Prix Des Nations' and closing ceremony held on 16. August at the Olympic Stadium; one 'Zusatz-Karte', an
additional or replacement ticket valid for any date.Plus one ticket for the 'DEUTSCHLAND Exhibition Berlin 1936' on 18. July through
16. August, a trade and cultural fair held alongside the Olympic Games. Seven pieces, very good.

386: 1936 SWEDISH OLYMPIC GAMES REPORT IN PHOTOS USD 80 - 160

1936 Presentation copy of the Swedish National Committee report titled 'Svenska Gymnasternas Olympiafard' ('Swedish Gymnasts'
Olympic Journey'), Swedish Gymnastic Association, Stockholm, 1936, heavily illustrated, a multitude of black and white photos of the
Olympic Games held in Berlin in 1936, with a special emphasis on the organization and training of the Swedish gymnastics team.
Yearbook format with a hardcover, 58 pages, 9 x 11 inches, hardbound with string.

387: AMERICAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE REPORT 1936 BERLIN USD 100 - 200

An official American Olympic Committee report on the participation of the United States in the 1936 Winter and Summer Olympic
Games held in Germany. The volume contains multiple black and white photos of the American Olympic Committee, athletes,
coaches, and venues. Hardcover, 492 pages, 8 x 11 in, edited by Frederick W. Rubien, published by the American Olympic
Committee, New York. The book contains a large four-page foldout panoramic photograph of the opening ceremonies in Berlin,
many photographs throughout. Some spotting to the cover and the book spine..

388: GERMAN 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES CIGARETTE CARD ALBUMS (3) USD 160 - 240

Lot of three German Olympic Games cigarette card albums, includes three complete albums: Olympia 1936 Winter Games and
Olympia 1936 Summer Games, both with the original wrapper, and the 1932 Olympic Games Los Angeles.

389: 1939 DAY OF GERMAN ART PARADE TICKET USD 100 - 200

A ticket to the Day of the German Art parade ('Tag der Deutschen Kunst Festzug') issued for Sunday, July 16, 1939. This event
complemented the Great German Art Exhibition inside the German Art House in Munich and celebrated '2000 years of Germanic
culture', which meant to stand in stark contrast to the Degenerate art. On the day of the parade, luxuriously draped floats, including a
5 meter tall golden Nazi Reichsadler, and thousands of actors in historical costumes paraded down PrinzregentenstraÃŸe in the
presence of Adolf Hitler, Hermann Goering, Joseph Goebbels, Heinrich Himmler, Reinhard Heydrich, and many other high-ranking
Nazis. The ticket features an original signature of its holder in blue pencil and shows a map of the event with marked entrances on
the backside, also pictured is the Feldherrnhalle., 6 x 4 inches, fold in the center. Very good
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390: ABADIE SOLDATEN BILDERBOGEN (2) USD 40 - 60

Two sheets of German Abadie Soldaten-Bilderbogen (cutout sheets). The sheet shows German soldiers with a 30 cm mortar, two
mine throwers, an M.G. unit, and one sheet with three Dragoners. Each sheet is 6 x 8 inches. Printed on the front, the reverse is
blank.

391: DEUTSCHLAND ERWACHT PROPAGANDA PHOTO ALBUM USD 100 - 200

WWII German propaganda photo album DEUTSCHLAND ERWACHT (Germany awakens) from 1933, Cigaretten-Bilderdienst,
Hamburg1933, 150 pages, 9.5 x 12.5 inches. Cigarette card album depicting the rise and consolidation of the Nazi regime. The
album is complete with the appropriate cigarette card. The final page of the album consists of a 51-inch long panoramic view of the
1933 Standartenweihe rally at Nuremberg. Small loss to the top cigarette card on page 77 as pictured, else very good.

392: HAKENKREUZ SONG POSTCARD USD 40 - 80

German propaganda postcard 'Das Hakenkreuz' (Hakenkreuzlied) with the printed lyrics for the song written in 1923 by Dr. Ottokar
Kernstock (1848 - 1928). Affixed to the card is a stamp 'Deutschland Erwache' with the NSDAP swastika flag. The song was
originally written for a local Orstgruppe of the Austrian DNSAP. Printed by Verlag for National Propaganda, Munich, 3.5 x 5.5 inches,
1/4-inch tear at left edge. Very good.

393: BEER HALL PUTSCH ETERNAL JEW CANCELLED POSTCARD USD 140 - 200

Rare Hoffmann propaganda postcard commemorating the Beer Hall Putsch on November 9, 1923. The front of the card depicts
Jakob Grimminger holding the 'Blutfahne' (Blood Flag) in front of the Feldherrn Halle in Munich. On the reverse, the Hindenburg
stamp is canceled in black ink 'Munchen Hauptstadt Der Bewegung - Der Ewige Jude 8.11.37' advertising the exposition 'Der Ewige
Jude' (The Eternal Jew). The card was mailed to Rev. Mitchell in Wayne, Pennsylvania, with a short note 'Greetings from Germany
I.B.J.', 4.125 x 5.75 in. (10.4 x 14.8 cm). Small ink smudges at the top edge, a very small stamp ink transfer in the upper right
quadrant.

394: HITLER ANTISEMITIC ELECTION PROPAGANDA BOOKLET USD 140 - 240

German propaganda booklet, 'Zwischen gestern und morgen' ('Between Yesterday and Tomorrow'), Verlag August Grubbel, Leipzig,
1933, urging German voters to reject Communism and embrace the NSDAP in the 1933 federal election. The cover of the pamphlet
contrasts the red flag of communism with the swastika, representing a struggle between an ignominious past and a glorious future
for Germany. The contents and illustrations within perpetuate the myth of the 'Stab in the Back' by Jewish bankers, politicians, and
businessmen as the cause of Germany's defeat in the World War, and promise a return to glory with the election of Hitler and others
to the Reichstag. 20 pages, 6.5 X 9.5 inches, small tear on the front cover on the bottom left.

395: UND IHR HABT DOCH GESIEGT 1938 PROPAGANDA POSTCARD USD 100 - 200

Rare 1933 propaganda postcard 'Und Ihr Habt Doch Gesiegt!', unused, stamped Vienna 1.IV.33 'Am 10. April Dem Fuhrer Dein Ja!'
stamped over an Austrian 1 Groschen stamp, with an advertising stamp 'Ein Volk Ein Reich Ein Fuhrer 10 April 1938' with a stamp
'Ein Volk Ein Reich Ein Fuhrer Wien April 1938' for the referendum on the Anschluss with Germany, cover art by Gustav Goetschel,
Fuerth, postcard 4.125 x 5.75 inches (10.6 x 14.8 cm).
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396: BATTLE OF STALINGRAD POSTCARD USD 200 - 300

Commemorative postcard with the legendary oath hand 'Schwurhand' (the hand gesture that is used in Germanic Europe and
neighboring countries, when swearing an oath in office or in swearing-in) with the words 'Fuhrer Befiehl Wir Folgen', a Nazi flag, and
an image of the ruins of Stalingrad, on the reverse the card is dedicated to 'The Heroes of Stalingrad 31 January 1944', 4 x 6 inches,
printed by Otto Drewitz, Berlin. Moderate soiling, minor scuff at the lower right, else very good.

397: EASTERN FRONT PROPAGANDA POSTER SS GRENADIERS USD 120 - 240

German propaganda poster titled 'Unerschuetterliche Ostfront!' ('The Unwavering Eastern Front!'). It features six black and white
photos of SS Grenadiers and Army soldiers fighting on the Eastern front and a call for action by Goebbels, 'It is up to us now to
contribute the last and indispensable every day, namely courage, bravery of heart, upright disposition and deep German faith'. Each
photo has a brief explanation under it, e.g. 'Expecting the Bolshevik attack' or 'SS-Grenadiers in the counterattack'. Printed in 1943,
15 3/4 x 22 in., folds, minor tear on the left fold. It is part of the 'Parole der Woche' publication, Folge 23, 23. August - 5. September
1943.

398: HITLER PROPAGANDA POSTER FUHRER BEFIEHL USD 200 - 400

Die Parole Der Woche, the official party wall newspaper - NSDAP propaganda poster commemorating the ten-year anniversary of
the day when Hitler was named the Chancellor of Germany by President Paul von Hindenburg. The poster displays a black and
white drawing: Hitler's portrait in front of the German eagle. At the bottom of the portrait is a laurel branch signifying victory and
honor. In addition, the poster features several lines from the 'Russlandlied' ('Russia Song'): 'Freiheit das Ziel - Sieg das Panier -
Fuehrer befiel - Wir folgen dir' ('Freedom is the goal, Victory the banner, Fuhrer command, we follow you). This song was composed
by Heinrich Anacker, Hans Tieszler, and Hans-Wilhelm Kulenkampf, then revised by Goebbels himself, to be the anthem of
Germany's war of annihilation with Stalin's USSR. As a sticker on the backside indicates, the poster is one of the 'Parole der Woche'
('Slogan of the Week') publications, i.e. a wall newspaper published by the Nazi propaganda department. Printed
'Reichspropagandaleitung H.A. Pro. P I/3 30. Januar - 14. Februar 1943.' 23 x 33 inches, mailing folds, multiple splits at folds, and
paper loss. Still a very rare propaganda poster.

399: HITLER'S BIRTHDAY PARTY IN NEW YORK USD 200 - 300

Printed flyer, an invitation by the 'Friends of the New Germany' to celebrate Adolf Hitler's birthday at the Yorkville Casino in New York
City, on Sunday, 22. April 1934. The flyer also notes the maximum capacity of 5,000 attendees and lists several German businesses
around Yorkville, a mostly German enclave on the Upper East Side in Manhattan, selling advance tickets to the celebration. Printed
on thin onion paper, 8.25 x 11.75 inches.

400: MAIL FOR ADOLF HITLER (2) USD 100 - 160

Two envelopes addressed to Reichskanzler Adolf Hitler and mailed to Hitler in Berlin in 1933, with canceled stamps. One was sent
by a young boy, probably asking for an autograph from the Fuhrer.

401: POSTCARDS SENT TO STALIN (2) USD 60 - 90

(1878 - 1953) Soviet Dictator, General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 1922-53, Premier of the Soviet Union
1941-53. Lot of two Italian postcards showing Stalin sitting at his desk, both cards are addressed to Generalissimo Stalin on his 70th
birthday in 1949. Fine.
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402: MAIL FOR ADOLF HITLER USD 40 - 60

Registered envelope addressed to Herrn Reichskanzler Adolf Hitler in Berlin, canceled on 12.5.1936. 5 x 6 inches.

403: NSDAP HITLER OATH 1939 USD 140 - 200

Attestation issued to Eduard Scholze, Blockobmann (Block Foreman), DAF Engelsberg NSDAP Gau Sudetenland (Czech Republic),
born 5.12.1984 in Kratzau (Chrastava), certifying that he has sworn the oath of allegiance to Adolf Hitler on 20. April 1939
administered by Rudolf Hess, Deputy to the Fuhrer. The Hitler oath is printed on the reverse: 'I swear to Adolf Hitler unfailing loyalty,
absolute obedience to him and the leaders appointed by him.' Printed document, 6 x 8.25 inches, 2 pages, file holes. Very good.

404: GERMAN ANTI-AMERICAN PROPAGANDA LEAFLET USD 40 - 60

German propaganda flyer dated December 29, 1944, this leaflet was found by a crashed V1 rocket near Pfalz, Germany, and
intended for American soldiers in order to beat their morale. The main story claims that the first U.S. Army has been smashed, a
second story state that '274,549 Allies were lost in the first three weeks of November 1944.' 5.75 x 8.25 inches.

405: WWII COUNTER-PROPAGANDA FOR GERMAN TROOPS USD 80 - 160

Three issues 'Mitteilungen fur die Truppe' (Guidance for the Troops) published by the Oberkommando der Wehrmacht, number 363
and 364, September '44 and Number 366, October, 1944, the last issue. These are the original German Armed Forces circulars
'Mitteilungen fur die Truppe' from a period that coincides with the climactic confrontation on the Eastern Front. They illustrate the
presence of a coherent propaganda policy designed to boost troop resilience, these are not the propaganda versions distributed by
the Allies. Every sentence is counter-propaganda, anti-Bolshevist, anti-Semitic, and directed at the soldier. These are
'Durchhalteparolen' appeals to stand firm. Each circular is two pages, approximately 9.5 x 14 inches, one fold. Very good.

406: GERMAN FELDPOST VOLKISCHER BEOBACHTER USD 60 - 100

An unopened issue of the Voelkischer Beobachter Zeitung, Tuesday, 15. February 1944, in the original Feldpost wrapper to be sent
to the 2. Marschkompanie Jaeger-Ersatz Battalion 75 in Donaueschingen.

407: GERMAN FIELD-PRINTED N.S.L.B. FRONT-ZEITUNG (2) USD 100 - 200

Lot of two volumes of 'N.S.L.B. FRONT-ZEITUNG', a field-printed journal and newsletter for soldiers stationed in Lower Austria,
District Hollabrunn. The newsletter is a publication of the N.S.L.B., or the National Socialist Teachers' League (Nationalsozialistische
Lehrer-Bund), that existed from 1929 through 1943 and had the goal of making the Nazi worldview a foundation of all education. The
volumes were printed in August 1941 and January 1942. They include short stories, poems, jokes, and drawings. They also mention
MIA, sick and fallen soldiers as well as awards and promotions. Each volume has an officer's name inscribed in ink on the front page
in the upper right corner. Beautiful cover art depicting German soldiers, legal folio, about 20 pages. Folding marks, slightly worn
edges on each cover. Very good.

408: GERMAN WWII GERMAN OFFICER PORTRAIT PAINTING USD 400 - 500

Large painted portrait of a blond-haired German WWII Nachrichten officer in uniform. The painting is signed at the lower right side
near the shoulder 'G. Loewel.1943.' The large painting is expertly executed on board, approx. 20 x 24 inches and housed in a
gold-colored wood frame 22.75 x 26.5 inches, some loss of plaster. Some minor scuffs to painting.
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409: GERMAN WWII LUFTWAFFE OFFICER PAINTING USD 400 - 600

A large portrait painting of a German Luftwaffe officer in uniform on hardboard, framed in a wood/plaster gilt frame. Painting is 13.25
x 18 inches, overall dimension of the frame is 15.75 x 20.5 inches. Minors scuffs.

410: GERMAN WWII SOLDIER PORTRAIT PAINTING USD 400 - 500

Large painted portrait of a German WWII Wehrmacht soldier in uniform. The painting is signed at the lower right 'HANZL[?].' The
large painting is expertly executed on board, approx. 17.5 x 22 inches and housed in a gold-colored wood and plaster frame 21.5 x
26 inches, some loss of plaster. Some scuffs to painting.

411: BDM LEISTUNGSBUCH & REICHSJUGENDSPORTABZEICHEN USD 120 - 180

BDM Leistungsbuch issued to Marlise Nicolai, born 7.2.1920 from Offenburg, with a picture of her on the inside cover. On page 15 is
listed that she was awarded the Reichsjugendabzeichen Number 29455 on 24.July 1934.With: Reichsjugendsportabzeichen stick
pin, the sport award for boys.

412: THIRD REICH PROPAGANDA BOOKLETS TARGETING HITLER YOUTH USD 100 - 140

Lot of thirteen (13) booklets which belong to the German series 'Die Kolonial-Buecherei' (Colonial Library) with the subtitle,
'Experiences and Adventures of Brave, Daring Germans in Our Colonies, in Distant Lands and on Distant Seas.' The series was
published in 88 editions from 1940 to 1942 by Steiniger-Verlag, Berlin, written by different authors, and financed by the NSDAP for
propaganda purposes. The lot includes booklets number 19 ('The messenger rider from Omaruru. Fate of German farmers during
the Herero uprising in the southwest.'), 23 ('Against gorillas in Cameroon'), 27 ('Gun thunder over the Tanganyika'), 30 ('In the claws
of the leopard men. Fight against a mysterious Negro sect in the Congo.'), 31 ('The diver from Manono), 33 ('In the jungle ruins of
Africa. Experiences of two Germans in Gedi, Kenya. Factual report.), 35 ('Carl Peters in German East'), 36 ('The unknown from
Timbonke. Among the gold panners in New Guinea.'), 39 ('Weather lights on Manga-maloba. Dr. Nachtigal takes possession of
Cameroon for Germany.'), 40 ('Seven against five hundred. The heroic defense of the Namutoni Stronghold'), 45 ('Gunboat 'Eber' off
Samoa. A German seaman experiences the fighting for Apia.'), 50 ('On an elephant hunt in Sudan'), and 51 ('Ride to Swakopmund.
Among farmers and diamond seekers in the southwest.'). Each booklet has 32 pages. File holes, some tape remnants, else good.

413: HITLER YOUTH SHOOTING TARGETS USD 60 - 100

Sheet of twelve shooting targets, probably from the interwar years, each 4.5-inch circular target disk shows an image of either a tank,
ship, or airplane. Printed by Verlag Arthur Forster, Zeitz. The targets would have to be cut out by the shooter. The back of the sheet
features two black stamps, a square with an HJ diamond, and a rectangle with the HJ diamond, RZM in a circle and 'B.No. 42.' The
full sheet is approx. 13.75 x 18 inches, a small 1.25-inch tear at the bottom, bumped edges, bottom shows a few minor tears.

414: DER MERKER 1938 DEUTSCHE JUNGVOLK CALENDAR USD 120 - 180

'Der Merker' (appointment book) youth yearbook of the VDA 1938. The annual calendar was published by the Association for
German cultural relations abroad 'VDA', which still exists today. The lesson plan and owner details are filled in pencil. Of note are the
printed insignias of foreign German youth and social organizations, such as the German Youth South Africa, the American-German
Bund USA, German Turner Bund in Poland, Austrian Donau Club in Sao Paulo, the Volksgemeinschaft flag of Germans in Romania,
German Sportsclub in Santiago de Chile, German Youth of the American-German Volksbund. 238 pp., 4.25 x 6 inches, bound in
cloth. Very good.
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415: HITLER YOUTH BANN 549 LEOBEN EPHEMERA (10) USD 60 - 120

Group of ten announcements for the Hitler Youth Bann 1/549 in Leoben, Austria, some are dated 1941/42. Include calls for
meetings, celebrations, summer service schedule, roll call, special order from the Fuhrer, call for leader meeting. Included is a small
photo of a Hitler Youth boy.

416: WINTERHILFSWERK 1940/41 APPRECIATION DOCUMENT USD 60 - 100

Unusual appreciation document in recognition for double sacrifice 'Anerkennung fur doppeltes Opfer' for the 2.
Kriegs-Winterhilfswerk des Deutschen Volkes 1940/41 with five collectors stamps or coupons, two fields for coupons are missing the
coupons. The sheet bears tack holes in each corner, small split right edge, 8.25 x 11.5 inches.

417: THE WEREWOLF NAZI PROPAGANDA USD 160 - 320

Very rare Nazi-propaganda edition of the German novel Der Wehrwolf (Werewolf or Warwolf) by Hermann Loens (1886-1971) 'Aus
der Bauernchronik Der Wehrwolf von Hermann Lons - Eine Holzschnittfolge von Hans Pape', 1942, Eugen Diederichs Verlag, Jena.
Printed in Fraktur, 44 pages, 5 x 7 inches. This edition features seventeen woodcuts by German artist Hans Pape. Although already
published in 1910, Der Wehrwolf became a bestseller three decades later in Nazi Germany. It was widely used for the purposes of
Nazi propaganda because of its nationalist content. Near the end of the Second World War, young Flakhelfer and children in the
Hitler Youth were encouraged to read the novel to promote guerrilla warfare against the Allies. Signed dedication by Admiralarzt Karl
Eyrich (1886-1971) has been added to the front endpaper 'Happy Holidays wishes the chief doctor Bergen Op Zoom (Netherlands)
war christmas 1943.' A large Wolfsangel adorns the cover.

418: KRIEGSMARINE WARSHIP RECOGNITION GUIDE USD 40 - 60

A first edition warship recognition manual for German sailors covering only German ship types titled 'Was man uber die
Kriegsschiffs-Typen wissen muss' on behalf of the High Command of the Navy by Korvettenkapitan Max Bartsch, Max: Berlin,
Wilhelm-Limpert Verlag, Berlin 1940.64 pages, 6.5 x 9.5 inches, foxing to covers.

419: RESTRICTED WWII RECOGNITION PICTORIAL MANUAL USD 60 - 120

War date US military recognition manual. Navy Department BUAER 3 Restricted. War Department Publication April 1943. Owner
name on the cover 'Lieut. (j.G.) E.A. Kremer'. Condition according to age and use, bound with string, unpaginated, information on
U.S., British, German, Japanese, and Italian aircraft.

420: US WWII ARMORED VEHICLES RECOGNITION GUIDE USD 40 - 80

U.S. war-date recognition manual for armored vehicles. This manual is disbound and missing the cover page, 90 pages plus
dividers, some pages are most likely missing. This manual covers armored vehicles of the U.S., Britain, USSR, Germany, Italy, and
Japan. Condition according to age and use.

421: WWII MILITARY AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION GUIDES (4) USD 100 - 160

Lot of four wartime military aircraft recognition guides, included are three German and one French guide book. Books are used and
marked up, include additional newspaper clippings, covering German, Italian, French, Russian, and American aircraft. Very good.
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422: DEUTSCHES REICH 1942 OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT STAMPS (199) USD 40 - 80

Two sheets of Deutsches Reich 1942 official government stamps. There are 100 stamps on the 8 Pfennig sheet and 99 stamps on
the 3 Pfennig (one stamp has been removed).The paper is not watermarked.

423: WWII ADOLF HITLER STAMPS (200) USD 60 - 100

Two full sheets of Adolf Hitler stamps of 60 and 80 Pfennig, each sheet is 100 stamps.

424: GERMAN HYPERINFLATION REICHSMARK (52) USD 80 - 100

Interesting collection of 52 Reichsmark banknotes in various amounts starting at one (1) Reichsmark and ending with one billion
(German: Milliarde) Reichsmark, and some other notes, all mounted into a notebook. Hyperinflation affected the German
Papiermark, the currency of the Weimar Republic, between 1921 and 1923. It caused considerable internal political instability in the
country, the occupation of the Ruhr by France and Belgium as well as misery for the general populace.

425: RUSSIA UKRAINE PAPER CURRENCY 1919-1942 (47) USD 60 - 120

RUSSIA UKRAINE PAPER CURRENCY 1919-1942 (47)Large lot of 47 pieces of Russian and Ukrainian paper currency.1) 1x 5
Rubles 19252) 1x 1 Ruble 1938 miner3) 1x 5 Rubles 1938 pilot4) 1x 1 Rubles 1937 Lenin5) 17x 25 Rubles 1919 Government
Debenture Obligations6) 24x 50 Rubles 1919 Government Debenture Obligations7) 1x 5 Ukrainian Karbowanez 1942 German
occupation currency8) 1x 10 Ukrainian Karbowanez 1942 German occupation currency

426: WWII SOVIET WAR BOND 500 RUBLES USD 40 - 80

A bond issued by the Soviet government as a part of the Second Government War Loan for the sum of 500 rubles, dated 1943. The
sale of such government bonds to the population and non-state organizations and enterprises was instrumental in raising the
much-needed funds to finance the Soviet war efforts during WWII. In total, 20 billion 843 million rubles were collected through the
Second Government War Loan. Blue ink stains, some tears on the edges. Great graphic of tanks, planes, and soldiers.

427: RUSSIAN FRUNZE NAVAL ACADEMY 1997 GRADUATION ALBUM USD 100 - 200

A 1997 graduation album given to a graduate of the anti-Submarine department at the M.V. Frunze Naval Academy Higher Order of
Lenin Order of Ushakkov. The album contains large color photographs of the graduate, the faculty, photos of graduates, St.
Petersburg, and a Navy parade. 26 pages, with 9.25 x 12 inches color photographs mounted onto board, 10.25 x 14.25 inches
overall, bound in blue faux leather.

428: THIRD REICH TEACHING AID DEFENSELESS GERMANY 1934 USD 160 - 300

German educational propaganda wall chart or 'Wandfries' (mural) used as a school teaching aid in the German schools during the
Third Reich. This poster displays Das Wehrlose Deutschland - Defenseless Germany, a map of Europe with Germany in the center,
colored in brown, showing how the bordering countries are armed and a threat to Germany, especially France, Poland, England, and
Czechoslovakia. Published by Verlag Der Praktische Schulmann Stuttgart, Number 166, with Text in Schulmann Heft 1/1934,
Offsetprint by Fricke & Co, Stuttgart, 25 x 36 inches, bumped edges, with minor tears around the edges, torn lower left corner.
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429: WWI GERMAN KRIEGSANLEIHE POSTER BY LUCIAN BERNHARD USD 400 - 800

German WWI propaganda poster urging the sale of war bonds from 1917 'Zeichne die Kriegsanleihe! Heer und Flotte erwarten es
von Dir' (Sign the war bond! Army and Navy expect it from you) Artist: Atelier Lucian Bernhard (1883 - 1972), printed by Hollerbaum
& Schmidt, Berlin. Mounted on linen, poster printed on two panels, 37.5 x 54 inches.

430: WWII NSDAP PROPAGANDA POSTER RENE AHRLE USD 160 - 380

Rare NSDAP propaganda poster depicting a smiling family with father, mother, and three children embraced by the benevolent and
protective wings of the National Socialist eagle. The text reads: 'The NSDAP secures the national community - national comrades
need advice and help so contact the local Orts group' ('Die NSDAP sichert die Volksgemeinschaft - Volksgenossen braucht Ihr Rat
und Hilfe so wendet Euch an die Ortsgruppe'), 8.25 x 11.75 inches, single sided. The bottom denotes the poster as
'Hausfluranschlag Nr. 7 der Reichspropagandaleitung', a hallway broadside number 7 from the Reichs propaganda directory. The
poster was printed by Schroff Druck, Augsburg. Artwork by Rene Ahrle (1893-1976).

431: WWI U-BOAT PAINTING BY OTTO A. HIRTH USD 400 - 600

(1899 - 1969) German painter, Munich, Germany. A WWI-era painting by Otto Albert Hirth, a U-Boat above the surface to the right of
a big ship, signed and dated 22.IV.15 in the lower right corner. Canvas on a stretcher, signed again at a later date in black ink on the
wood. 19.25 x 24.25 inches.

432: THIRD REICH SKAGERRAK BATTLE TEACHING AID 1933 USD 120 - 240

Third Reich educational propaganda wall chart or 'Wandfries' (mural) used as a school teaching aid in the German schools. This
poster displays Die Seeschlacht am Skagerrat - Battle of the Skagerrak (Battle of Jutland, WWI 1916) illustrated by Claus Bergen.
Published by Verlag Der Praktische Schulmann Stuttgart, Number 157, with Text in Schulmann Heft 5/1933, Offsetprint by Fricke &
Co, Stuttgart, 25 x 36 inches, bumped edges, two large tears at top and right edge which can be mended, smaller tears at edges.

433: STUKA LENINGRAD WINTER 1942 PAINTING USD 500 - 700

Excellent 'front art' painting of a Junkers Ju 87 or Stuka being serviced by three Luftwaffe mechanics on a snowy airfield in front of a
large hangar, in the background five more Stukas are lined up undergoing maintenance and three fighter planes in the sky. The
scene was painted on a simple piece of fabric, something like a bedsheet, and stretched on simple wood strips. The back bears a
blue pencil inscription 'Rusland [sic] vor Leningrad Winter 1942' and possibly the name of the artist/soldier 'Hans Schwagt'. At some
point there were repairs made to a gash in the painting, some soiling of the surface, could use some gentle cleaning, and a small
hole from a framing nail. The painting is 19.5 x 27.5 inches. Very nice.

434: THIRD REICH TEACHING AID GERMAN HISTORY 1937 USD 160 - 300

Rare educational propagandistic wall chart or 'Wandfries' (mural) to be used as a school teaching aid in the German schools during
the Third Reich. This particular poster displays Deutsche Geschichte - German History, a pictorial illustration of conflicts starting with
the crusades in 1096 to the battle at Tannenberg in 1410 to Martin Luther to the German revolutions in 1848, WWI, and ending on
30. January 1933 - The Third Reich, which is illustrated by two rows of marching SA Stormtroopers and the portrait of Adolf Hitler.
Published by Verlag Der Praktische Schulmann Stuttgart, Number 215, with Text in Schulmann Heft 2/1937, Offsetprint by Fricke &
Co, Stuttgart, 25 x 36 inches, bumped edges, with minor tears around the edges.
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435: WOLFGANG WILLRICH ART PRINTS (10) USD 80 - 120

Lot of ten prints of Wolfgang Willrich's art prints. Willrich (1897-1948) was best known for his propaganda art during the time of Nazi
Germany. Nine prints, based on original drawings created between 1935 and 1939, depict portraits of simple German men and
women from various parts of Germany, 7.5 x 10.5 inches each. One print depicts a portrait of Major Helmut Wick, a German flying
ace and commander of Luftwaffe, printed in April 1941, 5.75 x 8.25 inches.

436: WWII GERMAN PROPAGANDA 'ACHTUNG COAL THIEF' USD 100 - 160

A propaganda pamphlet depicting a coal thief ('Kohlenklau') and inscribed with, 'Achtung! Kohlenklau stellt deiner Braut nach!'
('Attention! The coal thief imitates your bride!'). On the inside, the pamphlet cites an example: 'Ohne Kohle Keine Knarre' 'Without
Coal No Gun', illustrates that coal is required for war time production of a soldier's entire equipment. This coal thief figure was
created by Wilhelm Hohnhausen and his advertising agency Arbeitsgemeinschaft Hohnhausen in Stuttgart to convey that an energy
waster is stealing coal from the National community ('Volksgemeinschaft'). The propaganda campaign began in Germany on
December 7, 1942, in order to secure the necessary energy supply for the war machine. The pamphlet contains many illustrations,
trifold, six pages, 5.5 x 7 3/4 in. when folded. Three small tears on the bottom.

437: WWII GERMAN ANTI-SOVIET PROPAGANDA POSTER USD 200 - 400

WWII German anti-Soviet propaganda poster titled 'Images from the War against the Soviets' (Obrazy z valky proti sovetum), in
Czech, featuring large black and white images of the Soviet and German soldiers. Each image is accompanied by a brief message
denouncing the Soviet military. For instance, the document features a photo of a large Soviet tank with a typed message, '13,145
Soviet tanks were destroyed or captured', and an image of captured Soviet soldiers marching in a long line through a field
accompanied by such comments as '895,000 prisoners!', ' This is how the march to Berlin actually looked like.' Foldable poster,
approx. 34 x 24 inches.

438: WWII GERMAN U-BOAT POSTER PICTURES OF THE WEEK USD 100 - 200

German WWII large poster 'U-Boote' from the series 'Pictures of the Week' (Bilder der Woche) Nr. 111 / 28. December 1941.
Propaganda and educational posters for soldiers, issued by the Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht, printed by
Scherl-Bilderdienst, to be hung in the barracks and public spaces. 23.5 x 40 inches. Some splitting at mailing folds and loss at
intersections and chipped edges.

439: WWII GERMAN POSTER VIKING SHIP TO BATTLESHIP USD 60 - 100

German WWII large poster 'From Viking Ship to Battleship' from the series 'Pictures of the Week' (Bilder der Woche) Nr. 77 / 4. Mai
1941, Part I: Time of the Sailing Ship. Propaganda and educational posters for soldiers, published by the Supreme Command of the
Wehrmacht, to be hung in the barracks and public spaces. 23.5 x 40 inches. Mailing folds.

440: WWII ANTI-AXIS PROPAGANDA USD 160 - 320

'Artists for Victory' poster stamps from the 'A for V' National War Poster Competition. Here are the chosen 50 winners from over
2,243 submitted entries. Faithful reproductions of the original posters. Uncut sheet of stamps, 19.5 x 12.5 in., dated 1943. The
illustrations presented here include depictions of German U-boat crews machine-gunning shipwrecked sailors, an American sailor
with a Japanese sword in this back, a soldier standing over a dead woman with a bloody bayonet, emaciated and terrified children, a
dove impaled on a bayonet, and patriotic depictions of American soldiers, planes, factory workers, and agriculture. Commonly-used
slogans accompanying the images include: 'This is the Enemy', 'Slave World or Free World', 'Victory Starts Here', 'Work to Keep
Free', 'Deliver Us From Evil', 'Join the Silence Squad', and the ubiquitous 'Buy More War Bonds and Stamps'. The bottom of each
image lists the title and artist of the piece, and the verso of each stamp bears a short bio of its artist. Iconic American propaganda art
produced during the war. Some separation at perforation. Very good.
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441: WWII UNCLE SAM & MONKEY HITLER POSTER USD 120 - 240

WWII American anti-Hitler propaganda poster 'We've Made A Monkey Out Of You!' poster, 1943, by J.H. King. The poster displays
Uncle Sam as the organ grinder with Adolf Hitler as a chained monkey dancing as the Allied leaders - John Bull, Joseph Stalin, and
Chiang Kai-shek, laugh and toss him coins.15 x 20 inches. Light toning around the edges.

442: WWII POSTER CARE IS COSTLY WAR BONDS USD 100 - 200

American World War II war bonds poster 'Care Is Costly Buy And Hold War Bonds'. Official U.S. Treasury Poster WFD-24-A U.S.
Government Printing Office 1945. 18.5 x 26 inches, folds, else very good.

443: YANK MAGAZINE VICTORY ISSUE 1945 USD 40 - 60

VE issue of YANK magazine, June 1, 1945, Vol. 3, No. 50, 24 pp., 10.5 x 13.75 inches. The cover shows a tiny oval image of a
surrendering German soldier captioned underneath 'Fade-out.' Heavily illustrated with many recognizable black-and-white
photographs of the victorious US Army Forces in Europe. A Japanese soldier is pictured on the back cover captioned 'NEXT TO
GO.'

444: GERMAN POW CHRISTMAS GIFT USD 100 - 160

Christmas gift presented to fellow German POW's at the French camp Depot 135 Clermont-Ferrand, Puy-de-Dome. A portfolio titled
'Der Aufklaerer. Eine Festgabe fuer besinnliche Stunden' ('The Scout - A Gift for Contemplative Hours') featuring artwork and poems
created by German prisoners of war who were imprisoned in France. The introduction, dated Christmas 1946, reads: 'Comrades!
There are hours in which we want to break free from everything that is around us every day. Hours that should be like a mental bath
so that you can go back to work afterward with a clear head and new strength. You can create something valuable in every situation
of your life if you face your fate, even if it seems difficult. In this spirit, prisoners-of-war comrades have tried to provide some joy for
you.' The portfolio contains six drawings and two poems in German written by Wolf von Wachsmann and Walter Augustat. All items
are copied and affixed to heavy watercolor paper plates, 6.25 x 8 inches. Two of the featured drawings are portraying fellow
prisoners while the remaining four depict peaceful scenery. Stains on the cover, paper loss and wear to the cover, plates are in good
condition.

445: CHRISTMAS SHOW AT POW CAMP MICHAUX 1944 USD 80 - 100

Program for a Christmas performance, in German, featuring German camp inmates detained at the Michaux POW Camp in
Cumberland County, Pennsylvania. It was a secret POW camp holding WWII German and Japanese prisoners from 1943 through
1945. The program consists of two parts and includes music, poetry, and a drama performance. Dated 1944, folds, approx. 8 x 10
inches, two large tears, four tape remnants, missing lower right corner.

446: US AIR FORCE NAVIGATOR TRAINING PATCHES USD 40 - 50

Compilation of USAF Navigator Training Insignia compiled by Earl H. Jastram 'The Patchman'. Privately published, second printing
August 1983. Compiled for the interest of insignia (patch) collectors and air historians. No page numbers, but probably around 200 -
250 pages +/-. Unique personal research and documentation project.
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447: MILITARY UNIFORM & INSIGNIA POSTERS (5) USD 80 - 180

MILITARY UNIFORM & INSIGNIA POSTERS (5)Lot of five (5) large military uniform and insignia posters including:1) Armed Forces
Insignia, Government Printing Office, 1975, 25 x 38 in.2) NATO Field Uniforms, Defense Intelligence Agency, Jan. 1983, 49 x 39
in.3) Cuba. Uniforms and Insignia, Defense Intelligence Agency, Oct. 1980, 33 x 43 in.4) Warsaw Pact Field Uniforms, Defense
Intelligence Agency, Dec. 1981, 32 x 43 in.5) (U.S.) Armed Forces Decorations and Awards, 26 x 37 in. (seems to have been
cut)Folding creases, very good.

448: ADOLF GALLAND & ERICH HARTMANN (2) USD 60 - 120

ADOLF GALLAND & ERICH HARTMANN (2)Lot of two books in English about Adolf Galand and Erich Hartmann1) German Fighter
Ace Erich Hartmann: The Life Story of the World’s Highest Scoring Ace, Schiffer, 1992.2) Fighter General. The Life of Adolf Galland.
The Official Biography, Schiffer, 1999.Both books are in English.

449: AIRCRAFT OF THE LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER ACES (2) USD 40 - 80

AIRCRAFT OF THE LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER ACES (2)Lot of two books in English about Aircraft of the Luftwaffe Fighter Aces.1)
AIRCRAFT OF THE LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER ACES VOL. 1, Schiffer Publishing,1995.2) AIRCRAFT OF THE LUFTWAFFE
FIGHTER ACES VOL. 2, Schiffer Publishing, 2004.

450: AIREVIEWS GERMAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT IN WWII USD 40 - 80

Aireview's German Military Aircraft in the Second World War, compiled by the Staff of 'Aireview' Edited by Eiichchiro Sekiwaga,
published by Kantosha Co. Ltd. Tokyo, Japan, 1958-1960. A unique two-volume set, hardbound books in red cloth. Includes the
original published book in Japanese, illustrated with many black-and-white photographs and diagrams, with a foreword in German by
Gunter Poser, Military Attache at the German Embassy in Tokyo, 258 pages. The second volume is the English translation of volume
1, 160 pages, each 8 3/8 x 6 1/8 inches in the original slipcase.

451: AMERICAN MILITARY INSIGNIA & PATCHES (2) USD 20 - 40

Lot of two books of military insignia and patches:1) Shoulder Sleeve Insignia of the U.S Armed Forces 1941 -1945, Richard W Smith,
1981.2) U.S Military Shoulder Patches of the United States Armed Forces, M.N.C Press, 1981, minor mold damage on end
pages.Both books are in English.

452: AMERICAN MILITARY INSIGNIA (11) USD 40 - 80

AMERICAN MILITARY INSIGNIA (11)Eleven publications about American military insignia:1) U.S. Army shoulder sleeve insignia of
the Vietnam War, United States of America, 1968.2) Vietnam U.S. Army combat unit insignia, Cecil B Smyth Jr, 1983.3) Weapons
warfare quarterly, United States of America, 1982.4) Medal insignias of the Rokaf, Colonel Charles R Piver, 1982.5) Orders
decorations medals, Bod Heller Inc, 1986.6) Dust off Army Aeromedical evacuation in Vietnam, CMH, 1982.7) UH-1 Huey - Modern
Military Aircraft series, Squadron/Signal Publications, 1983.8) U.S. Military Shoulder Patches of the United States Armed Forces,
Military Collectors News Press, 1975.9) U.S. Navy Rating Badges, John Stacey, 1982.10) Air Force Collecting, M.N.C Press,
1982.11) The concise lineages of the Canadian Army 1855, Charles H Stewart, 1982.
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453: BEYOND PEARL HARBOR BY RON WERNETH USD 40 - 60

Beyond Pearl Harbor - The Untold Stories of Japan's Naval Airmen, Ron Werneth, Schiffer Military History, 2008, 288 pages.This
book is in English.

454: CHURCHIILL DIE WELTKRISE 1911-1918 (2) USD 40 - 60

German publication, written in German, Winston S. Churchill: Die Weltkrise 1911-1918 (The World Crises 1911-1918), Volume I & II,
1947, Verlag Amstutz, Herdeg & Co, Zurich.

455: DORA KURFURST UND ROTE 13 IN GERMAN (4) USD 40 - 120

DORA KURFURST UND ROTE 13 IN GERMAN (4)Lot of four books written in German by Karl Ries Jr. about Dora Kurfurst und rote
13, Band 1 - 4, Verlag Dieter Hoffmann:1) Dora Kurfurst und rote 13 Vol.1, 1964.2) Dora Kurfurst und rote 13 Vol.2, 1964.3) Dora
Kurfurst und rote 13 Vol.3, 1966.4) Dora Kurfurst und rote13 Vol.4, 1969.

456: GERMAN MISC MILITARY BOOKS (2) USD 40 - 80

GERMAN MISC MILITARY BOOKS (2)Two books in English related to the German military:1) German Raiders of World War II,
August Karl Muggenthaler, Prentice-Hall, 1977.2) German Handguns - The Complete Book of the Pistols and Revolvers of Germany,
1869 to the Present, Ivan Hogg, Greenhill Books, 2001.

457: FOCKE-WULF FW190 BOOKS (4) USD 80 - 140

FOCKE-WULF FW190 BOOKS (4)Lot of four books in English about the Focke-Wulf 190:1) Focke-Wulf FW 190 'Long Nose': An
Illustrated History of the FW 190 D, Dietmar Hermann, Schiffer, 2003.2) Focke-Wulf FW 190A: An Illustrated History of the
Luftwaffe's Legendary Fighter Aircraft, Dietmar Hermann, Schiffer, 2003.3) The Focke Wulf 190 A famous German Fighter, Heinz
Nowarra, Harleyford Kings Langley, 1973.4) Focke-Wulf FW190 Described, Geoffrey Pentland & Anthony Shennan Kookaburra
Technical Pub., 1966.

458: GERMAN AIRCRAFT OF WWII (8) USD 80 - 160

GERMAN AIRCRAFT OF WWII (8)Lot of eight books of German aircrafts of WWII:1) Blohm & Voss BV 222, Schiffer, 19972)
Fieseler FI 156, Schiffer, 19973) Arado AR 232. The Luftwaffe Combat Zone Transport Aircraft in World War II, Schiffer, 20024)
Messerschmitt Aces, TAB / Aero Books, 19895) Junkers JU 290, Ju 390 Etc; Schiffer, 19976) Heinkel HE 219 Uhu, Schiffer, 19967)
Blohm & Voss BV 138, Schiffer, 19978) Junkers JU 87 Stuka Vol. 2, Schiffer, 1996

459: WWII GERMAN LUFTWAFFE & PARATROOPER BOOKS (5) USD 80 - 100

Lot of five books about the Luftwaffe, the German Air Force, published between 1936 and 1941, in German. It includes
'VOLLTREFFER!' ('Direct Hit!') by Hermann Kohl, Ensslin and Laiblin, 1940, with multiple black-and-white photos of the Luftwaffe
members, paratroopers, Hitler. WITH: 'FALLSCHIRMJAEGER HIER UND DA' ('Paratroopers Here And There') by Walter Gericke,
Schuetzen, Berlin, 1941. The book contains 74 black and white photographs related to the German WWII paratrooper branch. WITH:
'WIR SUCHEN DEN FEIND. KAMPF DER AUFKLAERER IM WESTEN' ('We are Looking for the Enemy. The Battle of the
Reconnaissance Aircraft in the West') by Heinz Pape, Publishing House C. Bertelsmann Guetersloh, 1941. WITH: 'FLIEGER AM
FEIND. EINUNDSIEBZIG DEUTSCHE LUFTFAHRER ERZAEHLEN' (Airmen at the Enemy. German Pilots Tell Their Stories') by
Werner v. Langsdorff, Publishing House C. Bertelsmann Guetersloh, 1940, the first edition. The book contains the stories of WWI
major German aces, with numerous photographs. It conveys the German perspective. WITH: 'DAS WUNDER DES FLIEGENS. EIN
BUCH VOM FLIEGEN UND FLUGZEUGEN' (The Book of Flying. A Book about Flying and Airplanes.') by Franz Ludwig Neher, Kurt
Pechtein Publishing House, Munich, 1936. Spine partially detached. As-is.
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460: GERMAN LUFTWAFFE AIRCRAFT JAPANESE MODEL ART (3) USD 80 - 120

GERMAN LUFTWAFFE AIRCRAFT JAPANESE MODEL ART (3)Lot of three Japanese books about Luftwaffe aircraft:1) Focke-Wulf
FW 190 A/F/G, No. 316, Model Art Pub.2) Camouflage & Markings of the Luftwaffe Aircraft Vol I Day Fighters, Model Art Pub.3)
Messerschmitt BF 109 B/K Augsburg Eagle, No.290, Model Art Pub.Written in Japanese, heavily illustrated, color charts, foldout
maps, very good.

461: GERMAN WWII FIGHTER PLANES (14) USD 140 - 200

GERMAN WWII FIGHTER PLANES (14)Lot of fourteen books in German, French, and English, about German aircraft in WWII.1)
Die Auszeichnungen Des Hauptmanns Struening, Joerg-M. Hormann, Verlag Bodo Gutzeit, 1985, 24 pages, in German. Excellent
compilation of the awards for Luftwaffe Flugzeugfuhrer Heinz Struening, 528th Oak Leaves recipient. (German)2) Flying Wings of the
Horten Brothers, Schiffer,19953) Messerschmitt Me 262, MBI Pub.,19954) Aircraft No. 6 Heinkel HE 111 in Action, Squadron Signal
Pub.,19735) Messerschmitt Me 321 323 Giants of the Luftwaffe, Schiffer, 19946) Aerodata International No. 9 Junkers JU 88A,
Visual Art Press,19797) Heinkel He 115 Torpedo Reconnaissance Mine Layer Seaplane of the Luftwaffe, Schiffer, 19948) German
Fighters of World War II, Squadron Signal Pub.,19799) Focke-Wulf Fw 190, Podzun Pallas Verlag, 1985 (German)10) Messerschmitt
BF 110 Zerstorer in Action, Squadron Signal Pub., 197611) Deutscher Aerokurier, 1968 (German)12) Me 262 Das
Vielzweckflugzeug, Podzun Pallas Verlag, 1984 (German)13) La Luftwaffe en France 2. Normandie 1944, Jean-Bernard Frappe,
39/45 Guerres Contemporaines Magazine, 1989 (French)14) Heinkel He 112 in Action, Squadron Signal Pub.,1996WITH: Silhouette
model airplane Dive Bomber German Ju 87B, Scale 1:72, Ref No CM-105, 2/22/43, Army Airforces Aircraft Identification Section
Wash. D.C. - According to the assembly instructions there are supposed to be 14 pieces included, we can only account for 13
pieces. Included as-is.

462: GERMAN WWII LUFTWAFFE BOOKS (4) USD 60 - 120

GERMAN WWII LUFTWAFFE BOOKS (4)Lot of four books in English about the German Luftwaffe in WWII:1) Me262 Combat Diary -
The Story of the Me262 in Battle, John Foreman & S.E. Harvey, Air Research Pub., 1990.2) The Diving Eagle - A Ju88 Pilots Diary,
Peter Stahl, Kimber, London, 1984.3) Swastika In The Air - The Struggle and Defeat of the German Air Force, Karl Bartz, Kimber,
London, 1956.4) Six Months To Oblivion - The Eclipse of the Luftwaffe Fighter Force, Werner Gerbig, Hippocrene Books, 1975.

463: GERMAN WWII UNIFORMS & INSIGNIA (3) USD 40 - 60

GERMAN WWII UNIFORMS & INSIGNIA (3)Lot of three books in English about German Third Reich uniforms, badge and insignia:1)
German Army Uniforms and Insignia 1933 - 1945, Arms & Armour, 1983.2) Badges and Insignia of the Third Reich 1933 - 1945,
Blandford, 1983.3) Nazi Decorations and Medals 1933 - 1945, Lenard L. Babin, NY, 1958.

464: HISTORY JAGDGESCHWADERS 77 VOL 1- 2 USD 60 - 120

HISTORY JAGDGESCHWADERS 77 VOL 1- 2Geschichte Des Jagdgeschwaders 77 / History of Jagdgeschwader 771) Geschichte
Des Jagdgeschwaders 77 VOL 1, Published by Jochen Prien, Hamburg, 1992.2) Geschichte Des Jagdgeschwaders 77 VOL 2,
Published by Jochen Prien, Hamburg, 1993.German editions.

465: HISTORY OF THE 15TH BATTALION DE CHAR DE COMBAT USD 80 - 160

Hommes Et Materiels Du 15e BCC Chars B Au Combat, Stephane Bonnaud, Histoire and Collections, 1999.The complete illustrated
history of the 15th 'Battallion de Char de Combat' [Combat Tank Battalion] in unbelievable full color detail - in the same fashion as
the previous books in this series - color profiles, hundreds of graphics, and b/w photos. This book is in French.
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466: HISTORY OF THE U.S. MILITARY (3) USD 40 - 80

HISTORY OF THE U.S. MILITARY (3)Three books in English about the history of the U.S. military regiments by James Sawicki.1)
Field Artillery Battalions of the U.S. Army Vol.1, Centaur Pub., 1977.2) Field Artillery Battalions of the U.S. Army Vol.2, Centaur Pub.,
1978.3) Cavalry Regiments of the. U.S. Army, Wyvern Pub., 1985.

467: ILLUSTRATED COLLECTION OF CHINESE BADGES USD 60 - 100

Rare book 'Illustrated Collection of Badges in the Chinese People's Revolutionary Military Museum' Mandarin Chinese Edition, 1997,
132 pages, softcover, 8.25 x 11.25 inches. Published by Jing Xiao Xin Hua Shu Dian, in dust jacket, Color illustration of
approximately 1179 badges.

468: JAGDGESCHWADER 2 'RICHTHOFEN' PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY USD 60 - 80

Jagdgeschwader 2 'Richthofen' - A Photographic History Hardcover, Holger Nauroth, Schiffer, 2004

469: JAGDGESCHWADER 3 UDET IN WWII BOOKS (2) USD 60 - 120

JAGDGESCHWADER 3 UDET IN WWII BOOKS (2)Lot of two books in English about the Jagdgeschwader 3 Udet in WWII:1)
Jagdgeschwader 3 'Udet' in World War II - Stab and I./JG 3 in Action with the Messerschmitt Bf 109, Jochen Prien & Gerhard
Stemmer, Schiffer Military History Book, 2002.2) Jagdgeschwader 3 'Udet' in World War II - II./JG 3 in Action with the Messerschmitt
Bf 109, Jochen Prien & Gerhard Stemmer, Schiffer Military History Book, 2003.

470: JAGDGESCHWADER 53 VOL 1 1937 - 1942 USD 40 - 80

Jagdgeschwader 53 - A History of the 'Pik As' Geschwader March 1937 - May 1942, Jochen Prien, Schiffer, 1997.This book is in
English.

471: JAGDGESCHWADER 53 VOL 2 1942 - 1944 USD 40 - 80

Jagdgeschwader 53 - A History of the 'Pik As' Geschwader May 1942 - January 1944, Jochen Prien, Schiffer, 1998.This book is in
English.

472: JAGDGESCHWADER 53 VOL 3 1944 - 1945 USD 40 - 80

Jagdgeschwader 53 - A History of the 'Pik As' Geschwader January 1944 - May 1945, Jochen Prien, Schiffer, 1998.This book is in
English.
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473: JAPANESE AERO DETAIL LUFTWAFFE BOOKS (4) USD 200 - 300

JAPANESE AERO DETAIL LUFTWAFFE BOOKS (4)Lot of four softcover Japanese books about the German Luftwaffe:1) Aero
Detail 16 Arado AR234 Blitz, Model Graphix, 1995.2) Aero Detail 21 Messerschmitt BF110, Dai Nippon Kaiga, 1998.3) Aero Detail
18 Heinkel HE111, Dai Nippon Kaiga,1997.4) Aero Detail 20 Junkers Ju 88, Model Graphix / Dainippon Kaiga, 1998.All four books
are written in Japanese.

474: KALASHNIKOV THE ARMS AND THE MAN USD 60 - 140

Kalashnikov - The Arms and the Man, by Edward Clinton Ezell (Author), R. Blake Stevens (Editor), Collector Grade Publications,
2001, 284 pages, approx. 9 x 11 inches. The name of Mikhail Timofeyevich Kalashnikov has become well known the world over
because of the Avtomat Kalashnikova, the eponymous assault rifle which he designed and perfected. Today, Kalashnikov designs
have become the most widely manufactured and best known military small arms in history. Since the introduction of the AK design in
1947, between fifty and seventy million Kalashnikov-type rifles and LMGs have been manufactured, in the Soviet Union and the
Warsaw Pact nations, in the Communist East, and in such 'western' countries as Egypt, Finland, India, Israel, and South Africa. The
original edition of The AK47 Story was published in 1986, and the events of the intervening fifteen years have provided much fresh
new material.

475: KGB ALPHA TEAM TRAINING MANUAL USD 100 - 200

KGB Alpha Team Training Manual - How The Soviets Trained For Personal Combat, Assassination, And Subversion, 314 pages, 5.5
x 8.5 inches, Paladin Press, 1993. A rare glimpse into how Soviet Spetsnaz and KGB units protected and defended their country
from perceived enemies - inside and outside its borders. Includes special sections for Alpha Teams on assassination, sabotage, and
kidnapping.

476: LOT OF 16 MISC BOOKS MILITARIA COLLECTING (16) USD 40 - 80

Lot of 16 miscellaneous books about militaria collecting:Indian Peace Medals by Belden, 1958 reprint; Badges of Law and Order, US
Military Medals and Decorations, Railroad Date Nails, Police Relics, History of Army Nurse Corps, Patches of US ASA MIltary
Intelligence, F-4 Patches Vol I, US Regiments, Insignia of Seafarers, American Military Insignia, US Forces Insignia, Policing the
Central Peace by Irving Kurz, American Medals and Decorations, US MArshall Badges, History of US Insignia. As-is.(Note: Shipping
weight is over 10 lbs.)

477: LUFTWAFFE BOMBER UNITS (3) USD 40 - 80

LUFTWAFFE BOMBER UNITS (3)Three books in English about bomber units of the Luftwaffe:1) KG 200 - The True Story, P.W.
Stahl, Jane's, 1981.2) Kampfgeschwader 'Edelweiss - The History of a German Bomber Unit, 1935-1945, Wolfgang Dierich, 1975.3)
Heinkel He 111 - A Documentary History, Heinz Nowarra, Jane's, 1980.All books are written in English.

478: LUFTWAFFE CHRONICLES JAGDESCHWADER 5 & (2) USD 60 - 90

LUFTWAFFE CHRONICLES JAGDGESCHWADER 5 & (2)Two books in German Jagdgeschwader Luftwaffe Books:1)
Kampfgeschwader 54: Von der JU52 zur ME262: Eine Chronik nach Kriegstagebuchern, Berichten und Dokumenten, 1935-1945,
Siegfried Radtke, Schild, 1990.2) Jagdgeschwader 5 Eismeerjager: Eine Chronik aus Dokumenten u. Berichten 1941-1945, Werner
Girbig, Motorbuch Verlag, 1975.Chronicles from documents and reports. Both books are written in German.
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479: LUFTWAFFE CODES MARKINGS UNITS 1939-1945 USD 40 - 80

Luftwaffe Codes, Markings & Units 1939-1945, a Schiffer Military History Book 1995, by Barry C. Rosh. Hardcover, 448 pages. In
English. This new volume is a handy reference to Luftwaffe units and their coding systems used in World War II.

480: LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER ACES (4) USD 60 - 120

LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER ACES (4)Lot of four books in English about legendary Luftwaffe pilots:1) Aces of the Reich, Arms & Armour,
1990.2) Herman Goring Fighter Ace, Casemate Publishers, 2010.3) Luftwaffe Fighter Aces: The Jagdflieger and Their Combat
Tactics and Techniques, Greenhill Books,1996.4) Luftwaffe Bomber Aces (Luftwaffe at War), Greenhill Books, 2001.All books in
English.

481: LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT - RIKYU WATANABE (3) USD 40 - 80

LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT - RIKYU WATANABE (3)Lot of three oversize books about Luftwaffe fighter aircraft beautifully
illustrated by Rikyu Watanabe.1) Messerschmitt Bf109, Random House Value Pub., 1980.2) STUKA JU87, Crown, 1982.3)
Focke-Wulf FW190, Crown, 1980.All books are in English.

482: LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT IN PROFILE (2) USD 40 - 80

LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT IN PROFILE (2)Lot of two books in English about Luftwaffe Fighter Aircraft in Profile:1)
Luftwaffe Fighter Aircraft In Profile, Sundin & Bergstrom, Schiffer Military History Book, 1997.2) More Luftwaffe Fighter Aircraft In
Profile, Sundin & Bergstrom, Schiffer Military History Book, 2002.

483: LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER PLANES (12) USD 100 - 180

LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER PLANES (12)Lot of twelve books in Polish about the German Luftwaffe:1) Henschel Hs 126, Wydawnictwo
Avia-press, Gdansk, Poland, 19952) Focke-Wulf 200 Condor, Militaria of Warsaw Poland, 19953) No. 039 Do 215, Wydawnictwo
Militaria, 19974) No. 049 He 162 Volksjager, Militaria of Warsaw Poland, 19975) No. 046 He 177 Greif. Warszawa, 19976) Aircraft
Monograph 7 Me 163 Komet, AJ Press, 19977) Monografie Lotnicze 16 Messerschmitt BF 110, AJ Press, 19948) Me 210/410 Mity I
Realia Przemyslu Lotniczeco III Rzeszy, Kangero, Lublin, 19969) Monografie Lotnicze 17 Focke-Wulf FW 190 AFG, AJ Press,
Poland, 199410) Monografie Lotnicze 12 Heinkel HE 111, AJ Press, 199311) Monografie Lotnicze 4 JU 88, AJ Press,199212)
Monografie Lotnicze 19 JU 87 Stuka, AJ Press, 1994All books are in Polish.

484: LUFTWAFFE PLANES AND PILOTS (3) USD 40 - 80

LUFTWAFFE PLANES AND PILOTS (3)Lot of three books in English about the Luftwaffe planes and pilots:1) German Aircraft of
World War Two in Colour, Kenneth Munson, Blanford Press, 1978.2) Fight! Luftwaffe Fighter Planes and Pilots, Werner Held,
Prentice Hall, 1979.3) Luftwaffe Squadrons 1939 - 45, Chris Bishop, Amber Books, 2006.

485: MESSERSCHMITT & FOCKE-WULF JAPANESE BOOKS (3) USD 40 - 80

MESSERSCHMITT & FOCKE-WULF JAPANESE BOOKS (3)Three Japanese books about the BF109 and FW190:1) Messerschmitt
BF109 F/K - Famous Airplanes of the World, No. 134, Bunrin-Do, 1982.2) Pictorial History - Messerschmitt BF109, Tke KOKU-FAN
Bunrin-Do, 1977.3) Pictorial History - Focke-Wulf FW190, Tke KOKU-FAN Bunrin-Do, 1978.All written in Japanese.
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486: MILITARY BADGES INSIGNIA BOOKS (6) USD 60 - 120

MILITARY BADGES INSIGNIA BOOKS (6)Lot of six books in English about badges, uniforms, insignia, etc.1) The Badges and
Insignia of the Canadien Airborne Forces, Lone Pine Pub., 1981.2) Badges and Insignia of World War II Air Force Naval Marine,
Peerage, 1976.3) Marine Badges and Insignia of the World, Blanford Press, 1983.4) Collecting Military Antiques, Bracken Books
1984.5) Badges and Uniforms of the Worlds Elite Forces, B&P Military Publ., 1984.6) U.S. Army Special Forces Insignia Booklet, J.
Swede.

487: MILITARY ORDERS & DECORATIONS BOOKS (7) USD 20 - 40

Lot of seven books about military badges, insignia, heraldry, uniforms, orders and decorations, and a Blue Book of Gun Values.
As-is.

488: MISC GERMAN LUFTWAFFE BOOKS (3) USD 60 - 80

MISC GERMAN LUFTWAFFE BOOKS (3)Three books in English about the German Luftwaffe:1) Helmut Wick: An Illustrated
Biography of the Luftwaffe Ace and Commander of Jagdgeschwader 2 During the Battle of Britain, H. Ringlstetter, Schiffer Pub.,
2005.2) Luftwaffe Camouflage 1935-40, Alain Fleuret, Kookaburra Technical Pub., 1981.3) German Jet Genesis, David Masters,
Janes Pub., 1982.

489: MOELDERS NOWOTNY RUDEL BILDER & DOKUMENTE (3) USD 100 - 140

MOELDERS NOWOTNY RUDEL BILDER & DOKUMENTE (3)Three books in German about the Luftwaffe Aces:1) Jagdflieger
Oberst Werner Molders - Bilder und Dokumente, Motorbuch Verlag, 1982.2) Der Jagdflieger Walter Nowotny - Bilder und
Dokumente, Motorbuch Verlag, 1984.3) Stukaoberst Hans-Ulrich Rudel - Einziger Trager der Hochsten Tapferkeits- Auszeichnung,
Motorbuch-Verlag, 1986.All three books in German.

490: SOVIET ARMY MILITARY REFERENCE BOOKS (7) USD 100 - 200

SOVIET ARMY MILITARY REFERENCE BOOKS (7)Seven (7) books in English and Russian on Soviet army military:1) Soviet
Equipment Recognition Guide, SERG unclassified identification guide, 50 pages, US Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort
Monroe, VA 1975.2) Soviet Military Power, 2nd edition, Department of Defense, USA, 1983.3) Military Uniform Regulations, USSR
Ministry of Defense, 1989 (In Russian). Spine partially missing.4) Soviet Army Insignia 1917 - 1985, Militaria House, 1990.5) Orders
and Medals of the USSR, Georgi Putnikov, Moscow, 1990 (In English).6) Russian Army 1917-1920 - Medals, published 1991 (In
Russian).7) Civil War in Russia - White Army 1917-1922, published 2000 (In Russian).

491: SUBMARINE - NAVY BADGES & INSIGNIA (3) USD 40 - 80

SUBMARINE - NAVY BADGES & INSIGNIA (3)Lot of three books about insignia, tokens and signs of the Navy in different
countries.1) SUBMARINE BADGES AND INSIGNIA OF THE WORLD, Pete Prichard, Schiffer Publishing, Ltd., 1997. In English.2)
SIGNS AND TOKENS OF THE RUSSIAN NAVY, 1945 - 2004, Polygon, AST, 2002. In Russian.3) SIGNS AND TOKENS OF THE
RUSSIAN NAVY, 1945 - 2004, Polygon, AST, 2004. In Russian.

492: THE LEGION CONDOR 1936-1939 (2) USD 60 - 100

THE LEGION CONDOR 1936-1939 (2)Lot of two books of the Legion Condor:1) Condor - The Luftwaffe in Spain 1936-1939, by
Patrick Lareau, Hikoki Publications, 2001.2) The Legion Condor 1936-1939, by Karl Ries and Hans Ring, Schiffer Publishing,
1992.Both books are in English
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493: THE LUFTWAFFE IN THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN (3) USD 60 - 100

THE LUFTWAFFE IN THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN (3)Lot of three books in English about the Luftwaffe in the Battle of Britain.1) 9.
Staffel/Jagdgeschwader 26 - The Battle of Britain Photo Album of Luftwaffe Bf 109 Pilot Willy Fronhofer, Schiffer, 2005.2)
Bombsights Over England - The History of Erprobungsgruppe 210 Luftwaffe Fighter-Bomber Unit in the Battle of Britain, John J.
Vasco, 1990.3) The Luftwaffe in the Battle of Britain, Armand van Ishoven, Ian Allan. 1980.

494: THE MILITARY ADVISOR MAGAZINE - 54 ISSUES USD 120 - 240

The Military Advisor - R. Jame Bender Publications The Publication For International Military Hobbyists and Historians - published by
Roger James Bender (1940 - 2020). Included are 54 issues starting with (2x) Volume 1, Number 1, Winter 1989 until the issue
Volume 14, Number 1 Winter 2002/2003. The magazines are in English, b/w and color.

495: THE SECOND WORLD WAR USD 20 - 40

German publication, written in German 'Der Zweite Weltkrieg' (The Second World War), Bertelsmann Lexicon Verlag 1968, 687
pages, hardcover, very well illustrated with maps, photographs throughout, some in color.

496: TOP GUNS OF THE LUFTWAFFE (3) USD 40 - 80

TOP GUNS OF THE LUFTWAFFE (3)Three books in English about the Top Guns of the Luftwaffe:1) Horrido Fighter Aces of the
Luftwaffe, 1968.2) JG26 Top Guns of the Luftwaffe, Crown, 1991.3) Jagdgeschwader 301/302 'Wilde Sau' - In Defense of the Reich
with the Bf109, FW190 and Ta152, Schiffer, 1999.All books are in English.

497: U.S. ARMY VISOR HATS OF THE 1930s-1950s USD 40 - 60

Visor Hats of the United States Army 1930-1950: Schiffer Military History Book, Schiffer Publishing, Ltd., 2003, fully illustrated in
superb full-color photographs.

498: US AIR FORCE INSIGNIA MOTTOES AND COLORS (7) USD 60 - 120

Lot of 7 books about US Air Force pocket and shoulder insignias, mottos, color reference books, a motto list compiled by the
American Society of Military Insignia Collectors from the 1970s, 28 album pages of insignia references, The Air Force Officer's Guide
book by Maj. Gen. A.J. Kinney USAF (Ret.), The Comprehensive Guide to USAF POCKET /Shoulder Insignia Mottos by Jerome
Polder, The Comprehensive Illustrated Guide to USAF Pocket/Shoulder Insignia Volumes 1- 6 by Jerome Polder, and four more
books about the USAF Europe, Air Guard, TAC, Air Forces Colors Vol 1 1926-1942.

499: WARSAW PACT UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA (4) USD 20 - 50

WARSAW PACT UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA (4)Lot of four Warsaw pact uniforms and insignia (4)1) The Armies of the Warsaw Pact
Nations, Carl Ueberreuter, 19812) Poland Military Medals and Decorations, Martin Kozlowski, 19803) Estonian Army Uniforms and
Insignia 1939-44, Weapons Warfare Quarterly, 19834) Uniforms of the Armed Forces of Eastern European countries, 1991
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500: WWII GERMAN LEGION CONDOR BOOKS (3) USD 60 - 120

WWII GERMAN LEGION CONDOR BOOKS (3)Lot of three books in English, German, and Spanish about the Legion Condor:1) Sea
Planes of the Legion Condor. The Story of AS./88 Squadron in the Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939, Schiffer, 2009.2) Escuadrillas
Azules en Rusia. Historia y uniforms, Almena, 1999 (Spanish)3) Legion Condor, 1936-1939 Eine illustrierte Dokumentation, Karl
Ries and Hans Ring, Verlag Dieter Hoffmann, 1979 (German)

501: WWII GERMAN LUFTWAFFE BOOKS(4) USD 60 - 90

WWII GERMAN LUFTWAFFE BOOKS(4)Lot of four books in English about the German Luftwaffe in WWII:1) Augsburg Eagle - The
Story of the Messerschmitt 109, William Green, Doubleday, 1971.2) Stuka JU-87, Lt-Col A.J. Barker, Chartwell Books, 2005.3)
Me262 - Stormbird Rising, Hugh Morgan, Osprey Pub., 1995.4) The Fighting 109 - A Pictorial History of the Messerschmitt Bf 109 in
Action, David & Charles, London, 1978.

502: WWII GERMAN MESSERSCHMITT (5) USD 60 - 80

WWII GERMAN MESSERSCHMITT (5)Lot of five books about the Messerschmitt aircraft:1) Messerschmitt BF 109K, Japo, 1997
(with English translation).2) Messerschmitt 'O-Nine' Gallery, Thomas Hitchcock, Monogram Aviation Publ., 1973, with color
applications.3) Augusburg Eagle - The Messerschmitt BF 109, William Green, Aston Pub., 1980.4) Messerschmitt BF 110 at war,
Armand van Ishoven, 1985.5) Les Messerschmitt Dans La Bataille D'Angleterre, 1980 (In French).

503: WWII GERMAN SPECIAL FORCES (3) USD 20 - 40

WWII GERMAN SPECIAL FORCES (3)Lot of three books in English about the German WWII clandestine operation units and
infantry soldiers:1) Grenadiers, J. J. Fedorowicz Publishing, 1994.2) The Brandenburgers Global Mission, J. J. Fedorowicz
Publishing, 1997.3) Infanterie Aces, J. J. Fedorowicz Publishing, 1994.

504: WWII LUFTWAFFE ACE AND PLANES (8) USD 80 - 160

WWII LUFTWAFFE ACE AND PLANES (8)Lot of eight books in English about German Luftwaffe Aces and planes:1) Luftwaffe
Fighter Units Mediterranean 1941-1944, Osprey Publishing, 1978.2) Luftwaffe Fighter Units Russia 1941-45, Osprey Publishing,
1978.3) Spanish Civil War Air Forces, Osprey Publishing, 1977.4) Croatian Aces of World War 2, Osprey Publishing, 2002.5)
Hungarian Aces of World War 2, Osprey Publishing, 2002.6) Slovakian and Bulgarian Aces of World War 2, Osprey Publishing,
2004.7) Bf 109 Aces of North Africa and the Mediterranean, Osprey Publishing, 1994.8) Messerschmitt Bf 110 Zerstorer Aces of
World War 2, Osprey Publishing, 1999.

505: WWII LUFTWAFFE BOOKS (3) USD 60 - 120

WWII LUFTWAFFE BOOKS (3)Lot of three books in German about the Luftwaffe in WWII:1) Rammjager - Das letzte Aufgebot,
Walther Dahl, Orion-Heimreiter-Verlag, 1980.2) Die Deutschen Jagdgeschwader im Russlandfeldzug, Werner Held,
Podzun-Pallas-Verlag, 1986.3) Geschichte eines Jagdgeschwaders - Das J.G. 26 (Schlageter) von 1937 bis 1945, (includes three
foldout maps), Joseph Priller, Kurt Vowinckel Verlag, 1969.All books are written in German.

506: WWII LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER PLANES (12) USD 120 - 180

WWII LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER PLANES (12)Lot of twelve books in English about various German fighter planes:1) Messerschmitt
Me 210/410 in Action, Squadron/Signal Publications, 19942) Focke-Wulf FW 190D, Squadron/Signal Publications, 19973)
Messerschmitt Bf 109 in Action, Part 2, Squadron/Signal Publications, 19834) Heinkel He 112, Schiffer, 20045) The Luftwaffe Profile
Series No.9, Schiffer, 20046) Messerschmitt Bf 109 into the Battle, Air Research Publications, 19877) Aerodata International No. 4
Messerschmitt 109E, Aerodata International Publications, 19788) Ju 87 Stuka in Action - Aircraft No. 73, Squadron/Signal
Publications, 19869) Messerschmitt Me 109, Aero Publishers Inc, 196510) Messerschmitt BF 109, Aero Publishers Inc, 196711)
Boeing 100-112, Aero Publishers Inc, 196712) Warbirds Magazine
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507: WWII LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER PLANES (8) USD 60 - 80

WWII LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER PLANES (8)Lot of eight books in English about various German fighter planes:1) Stuka, Sterling Pub,
19892) Messerschmitt Bf 109, Patrick Stephens Ltd 19833) Dornier Bombers and Reconnaissance Aircraft 1925 1945, Arms &
Armour, 19904) Junkers Bombers, Arms & Armour, 19875) The Luftwaffe 1933-1945 Vol IV, Warbirds Illustrated 19826) The
Luftwaffe 1933-1945 Vol III, Arms & Armour, 19827) The Luftwaffe 1933-1945 Vol II, Arms & Armour, 19818) The Luftwaffe
1933-1945 Vol I, Arms & Armour 1981

508: WWII LUFTWAFFE PARATROOPERS (3) USD 60 - 90

WWII LUFTWAFFE PARATROOPERS (3)Lot of three books in English about the paratrooper branch of the Luftwaffe:1) The History
of the Fallschirm-Panzerkorps 'Hermann Georing': Soldiers of the Reichsmarschall, Fedorowicz J.J.,1995.2) Hitler's Paratroopers in
Normandy: The German II Parachute Corps in the Battle for France, 1944, Frontline Books, 2019.3) Hitler's Sky Warriors: German
Paratroopers in Action 1939-1945, Potomac Books, 2000.

509: WWII LUFTWAFFE STORIES (4) USD 20 - 40

WWII LUFTWAFFE STORIES (4)Four English books with stories about the Luftwaffe:1) KG 200 The true story, P.W. Stahl, Jane's,
1981.2) Design for flight - The Kurt Tank Story, Heinz Conradis, Macdonald Co., 1960.3) Duel under the Stars, Wilhelm Johnen,
William Kimber and Co. Ltd., 1957.4) Rocket Fighter - The story of the Me163, Mano Zigler, 1961.

510: REISSUE OF HARPER'S WEEKLY CIVIL WAR (5) USD 40 - 50

The Reissue of Harper's Weekly, circa 1961. Includes:Vol. V No. 229, 233,248, 251, 253.Foxing and yellowing to paper, minor tears.

511: CIVIL WAR MOLLUS MEDAL 34TH OVI PIATT'S ZOUAVES USD 240 - 400

Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States, rare numbered MOLLUS medal 9026 identified to Surgeon John H. Ayres of
the 34th OVI, no residence listed. Enlisted on 1/16/1862 as an Assistant Surgeon, he was commissioned into Field & Staff OH 34th
Infantry and discharged on 2/24/1865. The 34th Ohio Infantry Regiment was raised at Camp Lucas near Cincinnati on September 1,
1861. Most of the recruits came from the western part of the state. After training and drilling, the new regiment moved to Camp
Dennison on September 1 and then entrained for the front lines, arriving on September 20 at Camp Enyart on the Kanawha River in
western Virginia. It initially served in the forces under George B. McClellan, and then under a variety of generals for the next two
years while engaging in several raids and operations in the region. On September 25, 1861, the 34th Ohio won a victory at the Battle
of Kanawha Gap near present-day Chapmanville, West Virginia. When the regiment's term of enlistment expired late in 1863, the
men voted to re-enlist on December 23. They were part of Crook's Expedition against the Virginia & Tennessee Railroad in early
May and fought in the Battle of Cloyd's Mountain on May 9 and later in the Battle of Cove Mountain and in other smaller
engagements in the region. The regiment was re-mustered as a veteran regiment on January 19, 1864, and participated in many of
the battles of the Valley Campaigns of 1864, including the Battle of Opequon near Winchester, Virginia. The 34th Ohio suffered 10
Officers and 120 enlisted men killed in battle or died from wounds, and 130 enlisted men died from disease for a total of 260
fatalities. The much-depleted regiment was amalgamated with the 36th Ohio Infantry on February 22, 1865.

512: CIVIL WAR MOLLUS MEDAL 6TH MICHIGAN CAVALRY CAPTAIN USD 240 - 400

Rare numbered MOLLUS medal 13967 numbered to Captain Jacob O. Probasco of the 6th Michigan Cavalry Residence Lyons,
Michigan, 18 years old. Enlisted on 9/8/1862 at Lyons, MI as a Corporal. On 10/11/1862 he mustered into 'E' Co. MI 6th Cavalry. He
was transferred out on 11/17/1865. On 11/17/1865 he transferred into 'H' Co. MI 1st Cavalry. He was discharged on 6/6/1866
Promotions: Comm Sergt 3/1/1863; 2nd Lieut 11/12/1863; 1st Lieut 5/19/1864; Capt 12/10/1864 (As of Co. K). The 6th Michigan
Cavalry was organized at Grand Rapids, Michigan, from May 28 to October 13, 1862, and mustered in October 13, 1862. Among the
officers who later joined the regiment as replacements were Thomas W. Custer, who would earn two Medals of Honor while serving
with the 6th in the spring of 1865. The regiment was assigned to what became the Michigan Brigade during the early part of the
Gettysburg Campaign in June 1863. It saw its first actions under General Custer at the Hanover, Hunterstown, and Gettysburg.
Armed with Spencer Repeating Rifles, the 6th provided superior firepower against the lightly armed Confederate cavalry. Sent out to
the Old West frontier following the cessation of hostilities in mid-1865, the 6th, commanded by Colonel James H. Kidd and under the
overall command of Brigadier General Patrick Connor constructed 'Fort Connor' as a supply depot during the Powder River
Expeditions of that summer. A detachment of the regiment guarding James A. Sawyers wagon train participated in the Sawyers Fight
of August and September 1865. The regiment was mustered out of service on November 24, 1865.
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513: U.S. CIVIL WAR ARMY CAMPAIGN MEDAL USD 140 - 280

Original bronze Army Civil War Campaign Medal with wrap brooch, original ribbon, original box, and a later ribbon bar, not
numbered, 33.5 mm in diameter. The medal is considered the first campaign service medal of the United States Armed Forces. The
reverse has the words 'The Civil War 1861-1865' encircled by a wreath. The blue and gray ribbon denotes the respective uniform
colors of the U.S. and Confederate troops.

514: CIVIL WAR PENSION APPLICATION USD 60 - 120

Pension application and assorted papers for James S. Lane, Private, Co. I 101 PA Vols., enlisted 5 March 1862, discharged 8
August 1862, discharged due to chronic diarrhea. With a letter from his wife explaining that Lane was over 45 years of age at the
time he enlisted and he enlisted under a false age fearing he would be rejected. Lot of five pieces.

515: GAR GRAVE MARKER PENNSYLVANIA USD 60 - 180

1921 G.A.R. Grand Army of the Republic US War Veteran metal grave marker, 32.5 inches overall. Reverse reads 'Presented by the
County Commissioners Of Phil. Co. PA.'

516: KU KLUX KLAN BELT BUCKLE USD 80 - 160

Brass KKK belt buckle 3 1/4 x 3 inches, picturing four hooded Klansmen on horses one holding a bible, another holding the
American flag, another holding a banner reading 'Americanism', a burning cross in the background. The reverse is embossed with an
eagle and 'Warranted Finest Minted Brass', the maker mark is 'Daniel Low & Co. Salem.Mass. Witch' with an image of a witch riding
on a broomstick. Sold As-Is.

517: KU KLUX KLAN BELT BUCKLE USD 80 - 160

Brass KKK belt buckle 2 5/8 x 3 7/8 inches, picturing a hooded Klansman holding a bible in his right hand and an American flag in his
left hand, a burning cross next to him. The reverse is inscribed 'Imperial Order of the Ku Klux Klan - Designed by Rev. Branford
Clark', the maker mark is Daniel Low & Co. Salem. Mass. Witch' with an image of a witch riding on a broomstick. Sold As-Is.

518: KU KLUX KLAN BELT BUCKLE USD 80 - 160

Brass KKK belt buckle 3 1/2 x 3 inches, picturing two hooded Klansmen with axes cutting down a tree marked 'Rome', the trunk
holding three skulls, in the background is a large group of Klansmen encircling the scene, in the upper corners a fiery cross and an
American flag. The reverse is embossed with an eagle and 'Warranted Finest Minted Brass', the maker mark is 'Daniel Low & Co.
Salem.Mass. Witch' with an image of a witch riding on a broomstick. Sold As-Is.

519: KU KLUX KLAN 1907 BOWIE AND POCKET KNIFE (2) USD 200 - 300

Heavy Ku Klux Klan bowie knife, 10.5-inch blade, 16.5 inches overall. Dark patinated blade, wood handle with finger grooves, scales
attached with three brass pins. The blade is inscribed â€˜Imperial Order of Ku Klux Klan Convention 1907 Bristol Tennâ€™. Sold
with a KKK pocket knife, decorated with a hooded Klansman and â€˜Ku Klux Klanâ€™ on the reverse, no maker mark, 3.25 in.
overall. Both of unknown vintage sold as-is.
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520: KU KLUX KLAN DRESS SWORD USD 600 - 900

KU KLUX KLAN dress sword with scabbard. Rounded smooth black grip, the silvered pommel is in the shape of a knight's helmet,
the crossguard is decorated with a shield with a mounted hooded clansman carrying a burning cross, the reverse is marked 'KKK' in
a circle, with a gold colored sword knot. The scabbard is black painted steel, straight throughout, with a frog stud and silvered drag,
showing some spots of paint loss. Overall length is 36.35 inches, the blade is 28 inches. The blade is straight, unsharpened, showing
a couple of black spots, the point is sharp.

521: KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN HERO CROSS USD 200 - 400

Named Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 1866 - 1915 Hero Cross medal, the obverse depicting Confederate general and early Klan leader
Nathan Bedford Forrest at the center beneath a Klan hood and reads 'Duty Sans Peur Et Sans Reproche Forrest 1866 1915'. The
medal is engraved on the top bar 'H.C. Moore'. The reverse of the medal reads 'Hero Cross Presented by the Knights Of The Ku
Klux Klan (Inc) Authority Of William Joseph Simmons Imperial Wizard W & H Co Newark N.J.', the medal measures 1.375 inches
square. With a separate top bar above the medal with a thin horizontal 'C' catch pin back. Two-piece construction.

522: KU KLUX KLAN EPHEMERA COLLECTION (5) USD 140 - 200

Collection of five 1920's Ku Klux Klan documents, including a 'Kleagle's Chartered Klan Report' to be sent to the Imperial Kleagle,
5.5 x 8.5 in.; recruiting card 'Honor is the crowning virtue of American manhood' searching for 'BOYS whose honor and character are
above reproach', 3.25 x 5.5 in.; a blue colored certificate declaring a member has been 'elevated to the degree of Knight's Kamelia or
K-Duo', 7 x 8.5 in.; an unused official sheet of letterhead from the Imperial Palace, 8.25 x 10.75 in.; and an official order form for a
Klan robe, 3.5 x 9.25 inches. Very good.

523: KU KLUX KLAN EPHEMERA COLLECTION (4) USD 140 - 200

Collection of five 1920's Ku Klux Klan documents, including a 'Kleagle's Chartered Klan Report' to be sent to the Imperial Kleagle,
5.5 x 8.5 in.; recruiting card 'NON SILBA SED ANTHAR' searching for 'REAL MEN whose oaths are inviolate', 3 x 5.5 in.; a blue
colored certificate declaring a member has been 'elevated to the degree of Knight's Kamelia or K-Duo', 7 x 8.5 in.; an unused official
sheet of letterhead from the Imperial Palace, 8.25 x 10.75 in.; and a recruiting pamphlet 'The attitude of the Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan Toward Immigration', 3.5 x 8 inches. Very good.

524: 1906 CHICAGO DAILY NEWS AMERICAN PATRIOTISM MEDAL USD 80 - 160

1906 Chicago Daily News For Essay American Patriotism medal with ribbon, pin back, and original case, engraved with an eagle
holding a shield and 'Pro Deo El Patria' (God and country). The reverse is engraved 'Awarded to Mildred Campbell Prescott School
1906'. Maker: Childs, Chicago. 36 mm diameter.

525: OLD UNION STATION BALTIMORE 1890 PHOTOGRAPH USD 80 - 200

Rare original photograph of the Old Union Station, Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland, circa 1890, showing the old train station with
a horse-drawn tram or horse car. Union Station was replaced in 1911 by the current Baltimore Pennsylvania Station. Large oversized
black-and-white photograph, 15 x 19 inches sight, matted in simple wood frame 20 x 24 inches.
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526: ANTIQUE CRESCENT CAST IRON TOY STOVE USD 80 - 160

Antique 'Crescent' cast iron stove with the additional back shelf. The stove has the original flathead screws, features wonderful
decorative detail work, a working oven door with an embossed Crescent logo, and lift-able burner inserts. Included are three kettles,
and a frying pan. Good condition. Marked 'Made in the USA.'

527: STEREO CARDS ISRAEL & EGYPT (6) USD 20 - 60

Lot of 6 stereo cards of Jerusalem (1 duplicate), Jaffa, and Cairo.

528: STEREO CARDS VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPHY (15) USD 20 - 80

Group of 15 vernacular photography stereo cards of animals, kids, and couples, including 'Caught in the Act' and 'Robbing the Male'.

529: WIENER WERKSTATTE PATTERN SAMPLE USD 200 - 500

Pattern sample, 9 x 10.25 inches, silver paper mounted on blue paper, stamped in blue ink 'Kunstbl. Inv. Nr.' and next to it a stamp in
red ink reading in German 'Dieser Entwurf ist Geistiges Eigentum Der Wiener Werkstatte Ges. M. B. H. in Wien und Steht unter Dem
Schutze des Urheberrechts.' Matted and framed in a wood frame under glass, overall dimension 23 x 26.5 inches. Not examined out
of frame.

530: WIENER WERKSTATTE THREE MASKS FLEDERMAUS USD 200 - 500

Wiener Werkstatte 'Three Masks' (Drei Masken) color lithograph poster for Cabaret Fledermaus by Bertold Loffler (1874 - 1960).
Poster displays three mask and is titled 'Fledermaus Theater u. Kabarett Karntnerstr. Ecke Johannesg. Tageskassa Graben 15 8-4
Nachts.' Artist monogram in the lower right corner. Tipped to a board, 8.25 x 11.5 inches, framed under glass in a simple frame 16.25
x 20.75 inches. Not examined out of frame.

531: MARC CHAGALL SIGNED FIRST DAY COVER USD 200 - 300

(1887-1985) Russian-French artist of Belarusian Jewish origin, called 'the quintessential Jewish artist of the twentieth century'.
Signature in black pencil, an envelope with a cancellation stamp â€˜Jerusalem Hadassahâ€™ dated March 3, 1973. The envelope
has two beautiful large postal stamps depicting the Chagall Windows in the synagogue of the Hadassah Medical Center, Ein Karem,
Jerusalem. Excellent condition.

532: TENNESSEE WILLIAMS USD 160 - 320

(1911 - 1983) American playwright, considered among the three foremost playwrights of 20th-century American drama. Signed
check 'Tennessee Williams' in blue ink, check for $28.84 to Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority, September 14, 1978, check no. 3036
drawn on the account of Julius Lefkowitz and Company at the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York, New York.
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533: BLAZE STARR CHRISTMAS CARD USD 100 - 140

(1932 - 2015) American stripper and burlesque star. Her vivacious presence and inventive use of stage props earned her the
nickname 'The Hottest Blaze in Burlesque'. Signed Christmas card in black ink 'With Love and Kisses Always, Blaze Starr' with a
drawing of a shooting star, pink hearts, and a nude female torso, 5 x 7 in.

534: GINGER LYNN PHOTOGRAPHS (2) USD 80 - 160

(b. 1962) American pornographic actress and model who was a premier adult-entertainment star of the 1980s. She also had minor
roles in various B movies. AVN has ranked her at #7 in a list of the 50 greatest porn stars of all time. Two provocative photographs of
Ginger Lynn. One black-and-white photograph signed in blue marker, and one color photograph signed in black marker and
inscribed 'Warm Wet Kisses', 8 x 10.

535: KARINA SMIRNOFF & BROOKE BURKE 'DANCING WITH THE STARS' USD 140 - 200

Dancing with the Stars: Karina Smirnoff (b. 1978), Soviet-born American professional ballroom dancer of Ukrainian origins. She is a
five-time U.S. National Champion, World Trophy Champion, and Asian Open Champion as well as the first woman to ever make the
'British Professional Final' with three different partners. A photograph of Karina Smirnoff in black lingerie bearing her signature in
blue marker. With: Brooke Burke (b. 1971), American actress, dancer, model, and television personality, known for hosting Wild On!,
Rock Star, winning the seventh season of Dancing with the Stars, and for co-hosting Dancing With the Stars from 2010 to 2013.
Signed nude photograph, 8 x 10 in., inscribed in black ink 'Always - Brooke Burke.'

536: KATHLEEN TURNER & CONNIE STEVENS USD 100 - 160

Kathleen Turner (b. 1954), an American actress and two Golden Globe Awards recipient known for her distinctive gritty voice. A
black-and-white photograph of Kathleen Turner bearing her signature in black ink, 8 x10 inches. With: Connie Stevens (b. 1938), an
American actress and singer. She gained widespread recognition for her portrayal of 'Cricket' Blake on the network television series
'Hawaiian Eye'. A black-and-white nude photograph of Connie Stevens signed in black ink, 8 x 10 inches.

537: LILI ST. CYR BURLESQUE STRIPPER USD 120 - 200

(1918 - 1999) American burlesque stripteaser. St. Cyr got her big break in Hollywood in 1951 when she was charged with indecent
exposure during a bubble bath performance. Signed 'with love, Lili St. Cyr', in black ink, 8 x 10' black-and-white provocative
photograph.

538: STORMY DANIELS SIGNED DVD USD 60 - 100

(b. 1979) Stephanie Clifford known professionally as Stormy Daniels, American porn star, film director, and former stripper who won
numerous industry awards. In 2018, Daniels became involved in a legal dispute with U.S. President Donald Trump and his attorney
Michael Cohen. Just before the 2016 United States presidential election, U.S. President Donald Trump had arranged the payment of
$130,000 to Daniels to stop her disclosing an affair they had in 2006. DVD featuring Stormy Daniels' film 'Unbridled' by the 'Wicked
Passions' pornographic movie studio. The cover of the DVD case is signed by Stormy Daniels with a black felt tip marker.

539: TEMPEST STORM USD 100 - 160

(b. 1928) American burlesque star and motion picture actress who was dubbed 'The Queen Of Exotic Dancers.' She was one of the
best-known burlesque performers of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. Black and white photograph of Tempest Storm wearing a
burlesque costume signed in black ink marker. Approx. 4 x 5 inches.
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540: ALEC GUINNESS USD 80 - 120

(1914-2000) English actor who played Obi-Wan Kenobi in the original Star Wars trilogy. Besides his portrayal of Obi-Wan Kenobi,
Guinness won acclaim for many roles on live theater, television, and film, including his Academy Award-winning role as Lt. Col.
Nicholson in The Bridge on the River Kwai. He was honored with a knighthood in 1959, and an Academy Honorary Award in 1980.
Black-and-white photograph of Alec Guinness signed with purple ink, 8 x 9.5 inches.

541: ALFRED LUNT & LYNN FONTANNE USD 80 - 120

Two small autograph cards, 2.5 x 4 in., of the American husband and wife acting duo LYNN FONTANNE (1922-1977) and ALFRED
LUNT (1892-1977). Broadway's Lunt-Fontanne Theatre was named for them. One card has Lynn Fontanne's black and white
photograph, is signed in black ink and inscribed, 'Best Wishes.' The other card has Alfred Lunt's black and white photograph, is
signed in black ink and inscribed, 'Sincerely.'

542: BOB HOPE USD 60 - 120

(1903-2003) British-American stand-up comedian, vaudevillian, actor, singer, dancer, and author known for his performance in the
seven 'Road to...' films where he co-starred with Bing Crosby and Dorothy Lamour. Black-and-white photo paper print signed by Bob
Hope in black ink, 7 x 10 inches.

543: BOB HOPE USD 80 - 120

(1903 - 2003) British-American stand-up comedian, vaudevillian, actor, singer, dancer, and author known for his performance in the
seven 'Road to...' films where he co-starred with Bing Crosby and Dorothy Lamour. Westbury Music Fair program signed on the
cover above his portrait.

544: DAVID NIVEN SIGNED CHECK USD 60 - 80

(1910 - 1983) English actor and novelist who won the Academy Award for Best Actor for his performance as Major Pollock in
Separate Tables. A check signed in blue ink for $300.00 to Mader and Heavey, Inc., on June 24, 1949, check no. 2669 drawn on the
account of David Niven at the Bank Of America in Beverly Hills, California, 3.5 x 8.5 inches.

545: HOLLYWOOD ENTERTAINERS SIGNED CHECKS (5) USD 100 - 200

HOLLYWOOD ENTERTAINERS SIGNED CHECKS (5)Good lot of five signed checks. A check by English actor DAVID NIVEN
(1910 - 1983) Signed 'David Niven' in blue ink, check for $30.00 to Ethel Clay, December 15, 1949, check no. 2940 drawn on the
account of David Niven at the Bank Of America in Beverly Hills, California. A check by American entertainer RICHARD RED
SKELTON (1937-1971) signed in blue ink, check for $87.04 to Catherine Frances Costabile on September 17, 1963, check no. 792
drawn on the account of Van Bernard Productions, Inc. at the City National Bank in Beverly Hills, California. A check by American
actor EDGAR BERGEN (1903-1978) signed in blue ink, check for $100.00 to Lazaro Medoza on March 15, 1966, check no. 8328
drawn on the account of Edgar Bergen at the Bank of America in Beverly Hills, California. A check by American actress ROSALIND
RUSSELL (1907-1976) signed in blue ink, check for $1250.00 to Rosalind Russell (paying self) on December 5, 1947, check no.
3653 drawn on the account of Rosalind Russell at the Bank of America in Beverly Hills, California.A check by American actor
VINCENT L. PRICE (1911-1993) signed in blue ink, check for $40.00 to Jody Price - Kier Price on October 15, 1978, check no. 497
drawn on the account of Vincent L. Price at the Security Pacific National Bank in Beverly Hills, California.
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546: LOT OF 18 ENTERTAINMENT AUTOGRAPHS USD 100 - 200

Lot of 18 entertainment autographs on cards removed from albums. Includes: Ann Rutherford, Bob Hope, Carole Landis, Evelyn
Keyes, Fay Bainter, Gene Tierney, Irene Dunne, Jimmy Dorsey, Joan Bennett, John Payne, Lloyd Nolan, Myrna Loy, Olivia De
Haviland, Paul Henreid, Paul Lukas, Robert Taylor, Sophie Tucker, and Tommy Dorsey. Sold as-is.

547: LAURENCE OLIVIER USD 80 - 120

(1907-1989). British actor and director best-known for his interpretations of Shakespeare's Othello and Richard III and including
Hamlet for which he won an Academy Award. Signed color photograph of Laurence Olivier with his signature in purple felt tip pen, 8
x 10 inches.

548: MAUREEN O'HARA USD 100 - 160

(1920 - 2015) American and Irish actress and singer, a redhead known for playing fiercely passionate but sensible heroines, often in
westerns and adventure films. Black-and-white nicely matted photograph with O'Hara's signature in black ink. The picture size is
4.25 x 5.5 in. The overall size is 8.75 x 10.25. Ready for display.

549: OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND USD 80 - 160

(1916-2020) British-American actress. One of her best-known roles is that of Melanie Hamilton in Gone with the Wind, for which she
received her first of five Oscar nominations. TLS on her blue letter paper, one page, Paris, France, 6 x 8.75 in., responding to an
admirer 'It is with great regret that I return to you, unopened, your envelope....another primary obligation keeps me from
responding...the writing of my biography...I know you will understand...', signed at conclusion in blue ink. Small strip of clear tape at
top center, else fine.

550: SABU DASTAGIR USD 120 - 240

(1924 - 1963) Indian actor who played Mowgli in the Jungle book, joined the US Army Air Forces in 1944 after becoming a US citizen
and served as a tail gunner on B-24 Liberators in the Pacific and was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross. He was the first
Indian to achieve great success in Hollywood. Signed and inscribed in blue ink on a vintage black-and-white Hollywood glamour
photograph, 5 x 7 inches, 'My best wishes Sincerely your Sabu'. Removed from an autograph collectors' album, mounting remnants
on verso with a remark in another hand. Very good

551: THE HONEYMOONERS ART CARNEY & JOYCE RANDOLPH USD 100 - 200

Black-and-white printed photo of the cast of 'The Honeymooners', signed in blue marker by Art Carney 'Best Wishes Art Carney' and
'Ed Norton', and by Joyce Randolph 'Regards Joyce Randolph' and 'Trixie'. The Honeymooners is an early American television
sitcom created by Jackie Gleason. It is one of the first U.S. television shows to portray working-class married couples in a gritty,
non-idyllic manner. 8 x 11 inches, printed photograph mounted on a 1/8 inch foam board.

552: TYRONE POWER SIGNED PRINT USD 100 - 160

(1914-1958) American actor, from the 1930s to the 1950s, Power appeared in dozens of films, often in swashbuckler roles or
romantic leads. Magazine print inscribed with 'Best wishes' and signed in black ink, 7.5 x 10 inches.
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553: WARREN BEATTY USD 60 - 120

(b. 1937) American actor, director, producer, and screenwriter, nominated for 15 Academy Awards and 16 Golden Globe Awards.
Signed check 'Warren Beatty' in blue ink, check for $5.20 to Gavin Herbert Pharmacies, 3 2.5 x 7 2.5 in., August 17, 1973, check no.
341 drawn on the account Warren Beatty at City National Bank in Beverly Hills, California.

554: MUHAMMAD ALI USD 200 - 400

(1942 - 2016) American professional boxer, activist, and philanthropist, one of the greatest boxers of all time. Signature in blue ink
'Muhammad Ali', on a brochure titled 'Is Jesus Really God?', signed in blue ballpoint, 3.5 x 8.5 inches. Ali frequently distributed these
brochures when he was in public. Signed in person at an event in Atlantic City in the 1990's.

555: FIRST LADIES (3) USD 100 - 160

Lot of three color photographs, each featuring one of the first ladies: Nancy Reagan, Rosalynn Carter, and Betty Ford. Each
photograph is signed in black ink by the First Lady it depicts, 'Betty Ford', 'Best Wishes Nancy Reagan', 'Rosalynn Carter.' All photos
are 8x10 inches. The prints have minor imperfections on the surface from having been under glass, frames and glass have been
removed.

556: BARBARA BUSH SIGNED BOOK USD 60 - 100

(1925 - 2018) First Lady. Her book 'A Memoir', Charles Scribnerâ€™s Sons, 1994, signed on the title page in black ink, with
dustcover. Ex libris of the previous owner on inside cover.

557: GERALD FORD USD 60 - 80

(1931 - 2006) 38th president of the United States. Glossy color photograph of Gerald Ford, signed by the former president in black
ink in the bottom margin, 8 x 10 inches. Fine.

558: JIMMY CARTER & MOM USD 100 - 200

(b. 1924) 39th President of the United States from 1977 to 1981. He was awarded the 2002 Nobel Peace Prize. A full-length portrait
color postcard bearing Jimmy Carter's signature in blue marker, 4 x 6 inches. WITH: An autographed note written and signed in blue
ink by his mother Lillian Carter in response to an inquiry 'What do you think of the Arab World's objections to the Sadat - Begin
meetings?', Lillian Carter's response is, 'I do not discuss any issues!', mother knows best...4 x 8 inches.

559: J. EDGAR HOOVER USD 100 - 180

(1895 - 1972) American law enforcement administrator who served as the first Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
of the United States. Hoover is also credited with establishing and expanding a national blacklist, renamed in 2001 as the Terrorist
Screening Database. A postal envelope signed by J. Edgar Hoover in blue ink bearing a postal stamp dated September 18th, 1964,
6.5 x 3.5 inches.
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560: CLARENCE THOMAS USD 80 - 100

(b. 1948) Associate justice of the Supreme Court of the United States. He was nominated by President George H. W. Bush and
confirmed by the United States Senate to succeed Thurgood Marshall. Clarence Thomas is the second African American to serve on
the Court. American flag sticker signed by Clarence Thomas in black ink, 3W x 3L.

561: 11 COSMONAUTS INCLUDING TITOV, POPOVICH, AND LEONOV USD 140 - 200

Space award citation issued on November 17, 1998, to Illarion Khomyakov, a Veteran of Russian Cosmonautics, Veteran of the
Launching Place Bikonur, professor, and General-Major, by the Federation of Cosmonautics on the occasion of his 80th birthday. It
comes in a folder autographed by eleven (11) early cosmonauts including Gherman Titov, who was the second human to orbit the
Earth, Pavel Popovich, Yuri Artyukhin, Yuri Glazkov, Yuri Romanenko, Georgy Grechko, Valery Bykovsky, Aleksei Gubarev, Vladimir
Aksyonov, Vladimir Remek, and Alexei Leonov, the first person to conduct a spacewalk. 4-page folder with separate color award
loosely inserted, 8.25 x 11.75 inches, bumped corners, very good.

562: APOLLO-SOYUZ LEONOV & KUBASOV FDC USD 60 - 120

Apollo-Soyuz ASTP First Day Cover signed by cosmonauts Alexey Leonov and Valery Kubasov, 4.5 x 6.25 inches. Very good.

563: APOLLO-SOYUZ STAFFORD BRAND SLAYTON 1975 FDC USD 120 - 240

Apollo-Soyuz ASTP First Day Cover July 15, 1975, Kennedy Space Center, Florida, signed by astronauts Tom Stafford, Vance
Brand, and Deke Slayton, 3.5 x 6.5 inches. Very good.

564: EARLY SOVIET COSMONAUTS (4) USD 80 - 120

Great lot of four signed printed photographs, portraits of Andriyan Nikolayev (1929 - 2004), third Soviet cosmonaut to fly into space,
Pavel Popovich (1930 - 2009), fourth cosmonaut in space, Georgy Shonin (1935 - 1997), flew on the Soyuz 6 space mission, and
Vladimir Vasyutin (1952 - 2002), flew as the Commander on Soyuz T-14 to the Salyut 7 space station. Signed color photographic
prints, glossy, each 8.375 x 6 in. (21 x 15 cm). Very good.

565: EARLY SOVIET COSMONAUTS (7) USD 100 - 200

Good lot of seven signed photographs and covers signed by early Soviet cosmonauts, includes Bykovsky (2), Volynov (2),
Aksyonov, Avdeyev, and Farkas (Hungary).

566: FULL CREW EARLY COSMONAUTS SIGNED 8 COVERS (17) USD 180 - 360

Good collection of eight (8) Soviet space covers signed by early cosmonauts. Includes Soyuz-22: Aksyonov, Bykovsky. Soyuz-21:
Zholobov, Volynov, Klymuk. Soyuz-32: Lyakhov, Ryumin. Soyuz-35: Popov, Ryumin. Soyuz-33: Rukavishnikov, Ivanov (Bulgaria).
Soyuz-36: Kubasov, Farkas (Hungary). Soyuz-32: Lyakhov, Ryumin. Soyuz-21: Zholobov, Volynov.
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567: SALLY RIDE USD 100 - 160

(1951 - 2012) American astronaut, the first American woman in space. Official NASA 8 x 10 inch color photograph, signed by Sally
Ride in blue ink at left.

568: SCOTT CARPENTER USD 100 - 180

(1925 - 2013) American naval officer and aviator, test pilot, aeronautical engineer, astronaut, and aquanaut. He was one of the
Mercury Seven astronauts selected for NASA's Project Mercury in April 1959. Carpenter was the second American to orbit the Earth
and the fourth American in space. Signed copy of Scott Carpenter's book 'For Spacious Skies', bold signature in black ink and
inscribed 'Mercury 7', 6.5 x 9.5 inches.

569: SOVIET COSMONAUTS SIGNED AWARD USD 120 - 200

Unissued Soviet space award certificate signed by nine (9) early cosmonauts: Gherman Titov, Valery Rozhdestvensky, Valery
Bykovsky, Viktor Gorbatko, Yuri Glazkov, Lec Demin, Boris Volynov Vladimir Shatalov, and Georgy Beregovoy. Titled '20 Years of
Space 1957 - 1977 Baikonur', unissued, 4 pages, 11.5 x 8 inches. Fine.

570: VALENTINA TERESHKOVA USD 100 - 200

Soviet postcard from 1967, an illustration of Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman in space, signed in Cyrillic by Tereshkova in lead
pencil below the illustration. 3.5 x 5.5 inches.

571: WALTER CUNNINGHAM APOLLO 7 USD 100 - 180

(1932) American astronaut. In 1968, he was a Lunar Module Pilot on the Apollo 7 mission. Cunningham is the last surviving crew
member of Apollo 7. Signed and inscribed 'To Ralph, Warm Personal Regards and many thanks Walt Cunningham Apollo 7', a 8 x
10 inch color photograph of Cunningham posing next to a large model of a Saturn rocket, signed in black felt tip. Excellent condition.

572: YURI GAGARIN AND GHERMAN TITOV USD 300 - 500

Yuri Gagarin (1934 - 1968) Soviet Air Forces pilot and cosmonaut who became the first human to journey into outer space, achieving
a major milestone in the Space Race; his capsule, Vostok 1, completed one orbit of Earth on 12 April 1961. Gagarin died tragically
on March 27, 1968, on a routine training flight. With: Gherman Titov (1935 - 2000), Soviet cosmonaut who, on 6 August 1961,
became the second human to orbit the Earth, aboard Vostok 2. A month short of 26 years old at launch, he remains the youngest
person to fly in space. Black-and-white photo devoted to the launch of the Soviet automated space station 'Zond-3' on July 18, 1965.
The station succeeded in taking the first photos of the dark side of the moon. The photo is signed by Yuri Gagarin and Gherman
Titov in black ink, 6.5 x 4.5 inches.

573: YURI GAGARIN SIGNED BOOK USD 500 - 800

(1934-1968) Soviet Air Forces pilot and cosmonaut who became the first human to journey into outer space, achieving a major
milestone in the Space Race; his capsule, Vostok 1, completed one orbit of Earth on 12 April 1961. Gagarin died tragically on March
27, 1968, on a routine training flight. Signed book 'Road to Space', hardcover with the original rare dustcover, 1961, 240 pages, 8.25
x 5.5 inches. Signed in blue ink on the title page by Gagarin. Previous owner inscription on the inside cover, light chipping to the
cover. Very good.
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574: YURI GAGARIN'S MOTHER ANNA T. GAGARINA USD 160 - 300

An award citation, 4 pages, given to the veteran of Baikonur Vasily Vasilevich Savinsky on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary
of the first manned space flight by YURI GAGARIN. It includes a black-and-white photograph glued into the citation of Yuri Gagarin
wearing a spacesuit, 5 x 7 inches, signed by his mother ANNA TIMOFEYEVNA GAGARINA in blue marker. The document is dated
April 12, 1981, thirteen years after Yuri Gagarin's tragic death during a routine training flight. 9.5 x 12 inches, presented in a blue
plastic presentation folder.

575: CHARLES MANSON USD 200 - 300

(1934 - 2017) American cult leader, he formed the 'Manson Family'. His followers were responsible for a series of murders including
the killing of Sharon Tate. Color photograph of a stained glass image of Charles Manson signed in black ink with his swastika
signature, 4 x 6 in.

576: JAMES EARL RAY USD 120 - 200

(1928 - 1998) Infamous for assassinating civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tennessee, on
April 4, 1968. Signed excerpt from a USA Today interview: 'Do you think Kingâ€™s death changed history?' Ray replied 'I donâ€™t
think it affects the country if the president or someone gets shot...', signed at the conclusion in black ink, 8.5 x 11 inches. Very good.

577: JOHN WAYNE GACY USD 200 - 300

(1942 - 1994) American serial killer and sex offender known as the Killer Clown who assaulted and murdered at least 33 young men
and boys. Signed photocopy of the motion to reconsider and amend judgment filed by John Wayne Gacy on September 8th, 1992, 4
pages, 8.5 x 11 inches. Gacy's original signature in blue ink on the top of the first page.

578: MAFIA FBI WANTED FINGERPRINT CARDS (2) USD 40 - 80

Lot of two wanted by FBI cards with fingerprints and a facsimile signature of J. Edgar Hoover issued for Stephen Joseph Flemmie
and Dennis Raymond Paterra. Both Federal warrants are issued on September 12, 1969. 1) Stephen Joseph 'The Rifleman' Flemmi
(b. 1934) is an Italian-American gangster who developed close ties to both the Irish and Italian mobs, befriending Mafia boss Francis
'Cadillac Frank' Salemme and earning a reputation as a cold-blooded operative. He later joined up with Somerville's Winter Hill gang,
where he forged a close partnership with Whitey Bulger. Beginning in the 1960s, Flemmi was a top-echelon informant for the FBI.
Flemmi's own criminal activities proved a public relations nightmare for the FBI. For this reason, he was prosecuted under the
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) and sentenced to a long term of incarceration. 2) Dennis Raymond
Paterra was wanted by the FBI in connection with a murder in which a victim was shot. Considered 'very dangerous'. File holes at
the top.

579: PATRICIA HEARST FBI WANTED POSTERS (3) USD 140 - 300

Original oversize FBI Wanted posters for three members of the Symbionese Liberation Army: PATRICIA CAMPBELL HEARST,
WILLIAM TAYLOR HARRIS, and EMILY MONTAGUE HARRIS, one page, in Spanish, issued May 25, 1974, 10.5 x 16 inches.
WITH: FBI Wanted fingerprint card for Patty Hearst from September 24, 1974, and a second FBI Wanted card for DONALD DAVID
DE FREEZE aka 'Field Marshal Cinque', the leader of the Symbionese Liberation Army, issued April 25, 1974. Each 8 x 8 inches.
File holes and folds, very good.
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580: STERLING HALL BOMBING FBI WANTED POSTERS (3) USD 80 - 160

STERLING HALL BOMBING FBI WANTED POSTERS (3)Lot of three items related to the Sterling Hall bombing that occurred on the
University of Wisconsin-Madison campus on August 24, 1970. It was committed by four men as a protest against the university's
research connections with the U.S. military during the Vietnam War.1) Large 'Wanted by FBI' poster for David Sylvan Fine with a
facsimile signature of J. Edgar Hoover, 10.5 x 16 in.2) Wanted by FBI fingerprint card of David Sylvan Fine (b. 1952) containing no
fingerprints, 8 x 8 in.3) FBI Wanted fingerprint card of Dwight Alan Armstrong (1951 - 2010), 8 x 8 in.Fine spent five and a half years
as a fugitive after the incident and eventually was sentenced to a total of seven years and was paroled in 1979. In 1984, after
passing the Oregon Bar exam, Fine was denied admission to the Bar on the grounds that 'he had failed to show good moral
character.'

581: TWELVE FBI WANTED POSTER (12) USD 100 - 200

Lot of twelve (12) FBI wanted cards with fingerprints issued in connection with various crimes and for different people. Including:
Victoria Burkett, a known cocaine user, and her husband Garry Burkett who murdered their buyer of some stolen goods; Robert
Joseph Valeri, who was involved in the robbery of the Massachusetts National Guard Armory in Newburyport and the State Street
Bank in Brighton with the purpose of funding anti-war protest activities. Roger Glen Caryl for murdering four people in Montana.
William Dean Atchison wanted for kidnapping. Plus additional criminals. Cards issued for Robert Eugene Lucas and Roger Merton
Bond have a facsimile signature of J. Edgar Hoover. File holes at the top.
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